Vanishing Circuitry — Molecular Electronics
See page 4
are you replacing top quality tubes with identical top quality tubes?

Now you can carry the identical tubes that you find designed into most of the quality TV sets you service. Chances are, you were not aware that these TV sets were designed around special Frame Grid tubes originated by Amperex and that even more tube types originated by Amperex are being designed into the sets you'll be handling in the future. Amperex frame grid tubes provide 55% higher gain-bandwidth, increase TV set reliability by simplifying circuits and speed up your servicing because their extraordinary uniformity virtually eliminates need for realignment when you replace tubes.

Tubes introduced by Amperex, currently used by major TV set makers include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Grid</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2GK3 4GK3 6GK5 6EH7 6AL3 6A8</td>
<td>2ER5 4EH7 6ES8 6E17 6E15 15CW5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3GK5 4E17 6ER5 6HG8 6BQ5 16AQ3</td>
<td>3E17 4ES8 6FV5 71G8 12AX7 27GB5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For optimum satisfaction for your customers and a better profit operation for yourself, make room in your caddy now for these matchless-quality tubes. Next time you visit your distributor, look for the green-and-yellow boxes and enjoy confidence in your work such as you never have before. Amperex Electronic Corporation, Hicksville, L. I., New York.
NOW EVERYONE CAN QUICKLY
Set up and Service Color TV

**New! B&K Model 850 COLOR GENERATOR**

Most Complete, Most Versatile, Portable Instrument for Use in the Home and in the Shop
Makes Color TV Set-up and Service Easier, Faster than ever!

Now every service technician can be ready to set-up and service color TV with amazing new ease and speed! New advanced design simplifies the entire operation, saves time and work in every installation. Eliminates difficult steps in digging into the color TV set. Gives you new confidence in handling color.

**Produces Patterns, Burst, and Colors Individually**—Provides dot pattern, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines, burst signal, and individual colors—one at a time—on the TV color set—for fastest, easiest check. Unique window-viewer on front of the instrument panel shows you each pattern as it should be—gives you an exclusive display standard to use as a sure guide for quick, visual comparison.

**Provides Accurate, Individual Color Display**—Produces Green, Cyan, Blue, B—Y, Q, Magenta, R—Y, Red, I, Yellow, and Burst—one at a time. All colors are crystal-controlled and are produced by a precision delay-line for maximum accuracy. Each color is individually switch-selected—no chance of error.

**Provides Accurate NTSC-Type Signal**—Color phase angles are maintained in accordance with NTSC specifications.

**Makes Convergence and Linearity Adjustments Easy**—Highly stable crystal-controlled system with vertical and horizontal sync pulses, assures the ultimate in line and dot stability.

**Simplifies Demodulator Alignment**—The type of color display produced by this instrument provides the ultimate in simplicity for precise demodulator alignment.

**Provides Automatic Deconvergence**—Eliminates the necessity for continual static convergence adjustments. The instrument automatically deconverges a white into a color dot trio without digging into the color set to mis-adjust the convergence magnets. It also deconverges a white horizontal or vertical line into red, green and blue parallel lines. This greatly simplifies dynamic convergence adjustments.

**Provides Exclusive Color Gun Killer**—Front-panel switch control makes it easy to disable any combination of the three color guns. Eliminates continuous adjustment of the background or screen controls, or connection of a shorting clip inside the receiver. The switch also selects the individual grids of the color tube and connects to a front-panel jack to simplify demodulator alignment.

**Provides Switch-Selected R.F. Signals**—Factory-tuned, for channels 3, 4, and 5—for open channel use in your area.

Model 850 also includes other features that make it invaluable for home and shop use. Net, $19995

See Your B & K Distributor
or Write for Catalog AP21-E

**B & K MANUFACTURING CO.**
Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. • CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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This is how a video amplifier may look in the molecular (semiconductor) circuitry of tomorrow's TV sets. (Westinghouse photo)


A NEW WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY AWAITS YOU WITH
N.T.S. ALL-PHASE HOME TRAINING IN ELECTRONICS

You can install and maintain electronic circuitry in missiles and rockets... specialize in micro-waves, radar and sonar.

You can succeed in TV-Radio Communications... prepare for F.C.C. License, service advanced satellites for industry and defense.

You can service and repair the electronic "brains" of Industry—computers, data processing, and other automation equipment.

You can become a highly-paid TV-Radio Technician, an electronics field engineer, or succeed in your own sales & service business.

The N.T.S. Master Course enables you to do more, earn more in ELECTRONICS•TELEVISION•RADIO
Yet N.T.S. Training costs no more than other courses far less complete

There's a good reason why N.T.S. Master-Training opens a wide new world of opportunity for you in Electronics, Television, Radio.

Everything you learn, from start to finish, can be applied directly to all phases of the Electronics Industry.

As a result, the N.T.S.-Trained Technician can move ahead faster, in any direction—from TV-Servicing to Radio Communications to Space-Missile Electronics and Automation for industry and defense. You can go wherever pay is highest and opportunity unlimited.

Electronic circuitry, for example, is one of science's miracles that is basic to the entire field of Electronics. It is used in satellites, computers and space capsules as well as in today's television sets and high fidelity equipment. N.T.S. shows you how to service and repair electronic circuitry for all electronic applications.

You work on many practical job projects. You build a short-wave, long-wave superhet receiver, plus a large-screen television set from the ground up. N.T.S. training kits contain all the parts you need... at no extra cost. (See box at right.) You also receive a professional Multilater to use during training and on the job.

ONE LOW TUITION. You need training related to all phases of Electronics. Industry demands it. Only N.T.S. provides it... in ONE Master Course at ONE low tuition.

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES

If you wish to take your Electronics-TV-Radio training in our famous Resident School in Los Angeles—the oldest and largest school of its kind in the world—write for special Resident School catalog and information, or check coupon.

Mail Coupon Now for Free Book and Actual Lesson!

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!
NO OBLIGATION.
NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

19 BIG KITS YOURS TO KEEP

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK AND ACTUAL LESSON!
NO OBLIGATION.
NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

National Technical Schools, Dept. RG-14
4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, California 90037
Please Rush FREE Electronics-TV-Radio "Opportunity" Book and Actual Lesson. No Salesman Will Call.

Name________________________ Age________
City________________________ Zone________ State_____
Address______________
Check if interested ONLY in Resident Training at L.A.
High school home study courses also offered. Check for free catalog.
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Uhf Sets on Increase

Six months before all-channel TV production became compulsory, 20% of all black-and-white sets made were reported to be fitted for uhf as compared with 9% in 1962 and 6% in 1961. In spite of the increase in all-channel set production, manufacturers fear a shortage of uhf tuners when, in April, 100% of the manufacturer's output must be capable of receiving all channels.

Low-Cost Data Unit Extends Computer Use

A new low-cost Data Line Terminal Unit announced by Univac makes it possible for medium and small businesses to use computers which would otherwise be too expensive for them.

The new device, called the Data Line Terminal, makes it possible to hook up with the low-cost Univac 1004 card processor over ordinary telephone lines to transmit or receive business, scientific and engineering data.

Transmission rates are 342 characters per second via private line and 285 characters per second via ordinary toll line. The data can be information from punch cards, data stored in the memory of the card processor, data generated by programming the computer, or material computed by the processor.

While the equipment doesn't move at the nanosecond speed of the giant computers, it has a great advant-

Lasers Treat Cancer

Laser light may be effective in removing cancer, according to researchers of Tufts—New England Medical Center.

In a report to the American College of Surgeons, Dr. Paul E. McGuff stated that two types of human can-

The Medical Laser Laboratory. Left to right: David Bushnell, biophysicist of the Raytheon Co., designers of the equipment; Dr. McGuff, research fellow in surgery; and Dr. Ralph Detriiling, Jr., surgeon-in-chief at Tufts—New England Medical Center.

tage of being compatible with the ordinary telephone line, a factor which makes it useful to concerns who do not have enough business to make leasing or purchasing a computer worthwhile.

Channel 37 for Astronomy

The Federal Communications Commission has announced that Channel 37 will not be assigned for television broadcast purposes during the next 10 years. This will make it possible for astronomers to carry out valuable scientific research that might
your future...

In Electronics can be Exciting...Profitable!

Let us show you how you may get far more out of "tomorrow" than you are getting out of today. Let us tell you how you may prepare for a future in the magical world for which Electronics is a key; a world of satellites and space ships, of TV/Radio, Computers, Automation or Communications. You may be a part of all this, with the pay, prestige and position that belong to the electronics technicians DeVry Tech's practical training has turned that key for thousands and opened up a new world to them.

YOUR FUTURE JOBS — DeVry's Employment Service is continuous — helps you get started, helps you find the kind of opportunities some men can only dream about. Our industry contacts are outstanding.

YOUR FUTURE PROBLEMS — On any job you may meet new technical problems, especially in this fast-moving field. Our Consultation Service will help you on these — anytime during your career.

TWO TYPES OF TRAINING — Prepare at home with modern texts, training movies and practical equipment. Or, learn in our big, well equipped training centers in Chicago or Toronto.

DeVry Tech
Chicago - Toronto
outstanding name in electronics training for over 30 years

Even though you're now holding an unskilled job, even though you've had no technical experience, even though you can't leave home for training, even though you think you may have no aptitude — this may be your great opportunity, and you owe it to yourself and your loved ones to find out.

The coupon on this page can bring practical answers to your questions. It will bring details of DeVry Tech's thorough, industry-recognized programs — which are presented on a full time or part time basis at our modern training centers in Chicago or Toronto, or in your own home after work. See how you may get started in electronics — a wonderful new world of opportunity. Fill out the coupon and send it in NOW!
Model 501 COMPONENT SUBSTITUTE
...places a complete range of components at your fingertips

NEW

Will substitute up to 4 different components at the same time
A surge protector switch prevents arcing, sparking, or heating of electronics
Electrolytics are discharged automatically

SUBSTITUTES FOR:

CARBON RESISTORS
12 VALUES 1 watt: 10/18/33/56/100/180/330/560/1000/1800/3300/5600 ohms
12 VALUES 1/2 watt: 10,000/18,000/33,000/56,000/100,000/180,000/330,000/560,000/1,000,000/1,800,000/3,300,000/5,600,000 ohms

POWER RESISTORS (20 watt Wire Wound)
20 VALUES: 2.5/5/7.5/10/15/25/50/75/100/150/250/500/750/1,000/1,500/2,500/5,000/7,500/10,000/15,000 ohms

CAPACITORS (600 volts)
12 VALUES: 0.001/0.005/0.025/0.05/0.1/0.15/0.2/0.25/0.5 mfd.

ELECTROLYTICS (450 volts)
17 VALUES: 4/8/10/12/14/18/20/28/30/40/50/70/80/130/150/200/230 mfd.

RECTIFIERS (Universal)
CRYSTAL DIODES—all general purpose low voltage types SENSIUM POWER RECTIFIERS—up to 500 ma., 800 PIV SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS—up to 750 ma., 800 PIV

See your electronics parts distributor or write for complete literature

Mercury ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
manufacturers of quality electronic products
111 Roosevelt Avenue, Mineola, New York
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TV POWER SUPPLY TROUBLES
First of a series of fundamental, down-to-earth servicing features by Jack Darr.

BRIDGED-T FILTERS EXPLAINED
Do you know how these filters, which can attenuate a frequency or boost it, work? This article tells you how to design and use them.

THE M.C.'s PA
This roving lectern for the Master of Ceremonies combines a complete public address system and a rostrum.

WIDEBAND DETECTOR IMPROVES FM RECEPTION
You can make a surprising difference in the output of many FM tuners by changing the detector.

FEBRUARY ISSUE (ON SALE JANUARY 21)

have become impossible had a television station been assigned the frequency.

The University of Michigan Radio Astronomy Observatory has expressed its appreciation to all citizens and organizations "who through letters to the FCC and Congressmen indicated Channel 37 was far too valuable to scientific research to be lost to commercial television."

NBC VP Attacks Pay TV

Toll TV could lead to free TV's destruction by wooing away important sports and entertainment programs, reports Hugh M. Beville Jr., NBC planning and research vice president. Speaking at the Reed College (Portland, Ore.) conference on "Television: Its Role in the Democratic Process," he stated that fewer than 10% of American families would be able or willing to meet pay TV's cost.

He also pointed out that people who expect pay TV to give them programs without commercials are heading for disappointment. When and if the pay TV audience reaches the million mark, Beville stated, major agencies fully expect to use it as an ad medium.

Physiological Monitor Improves Patient Care

The Perth Amboy (N.J.) General Hospital recently announced an electronic monitoring system which gives instant and continuous readings of such important parameters as patients' blood pressure, temperature, respiration and heartbeat rates.

The ratings appear on a bedside unit and are also transmitted to a central console. Circuitry for obtaining brain waves, electrocardiograms and other data is available if required.

A cuff around the patient's finger and a ring near its tip are used to measure blood pressure. Air is pumped into the cuff, gradually increasing the pressure on the finger. The pulse at the end of the patient's finger is changed into an electrical signal by a piezoresistive sensor. As the pressure in the cuff increases, the waveform of the signal changes, and is differentiated to indicate the diastolic (toward the heart) and systolic (from the heart) blood pressure. At the same time the number of pulses is counted for the heart-rate indicator.

Breathing rate is indicated by a small thermistor in the nostril, cooled each time the patient draws in a breath. Temperature is also measured with a thermistor. Brain waves can be monitored by a set of electrodes fitted into a skullcap, and electrocardiograms can be obtained with
Do you WISH you were EMPLOYED in ELECTRONICS?

F.C.C. License — The Key to Better Jobs

An F.C.C. commercial (not amateur) license is your ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics. Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

Which License for Which Job?
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The scope of authority covered by a third class license is extremely limited.
The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate most all radio-telephone equipment except commercial broadcast station equipment.
The FIRST CLASS radio telephone license qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate any type of radiotelephone equipment (except amateur) including all radio and television stations in the United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest class of radiotelephone license available.

Grantham Training Prepares You

The Grantham course covers the required subject matter completely. Even though it is planned primarily to lead directly to a first class FCC license, it does this by TEACHING you electronics. Some of the subjects covered in detail are: Basic Electricity for Beginners, Basic Mathematics, Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s Laws, Alternating Current, Frequency and Wavelength, Inductance, Capacitance, Impedance, Resonance, Vacuum Tubes, Transistors, Basic Principles of Amplification, Classes of Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Supplies, AM Transmitters and Receivers, FM Transmitters and Receivers, Antennas and Transmission Lines, Measuring Instruments, FCC Rules and Regulations, and extensive theory and mathematical calculations associated with all the above subjects explained simply and in detail.

Our Warranty
If you should fail the F.C.C. exam after finishing our course, we give additional training at NO ADDITIONAL COST. Read details in our free booklet.

GET YOUR FIRST CLASS COMMERCIAL F.C.C. LICENSE QUICKLY!

Learn by Correspondence or in Resident Classes
Grantham training is offered by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way, we train you quickly and thoroughly—teach you a great deal of electronics and prepare you to pass the F.C.C. examination for a first class license. Get details now. Mail coupon below.

HERE’S PROOF that Grantham students prepare for F.C.C. examinations in a minimum of time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates, the class of license they got, and how long it took them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License</th>
<th>Weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send me your FREE 44 page booklet telling how I can get my commercial F.C.C. license quickly and can continue into advanced electronics if I wish. I understand there is no obligation and no salesman will call.

Name ___________________________ Age ________

Address __________________________

City _____________________________ State ___________________________

I AM INTERESTED IN: □ HOME STUDY □ RESIDENT CLASSES

Call us collect at 312-3421.

FIVE CONVENIENT TRAINING DIVISIONS:

Los Angeles, Calif.
1505 N. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., 90027

South Gate, Calif.
9320 Long Beach Blvd., South Gate, Calif., 90280

Seattle, Wash.
408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash., 98104

Kansas City, Mo.
3123 Gilham Rd., Kansas City, Mo., 64109

Washington, D.C.
821-19th Street, NW, Washington, D.C., 20006

MAIL COUPON NOW...NO SALESMAN WILL CALL
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NOW! CASTLE OFFERS YOU THE BIGGEST BARGAIN IN TV TUNER OVERHAULING!

ALL MAKES ALL LABOR AND PARTS (EXCEPT TUBES)* ONE PRICE $9.95

ONE LOW PRICE INCLUDES ALL UHF, VHF AND UV COMBINATION* TUNERS

In a decade of experience overhauling TV Tuners of ALL MAKES, Castle has developed new handling and overhauling techniques which give you...

Fast Service

A recent study at our Chicago Plant revealed that of all tuners accepted for overhauling, over 30% were completed and shipped within... Seven Hours...all others within 24 Hours.

Simply send us your defective tuner complete; include tubes, shield cover and any damaged parts with model number and complaint. 90 Day Warranty.

Exact Replacements are available for tuners unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

*UV combination tuner must be of one piece construction. Separate UHF and VHF tuners must be dismantled and the defective unit only sent in.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois
653 Palisade Blvd., Cliffside Park, N. J.
Canada: 136 Main St., Toronto 13, Ontario

The Executeone—Gulton Physiological Monitoring System in use in Perth Amboy General Hospital. The unit shown is measuring systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heartbeat and breathing rate. Readings are given at 30-second intervals on both the portable bedside unit and at a central console.

three electrodes applied to the patient's body. If an indication of fetal heartbeat is desired, a small cardiac microphone on the abdomen can separate it from the mother's heartbeat effectively.

The equipment is designed and manufactured by Gulton Industries of Metuchen, N.J., and is being marketed by Executeone, a leading manufacturer of intercommunication devices.

Video Checks Box Cars

An automatic car reporting system, developed by A. B. Dick & Co., uses video to make a record of arriving and departing freight cars without human aid.

The record is made as fast as the trains can pass a scanner and is a pictorial representation of the whole side of the train. The possibility of error on long freight car numbers is eliminated.

The scanner is housed in a short train shed, which controls the illumination. A printer, usually in the general yard office, produces the pictorial

Pictorial record of one of the cars as printed out in the yard office.
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FREE
send today for your
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satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
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New Super Colortron Nuvistor Antenna Amplifier

Amplifies the signal at the point of interception. Re-amplifies the signal in the power supply for unprecedented antenna gain!

Now Winegard offers the most powerful antenna amplifier available, the new Super Colortron, Model AP-215N. It delivers a whopping 25 DB gain on all channels 2-13.

The Super Colortron is unique. It amplifies the signal right on the antenna to give lowest signal to noise ratio... then reamplifies the signal in the special power supply. Two trouble free nuvistors deliver high gain in the antenna amplifier and two Ampliframe shielded triode tubes (newest high transconductance tubes 20,000 micro-mhos) re-amplify the signal in the power supply.

For one TV set or up to 40 TV sets (using Winegard's low loss coupler system), the Super Colortron is the hottest combination you can get. Trouble-free, heavy duty, the Super Colortron brings in the pictures. Model AP-215N, $69.95 list. The amplified power supply is also available separately, Model A-215, $44.95 list. Try one soon. Ask your distributor or write for spec sheets.

Winegard ANTENNA SYSTEMS
3013 A. Radford St. • Burlington, Iowa

record which can be viewed at any time by the bill clerk through a special viewer. Proximity detectors in the track circuit activate the system with the approach of a train from either direction.

Trains moving up to 35 miles an hour can be scanned, although the best arrangement is to establish a given speed and adjust the Video-graph equipment.

Aviation Radar Now Shows Plane’s Altitude

A new device added to “transponder” airport radars shows the altitude of each plane on the radar screen. The transponder beacon sends a signal to the plane which triggers, on planes equipped for it, equipment that identifies the plane. This equipment is now required on all jet-powered airliners. With the new device, the altitude as well as the identity of the plane will be recorded.

While the equipment is now out of the experimental stage, it is expected to be about 2 years before final testing is completed and manufactured equipment is installed at airports.

New Solar Cycle Heralded

The first sunspot of the new solar cycle has been noted about 34° north of the solar equator. This does not mean that the number of sunspots will start to increase immediately. The present cycle is expected to bottom about the end of 1964. However, the position, high in the face of the sun, indicates that the spot does not belong to the older cycle, all of whose spots are now much nearer the equator.

The magnetic polarity of the new sunspot is also opposite to that of the remaining spots of the old cycle, another sure indication that the cycle is changing, since the polarity of spots reverses in each sunspot cycle.

Time Signals Change

The U.S. Naval Observatory, the National Bureau of Standards and station CHU, Dominion Observatory at Ottawa, Canada, report retardation of their time signals by 0.1 second on Nov. 1. This retardation—caused by a gradual slowing of the period of the earth’s rotation during the past 4 years—is made in the interest of coordinating time-signal transmission internationally. Seven other countries will synchronize their signals accordingly.

The low-frequency US stations, WWVB (60 kc) and WWVL (20 kc), located near Fort Collins, Col., have modified their schedules to permit routine maintenance. They are
A complete tube tester that is smaller than a portable typewriter yet outperforms testers costing hundreds of dollars. A real money maker for the serviceman and a trusty companion for engineers, maintenance men and experimenters.

Even though the Mighty Mite weighs less than 8 pounds, new circuitry by Sencore enables you to use a meter to check grid leakage as high as 100 megohms and gas conditions that cause as little as one half microamp of grid current to flow. Then too, it checks for emission at operating levels and shorts or leakage up to 120,000 ohms between all elements. This analytical "stethoscope" approach finds troublesome tubes even when large mutual conductance testers fail. And it does all this by merely setting four controls labeled A, B, C, & D.

Check these plus Sencore features: New, stick-proof D'Arsonval Meter will not burn out even with a shorted tube • Meter glows in dark for easy reading behind TV set.

- New large Speedy Set-Up Tube Chart in cover, cuts set-up time • Rugged, all-steel carrying case and easy grip handle • Smallest complete tester made, less than one foot square. • The Mighty Mite will test every standard radio and TV tube that you encounter, nearly 2000 in all, including foreign, five star, auto radio tubes (without damage) plus the new GE Compactrons, RCA Nuvistors and Novars and Sylvania 10 pin tubes.

Mighty Mite also has larger, easy-to-read type in the set-up booklet to insure faster testing. Why don't you join the thousands of servicemen, engineers, and technicians who now own a Mighty Mite tube tester? Tube substitution is becoming impossible and costly with nearly 2000 tubes in use today. Ask your authorized Sencore Distributor for the New Improved Mighty Mite. Size: 10⅛" x 9¾" x 3½". Wt. 8 lbs.

MODEL TC114 Dealer Net $74.50

Sencore Sam says...

"They all agree ... the Mighty Mite is the real answer for the man on the go."
For...

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION

LIMITED SPACE INSTALLATION

you need the NEW MODEL 1000 EXECUTIVE TRANSCEIVER

If you are looking for a citizens band transceiver designed for limited space or remote operation, then you need International's Model 1000* transceiver... the very latest in the Executive series of fine two-way radios.

Engineered for flexible installation, the Model 1000* may be used in a car, boat or plane. Operates on 6 or 12 vdc and 115 vac. Features include: series gate noise limiter, high frequency crystal filter for reducing adjacent channel interference, delayed avc system, speech clipper amplifier and crystal filter. All frequency control circuits are housed in International's new (RMO) remote console.

The console, 2½" H x 7" W x 5" D, mounts under the dash. Nine receive and nine transmit crystal sockets are provided for the selection of any desired channel. The illuminated Channel Selector (an International exclusive) makes channel selection easy. Console panel provides: on-off switch, volume and squelch controls, channel selector, microphone receptacle, transmit and receive indicator lights.

Model 1000, complete with remote console, mobile mounting brackets for transceiver and console, cables, 1 set of channel 9 crystals, microphone, speaker. Cat. No. 600-115 $259.50

*Model 500, similar features but does not contain delayed avc, speech clipper amplifier and crystal filter. Cat. No. 600-114 $179.50

WRITE TODAY FOR INTERNATIONAL'S 1964 CATALOG.
The Most Sweeping Change in Speaker System Design... Starts with the New E-V FOUR!

Until now, there have been just two ways to determine the absolute quality of a speaker system: the scientific method, and the artistic approach. But each, by itself, has not proved good enough.

The scientist, with the help of impersonal equipment, charts and graphs, has strived to obtain the finest possible measured results. If the figures were right, then it had to sound right, and anyone disagreeing was dismissed as "not objective". But often, two speakers measured substantially the same, yet sounded quite different.

On the other hand, the artistic school of loudspeaker design has depended on the judgement of a handful of experts whose "golden ears" were the final yardstick of perfection. If you didn't agree with the experts, your ear was "uneducated" and not discriminating. But too often the measured response of the expert's system fell woefully short of reasonable performance—proof that even trained listeners can delude themselves when listening to loudspeakers.

Now, with the introduction of the E-V FOUR, Electro-Voice has pioneered a blend of the best features of both measurement methods to lift compact speaker performance to a new level of quality. It wasn't easy. The use of both techniques required extensive facilities, something E-V enjoys in abundance.

For instance, E-V has one of the industry's largest, most completely-equipped laboratories for the study of acoustical performance. Actually, the E-V engineering staff alone is larger than the entire personnel complement of many other speaker firms. In the E-V lab, measurement of speaker performance can be made with uncommon precision. And the interpretation of this data is in the hands of skilled engineers whose full time is devoted to electro-acoustics.

But beyond the development of advanced scientific concepts, E-V embraces the idea that a thorough study of the subjective response to reproduced sound is essential. E-V speakers must fully meet both engineering and artistic criteria for sound quality. Where we differ from earlier efforts is in greatly increasing the sample of expert listeners who judge the engineering efforts.

To this end, experts in music and sound from coast to coast were invited to judge and criticize the E-V FOUR exhaustively before its design was frozen. Adjustments in response were made on the spot—in the field—to determine the exact characteristics that define superb performance. It was not enough to say that a unit needed "more bass". What kind of bass? How much? At what frequencies? These are some of the more obvious questions that were completely settled by immediate adjustment and direct comparison.

The new E-V FOUR is the final result of this intensive inquiry into the character of reproduced sound. According to widespread critical comment, the E-V FOUR sound is of unusually high calibre. And careful laboratory testing reveals that there are no illusions—the measurements confirm the critics' high opinion of this new system.

Of course, it is one thing to design an outstanding prototype—and something else to produce an acoustic suspension system in quantity at a fair price. It is here that extensive production facilities, combined with creative engineering approaches, guarantee the performance of each E-V FOUR. And these same facilities ensure reasonable value. For instance, the E-V FOUR sells for but $136.00 with oiled walnut or mahogany finish and just $122.00 in unfinished birch. Yet, in judging its sound qualities, it was successfully compared with speaker systems costing as much as $200.00.

We urge you to join in the analysis of E-V FOUR compact speaker performance. Visit your E-V high fidelity showroom and compare, carefully, this new system. We feel certain that you will agree with the engineers and the critics that the new E-V FOUR offers a truly full measure of high fidelity satisfaction.

E-V FOUR components include:
12" acoustic suspension woofer | Ring-diaphragm mid-range driver | 5" dynamic cone tweeter | Etched circuit crossover

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
Depl. 144E, Buchanan, Michigan

ELECTRO-VOICE® SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND
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now there are 3
time & tool-saving
double duty sets

New PS88 all-screwdriver set rounds out Xcelite's popular, compact convertible tool set line. Handy midgets do double duty when slipped into remarkable hollow "piggyback" torque amplifier handle which provides the grip, reach and power of standard drivers. Each set in a slim, trim, see-thru plastic pocket case, also usable as bench stand.

(Continued from page 12)
now operating with 12-hour silent periods.
WWVB will remain silent for a 12-hour period from 1300 Universal Time Tuesdays to 0100 UT Wednesdays, on alternate weeks, beginning Nov. 5, 1963. WWVL will have alternate-week silent periods for the same days and hours beginning Nov. 12, 1963.

Gallium Arsenide Diode
Speeds Data Transmission

General Electric has announced a data transmission system with the broadest frequency-band capability reported to date. Using a noncoherent gallium arsenide diode transmitter, it has a bandwidth of 12 mc. Future models may operate at several times that frequency.

The light-beam system was designed to help solve problems of data transmission congestion at missile test ranges and may be used to transmit large quantities of data when transmission without generating rf interference is necessary.

High resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio are the features of the new system, which differs from laser transmission in that it is not necessary to use a crystal that produces a coherent beam.

Code Champion Dies

Theodore R. (Ted) McElroy, ace speed telegrapher of the '20's and '30's, died Nov. 12 at his home in Littleton, Mass., at the age of 62.

He held the World Championship for code reception almost continuously from 1920 to 1939, when the international competitions were discontinued. His highest speed, at the 1939 contest, was 75.2 words per minute.

For a number of years his McElroy Manufacturing Co. produced equipment used in telegraph transmission and reception. During World War II it supplied transmitters to the Armed Forces. In wartime labor shortage periods, the well-over-250-pound McElroy, who jocularly referred to himself as "the largest radio manufacturer in the East," used morale-boosting and labor-holding methods (including free beer and trumpets instead of factory whistles) that would have been considered fantastic if they had not been so efficient.

Special Microscope Focuses
Through Hypodermic Needle

Living tissue functioning under the skin was observed by Dr. Charles Long 2nd, of Western Reserve University School of Medicine, with a special microscope that focuses through a hypodermic needle.

The microscope, developed by scientists at ITT Research Institute in Chicago, is connected to the needle point by 10,000 tiny glass fibers, half of which carry light down the tube while the other half carry light back from the cells to be observed.

The new gallium arsenide transmi-
ter used in the broad-band data transmission sys-

transmission hypodermic needles have bevel-
ed points so they can pierce the skin easily. But this distorts the image, since the light-carrying strands are beveled also. The microscope eyepiece was therefore designed to com-
pensate for the bevel distortion.

Brief Briefs

Roughly 70% of TV sales are for replacements, according to Electrical Merchandising Week.

Lasers have reached such importance that a new monthly information service, Laser and Maser International, is being issued.

New Ultra-low Temperature Laboratory being built at the University of Chicago expects to be able to obtain temperatures as low as .00014° above absolute zero. The lab will also be equipped for general experimenting at temperatures of .3° and .9° above absolute zero (-273.13°C).

Many stars, with outputs in the visible light spectrum too faint to be detected, have been discovered and mapped with an especially sensitive infrared telescope, reports Freeman Hall of ITT Federal Laboratories, California.

END
需要可靠的维修数据吗？

免费 现在就寄来您的新PHOTOFACT指数！

您的手边指南，指向世界上最好的电子维修数据

覆盖56,000各项目:
- 电视接收器
- 家用及车内收音机
- 电话
- 车载收音机
- CB收音机
- 录音机

发送今天的68页指南，它能解决任何维修问题，且适用于每款家庭娱乐电子设备。PHOTOFACT提供您所需的一切：著名的标准注释方案，包含了维修细节；完整的画面图；完整的零件更换清单；电容图；电路图；装配图；转盘和录音机的爆炸图——还有其他数十个很棒的特性。发送你的免费的新PHOTOFACT指南，以获取您所需的维修数据。

采取正确的步骤，以时间节省和利润增长的维修……与您的Sams分发商联系，了解Easy-Buy photonsfact库和订阅的情况。

JANUARY, 1964
FULL OF HOLES?

Dear Editor:

Jack Darr in his article "Holes" (April 1963, p. 40) was guilty of several
minor and not-so-minor errors.

About the confusion as to what
to call the cutting instruments and what to
call the device that does the turning,
manufacturers call their cutting instru-
ments "twist drills", so why call them
something else? For the other, universal
practice in factories is to call them "drill
motors".

The correct name for the punch
Mr. Darr called a shear punch is a
"knockout" punch. The name comes
from the partially prepunched holes in
electrical conduit boxes, often called
just "knockouts" by electricians. If there
isn't a hole where an electrician needs
one, he makes one with one of these
punches. Hence, "knockout punch".

Mr. Darr makes just about every
mistake imaginable concerning drill
sharpening. Example: that nobody
could hold a drill steady enough by
hand to sharpen it properly is disproved
daily in shops all over the country. That
the lips of the drill must be absolutely
that is wrong too. They have a curved
contour, as you can see on any well
made new drill. The included angle for
proper cutting should not be 80° to 90°
but about 118°, plus or minus 3° or
4° for hard or soft materials, respec-
tively.

Cooling the drill tip in water while
sharpening should be condemned. The
sudden temperature change can cause
microscopic cracks in modern high-
speed drills, shortening their life. To
keep a drill from overheating, just pull
it away from the grinding wheel enough
so that the blast of air traveling around
with the wheel flows over the drill tip
for a few moments.

Ordinary petroleum oil is not suit-
able for cutting metals. One of the best
lubricants is ordinary (genuine) hog
lard—not a vegetable substitute.

W. L. Johnston

Arlington, Tex.

Jack Darr Replies

The Air Force calls those things
"Motor, drill, electric, ½-inch chuck,
part No.—" That's what we wrote on
the requisition slip. But when I sent a
guy to get one, I said what everybody
else would: "Hey, Bill, go getta quar-
ter-inch electric drill!" and that's what
he asked for, got, and came back with.
Same thing. The article was written for
TV technicians, not for machine spe-
cialists. I used the everyday term.

About drill sharpening: Mr. John-
ston's hands are calibrated a lot closer
than mine if he can cut a drill tip to
those precise angles, banded hands! The
only justification for my "methods" is
that they work, well enough for TV
technicians to drill holes in chassis.

Hog lard is fine. (Recommended by
Gus, of the Model Garage.) But has
Mr. Johnston ever smelled a good ripe
bucket of it in midsummer? Most men,
I think, would rather use less-efficient,
better-smelling machine oil, which they
have on hand anyway.

Jack Darr

Service Editor,
Radio-Electronics

DIY'S: PROFITABLY INEPT?

Dear Editor:

Your do-it-yourself TV story in the
August issue ("R-E Reports on Do-it-
Yourself TV Repairs", page 26) interest-
ed me but didn't worry me any. I
earn more money with these guys. Most
of them can test tubes correctly, but
hardly any of them replace the tubes in
the right sockets. This is where I win.

A 3-volt tube lights brightly in a
5-volt socket. It won't burn out right
away, but will overheat and short long
enough to ruin a few resistors. I get the
price of a tube, resistors and service.
So I hope they keep trying to fix it
themselves.

Peter Legon

Malden, Mass.

OOPS—WRONG POT

Dear Editor:

My attention has been called to the
article "Build a Precise Inductance
Bridge" by Roy H. Krueger, in the Sep-
tember 1963 issue of Radio-Electron-
ics, page 44. In this article, Mr. Krueger
refers by type number to three different
General Radio potentiometers. The price
and delivery information on all these is
correct.

But the two illustrations on page 45
do not show the specified 977-N poten-
tiometer as R10. The unit illustrated is
a much more elaborate one with a justi-
fying mechanism (described in the

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Pick the Career You Want in the Wonderful Field of ELECTRONICS

TRAIN WITH THE LEADER

Now 9 ways to assure advancement or turn your hobby into a new and profitable career

1. TELEVISION-RADIO SERVICING
   Learn to service black-and-white and color TV sets, AM-FM radios, stereo hi-fi, PA systems, etc. A profitable, interesting field for part-time or full-time business of your own.

2. INDUSTRIAL-MILITARY ELECTRONICS
   Learn Principles, Practices, Maintenance of Electronics equipment used today in business, industry, defense. Covers Electronic controls and measurement, computers, servos, telemetry, multiplexing, many other subjects.

3. COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS
   A comprehensive training program for men seeking careers operating and maintaining transmitting equipment in Radio-TV Broadcasting or mobile, marine, aviation communications. Prepares you for FCC License.

4. FCC LICENSE
   Prepares you quickly for First Class License exams. Every communications station must have one or more FCC-licensed operators. Also valuable for Service Technicians. You train at home.

5. BASIC ELECTRONICS
   An abbreviated, 26-lesson course covering Automation-Electronics, Radio-Television language, components and principles. Ideal for salesmen, hobbyists and others who find it valuable to be familiar with the fundamentals of this fast-growing industry.

6. MATH FOR ELECTRONICS
   A short course package of carefully prepared texts that take you from basic arithmetic review through graphs and electronic formulas. Quick, complete and low in cost.

7. AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS
   For men who want careers working with and around planes. Covers direction finders, ranges, markers, loran, shoran, radar, landing systems, transmitters. Prepares you for FCC License exams.

8. MARINE COMMUNICATIONS
   Shipboard transmitting equipment, direction finders, depth indicators, radar are all covered in this course. You prepare for your First Class Radiotelephone License with Radar Endorsement.

9. MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
   Training in installation and maintenance of mobile equipment and associated base stations like those used by fire and police departments, taxi companies, etc. Prepares you for your First Class FCC License exams.

CUT OUT AND MAIL

SPECIAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT INCLUDED

Specializing in Electronics makes it possible for NRI to provide a variety of courses to fit the needs of most any ambitious man interested in this field. Courses built around NRI's time-proved "learn-by-practice" method that makes learning easier, faster, more interesting. Most NRI courses include—at no extra cost—special training equipment to give you shop and laboratory experience in your own home. And all equipment is yours to keep. As the oldest and largest school of its kind, NRI has nearly 50 years of experience training tens of thousands of men of all ages and varying educations. Read some of these success stories on the other side of this page, then check and mail the postage-free form today. Find out about opportunities in Electronics, about NRI training, NRI trial plan, convenient terms.

SEE OTHER SIDE

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in United States

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

National Radio Institute
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington 16, D.C.
Where You Train is as Important as Your Decision to Train

nri JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO GAINED SUCCESS WITH NRI

Thousands of NRI graduates throughout the U.S. and Canada are proof that it's practical to train at home for careers in Electronics-Automation, TV-Radio. NRI graduates are in every kind of Electronics work. Here are five typical success stories from NRI files. Catalog tells more about what NRI graduates do and earn. Mail the postage-free form.

AVERAGES $150-$170 A MONTH SPARE TIME.
"My spare time business fixing Radio and TV sets picks up every month," writes William L. King of Yoakum, Texas. "Looks like I'll have to go into it full time. I wish it were possible to tell every man of the wonderful advantages in this field."

FROM TEXTILE WORKER TO TECHNICIAN.
That's the story of Harold L. Hughes, 225 Civilye Blvd., Indian River City, Fla. After graduating from NRI he worked in a TV shop, is now employed by an engineering firm as a Senior Electronics Technician. He says, "I shall be eternally grateful to NRI."

HAS SERVICE BUSINESS OF HIS OWN.
From textile worker to technician. "Your school helped me get this job," writes Lawrence S. Cook, 529 South Bounds St., Appleton, Wis. He has also done broadcast work, TV repair, and builds custom stereo systems and medical electronic equipment. "I thought very highly of the Communications course. I still use the texts."

WORKS FOR FIRM BUILDING DC WELDERS.
"Your school helped me get this job," writes Lawrence S. Cook, 529 South Bounds St., Appleton, Wis. He has also done broadcast work, TV repair, and builds custom stereo systems and medical electronic equipment. "I thought very highly of the Communications course. I still use the texts."

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN FOR POST OFFICE.
"NRI training enabled me to land a very good job as Electronic Technician with the Post Office Dept.," reports Norman Ralston, 1947 Law Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. "I finished 6th out of 139. I also have a very profitable spare-time business fixing Radios and TV."

More ambitious men are deciding to train for careers in Electronics-Automation, Radio-TV, because they recognize the opportunities in this exciting field to advance and prosper. But where a man trains and how the school of his choice teaches Electronics... how it encourages him to reach his goals and realize his ambitions... is most important to his success.

In this fast changing world, a school offering Electronics training must keep pace. That's why NRI—with nearly 50 years of specialized experience—now offers you nine choices of training within the one field of Electronics. Select the course of most interest to you and receive the kind of training that prepares you for a specialized career. NRI's large staff is always on the job keeping course material up-to-date, helping you earn your way while you train, assisting you with job placement when ready. In short, whatever branch of Electronics you select, NRI is qualified through knowledge and experience to help you grow.

Job Counselors Recommend
Color TV, stereo broadcasting, computers, telemetry, radar, microwave, automation—these are just some of the newer advances in Electronics that offer unusual opportunities for higher pay, brighter futures in the 1960's. Whichever branch of Electronics you select, you'll find NRI training is the time-proved way to get into this big, fast-moving industry quickly. Thousands have moved up to careers in Radio-TV Servicing, Communications, Industrial and Military Electronics through NRI training. Job counselors advise the unskilled man, "For an interesting career, get into Electronics." The National Association of Manufacturers says, "There is no more interesting and challenging occupation in American industry."

But you must be trained to get ahead in the next few years. And what better way is there than easy-to-learn NRI training as your stepping stone to success? Take the first step to a new career now. Mail the postage-free form today for the NRI catalog that pictures and describes training equipment, courses you take, facts about job opportunities, trial plan, convenient terms. NRI TRAINING, Washington 16, D.C.

See Other Side

Cut Out and Mail—No Stamp Needed

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington 16, D.C.

Please send me your Electronics, Radio-TV catalog with complete information on 9 ways to train at home. (No cost or obligation. No salesman will call)

Name_________ Age_________

(Address)

City_________ Zone_________ State_________

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST SCHOOL OF ITS KIND.

INTERESTING, HIGH-PAY CAREERS AWAiL AMBITIOUS MEN.

CUT OUT AND MAIL FOR FREE CATALOG
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text) to provide for accurate tracking with the dial. This potentiometer is type 433-Af, 10,000 ohms, also a special unit that must be made to order at about twice the price of the less elaborate type 977-N assembly.

W. R. SAYLOR
Sales Manager
General Radio Co.
West Concord, Mass.

It Really Works
Dear Editor:
Have just built and used the dwell angle meter (September R-E, page 32). All I can say is, "Excellent." How about more articles on this type of material? The dwell meter's a tremendous time-saver and far more accurate than the mechanical one I have.

FRANK BERNSTEIN
Maspeth, N.Y.

Use Brightener Right Away
Dear Editor:
I read with considerable interest the article in your July issue by John Fitzgibbon, "Is That Pic Tube Really Gone?" (Page 26.) It is a very sound treatment of the subject of picture-tube tester-reactivators, covering as it does both the technical and the merchandising aspects of their use.

Perhaps, as a brightener manufacturer, I'm prejudiced, but it seems to me that one additional bit of advice might have been given. Instead of suggesting the installation of a brightener on a second free service call, it might make more sense to install the brightener immediately. This insures a remaining satisfactory emission level after rejuvenation.

Again, my commendations on this excellent presentation.

RICHARD GOLDSTEIN
Chief Engineer
Perma-Power Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Improving the Inductance Bridge
Dear Editor:
A suggestion on the inductance bridge ("Build a Precise Inductance Bridge," R-E, September 1963, page 44): A better approach to finding a Q null is to use two Q pots, one for each range, switched with another deck on S2. As it is, the maximum value of Q on the high range is 310, and 3.1 on the low, too great a spread. Using one 2,000-ohm pot and another of 200,000 ohms will make it much easier to balance the bridge, improve accuracy and make it easier to read the Q dial. Good quality composition pots should do. A dual one will be satisfactory, since only one section is used at a time. That way, you still need only one dial.

The diagram shows the modification and also a Hay bridge, useful for high-Q coils. S3 selects the bridge. The CK722 is virtually obsolete.

The 2N1303 is a good substitute—$0.79.

A lower-cost pot than the G-R type specified is the Spectrol model 130, which offers 0.5% linearity, 3% tolerance and sell for about $10. Check with industrial electronics distributors.

CLEMENT S. PEPPER
San Diego, Calif.

On Projectors
Dear Editor:
Concerning your article in the October 1963 issue of Radio-Electronics, "Servicing Sound Movie Projectors" (page 29): theater projector film is stopped and projected just like 16-mm film. The only difference is that the 35-mm projectors use what is called the Geneva movement to pull the film instead of a shuttle. The action is the same except that the 35-mm movement sprocket teeth are always in contact with the film. Some 16-mm projectors also use a version of this movement.

After having overhauled a few hundred 16-mm projectors in the past few years, I think your article will be most beneficial to a good motion picture mechanic.

ROLAND CUSHMAN
Gig Harbor, Wash.
TUNER SECTION: In the kit, the two most critical sections—the front end and the IF strip—are supplied prewired and pre-aligned; and a high quality circuit board and pre-aligned coils are provided for the stereo demodulator circuit. The IF strip has 4 amplifier-limiting stages and a wideband ratio detector for perfect limiting and flat frequency response. Sensitive bar-type electron-ray tuning indicator pinpoints the center of each broadcast channel for lowest distortion, and also serves as the stereo program indicator.

Antenna input: 300 ohms balanced □ IHFM usable sensitivity: 3 µv (30 db quieting); 1.5 µv for 20 db quieting □ Sensitivity for phase locking (synchronization) in stereo: 3 µv □ Full limiting sensitivity: 10 µv □ IF bandwidth: 280 kc at 6 db points □ Ratio detector bandwidth: 1 mc peak-to-peak separation □ Audio bandwidth at FM detector: flat to 53 kc □ IHFM signal-to-noise ratio: 55 db □ IHFM harmonic distortion: 0.6% □ Stereo harmonic distortion: less than 1.5% □ IHFM capture ratio: 3 db □ Channel separation: 30 db.

AMPLIFIER SECTION: High quality Baxandall bass and treble controls do not interact or affect loudness, permit boost or cut at extremes of range without affecting midrange. Balance control is infinitely variable, permitting complete fade of either channel. Blend control is variable from switch-out, for maximum separation, to full blend. Tape Monitor switch permits off-the-tape monitoring with the Eico RF100 Stereo Tape Recorder.

Power: 36 watts IHFM music, 28 watts continuous (total) □ IM distortion (each channel): 2% at 14 watts, 0.7% at 5 watts, 0.2% at 1 watt □ Harmonic distortion (each channel): 0.8% at 10 watts, 40 cps to 10 kc; 0.2% at 1 watt, 30 cps to 20 kc □ IHFM power bandwidth at rated continuous power, 0.1% harmonic distortion: 30 cps to 20 kc □ Frequency response ±1 db, 15 cps to 40 kc □ Speaker output: 8, 16 ohms □ Inputs: Magnetic phone or adapted ceramic phone, tuner, tape auxiliary □ Sensitivity: 0.2 mv phono, 250 mv others □ Noise: −65 db at 10 mv, mag phone; −80 db others.

New Eico Classic 2536 Stereo FM Receiver

Now...
every other stereo receiver seems overpriced

Take a superb stereo tuner, guaranteed stable under all conditions, and sensitive enough to give full stereo separation even on weak, fringe-area signals...

Add a virtually distortion-free 36-watt stereo amplifier with remarkable overload and transient characteristics...

Mount them on one chassis—effectively separated for the performance benefits of components plus the convenience of a single compact unit.... Price this combination at $209.95 factory-wired, and at $154.95 in a new kit pack that makes building a delightful experience—and what do you have? The Classic 2536 Stereo Receiver, star of the new Eico Classic Series, and a component that matches or surpasses the performance of components selling at substantially higher prices. How? Simple. It's pure performance. Stripped of everything but the finest basic circuitry. Examine the specifications yourself. Compare them with those of more expensive units. Listen to the 2536—then to higher priced units. Can you see or hear a difference worth paying for?

If you're interested in building a fine stereo receiver, take a long look at our new kit pack, too. Note the logical, orderly arrangement of parts. How easily it sets up for work. How easily it closes down between work sessions—with no loose parts to go astray. Thumb through the 2-color Construction Manual. Ever see such graphic diagrams? Every step is clear and unmistakable—and no diagram shows more than 20 steps. Another thing the diagrams show you: how simple the wiring is. No tricky frills; no clutter, no confusion, even around switches and controls. Plenty of space to work in. And Eico has eliminated the most tedious part by pre-mounting jacks, sockets, terminal boards, and transformers.

Does any other kit give you more building ease, or assurance of success than the Eico Classic? See it at your hi-fi dealer. Optional Walnut Cabinet WE-73, $19.95, Metal Cover E-12, $7.50.

EICO
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO. INC.
131-01 39th Avenue, Flushing, N. Y. 11352
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NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS
...Coming Breakthroughs in Electronic Office Appliances...

THE EXTRAORDINARY success of a long list of modern office and business machines and appliances constantly demonstrates their necessity and economy. Checkwriters, dictating machines, electric typewriters, billing machines, all sorts of calculators and computers, mail-openers, duplicators, mailing machines, auto-wrapurers, micro-processors, postage meters—to name only a few—are musts in most business offices.

Yet with all this proliferation of labor-saving appliances, some urgently needed ones are still in the future.

Many attempts have been made in the past to create a workable voice-writer, a machine that will take your dictation and type it out at the same time, thereby eliminating one person.

We described such a machine in detail in one of our publications, the Electrical Experimenter, in the April 1916 issue. This was before electronics had grown up, before the vacuum tube had been perfected and when the transistor was but a dream.

It should be noted that this voice-operated typewriter, invented by John D. Flowers, an electrical engineer from Brooklyn, N.Y., was not just an idea. Flowers spent considerable time and money in experimentation and models which he built at the time. He called the device the Phonoscribe.

Not only did he arrange special electrical circuits which were far ahead of their time, but he also invented a new phonetic alphabet, which was minutely described by him. In addition, he invented a tuned magnetic resonator and a reflecting mirror, and did a great deal of original research and experimental work on the machine. The following is an excerpt from the 1916 article, showing how serious the attempt was to produce a workable Phonoscribe typewriter:

"Mr. Flowers, in speaking of his work in this direction, states that speech patterns so photographed on a moving film and of the same identical sound are practically exactly alike for all persons and independent of their age and sex. In this fashion 500 different records were obtained of three men's speech and one woman's to substantiate the arguments here set forth. This work was conducted with the co-operation of the Department of Physiology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, and the Underwood Typewriter Co., so that unequalled facilities were at hand in this most remarkable study of the human voice and its fluctuations."

Because Flowers' monumental work was so far ahead of its time, before electronics had gotten into its stride, the voice-typewriter never was perfected at that time.

Up to now the voice-typewriter has not materialized, although we suspect that a breakthrough is not too far away, because it is known that many inventors and firms are working on it, as well as similar devices.

Thus, for instance, Harry F. Olson and Herbert Belar of Radio Corporation of America, RCA Laboratories Div., in 1956, in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 28, No. 6, described their phonetic type-writer, a voice-operated machine which types or prints on paper the words spoken into the microphone input of the machine. Readers interested in this development should ask for the November 1956 issue of the above-mentioned journal. The machine is still in the developmental stage.

Another machine has been developed by Count Dreyfus-Graf of Geneva, Switzerland. The inventor has been working on the project for years and has gotten to the point where he now sends out dictated Christmas cards to his friends.

Another, but nonacoustic parallel idea goes back to 1911. This was the present writer's Menograph (menos = mind, graph = writing). It was described in his novel, Ralph 124C 41+. The mind-writer uses no voice, but the individual thinks out his message, which is recorded by a combined headband and "thought wave" detector. The machine then registers the mind's impulses and writes the letter.

The first breakthrough of this idea came 25 years later when, in 1935, Dr. Hollowell Davis, of Harvard Medical School, used an electroencephalograph in registering brain thought waves, recording them on a moving tape, precisely as we had imagined it in 1911.

Yet up to now, the missing link tying up electroencephalographic recordings with an automated typewriter has not been realized. It may come about in another 25 years.

For general supervision, we still do not have a reasonably priced Teleview, an office closed-circuit TV enabling the general manager to oversee various departments without leaving his office. Such television installations are now in use in large stores to prevent shoplifting, but the idea is not used to any extent in offices, chiefly because of objection of many employees.

This brings up the long discussed and pending telephone TV, i.e., universal TV via existing telephone lines, not only for the office but for the home as well.

The telephone people and scores of inventors have worked on the problem for decades, but there has been no breakthrough so far. The bottleneck has always been the wire lines, which cannot carry the high frequencies necessary for our present-day TV systems.

Recently it was announced that a TV picture with poorer definition could be carried over wire lines, but this does not seem to be the solution. Perhaps only a complete departure from present-day TV technology can solve the problem.

—H.G.
Resistors, capacitors, diodes and transistors are "carved out" of the semiconductor crystal itself in one important type of integrated circuitry. And not only does the semiconductor material act as the conductors that connect these circuit elements together, but as the insulating medium between them! Third and last article of a series on integrated circuitry.
THE SOLID-STATE CIRCUIT TAKES US INTO TRUE MOLECULAR electronics. Unlike the thin-film circuit, it is not simply an extension of conventional wiring practices. Solid-state circuit components and interconnections are an integral part of the silicon chip on which they are assembled, formed by diffusions of varying resistivity. Resistors may be one or another type of semiconductor impurity, diffused into the chip, depending on the resistivity required. Capacitors are made by taking advantage of the natural capacitance between the elements of a p-n or n-p junction. And diodes and transistors are formed directly within the silicon chip, not added externally as in thin-film circuits.

1. Raw material for a solid-state microcircuit, a basic silicon chip—one of many in a semiconductor wafer. It consists of a p-type substrate, an epitaxial n-type layer and a thin passivating layer of silicon dioxide, to protect it against contamination. 2. A solid-state integrated circuit, like one made by the thin-film process, still consists of separate elements, though now each is made by the same process and out of identical materials. But each element still needs its own “living room” and must be isolated from other components on the same chip. The wafer is masked to leave protected islands. The protecting oxide layer around these islands is etched off and p-type material is diffused into the resulting channels, deep enough to meet the p-type material of the substrate and isolate the n-type islands.

3. A new oxide layer is grown over the diffused area for greater protection, and 4. the wafer again masked and “windows” etched through the layer over the islands, so that p-type material can be diffused into precisely located regions to form resistors, bases for transistors and the anodes of diodes and capacitors.

(To understand why a simple p-layer can isolate two islands, look at the left two such islands in the foregoing picture. There are two semiconductor islands, an n-p junction formed by the left island and the substrate and a p-n junction between the substrate and the middle island. The two junctions form a back-to-back-connected diode effect, so no matter what the polarity of the two islands, the very high resistance of a back-biased diode is always between them. Every back-biased diode is a capacitor, so there is parasitic capacitive coupling between them as well. This must be taken into account in high-frequency circuit design. and of course is used intentionally for solid-state capacitors.)

5. Next step is to grow a new oxide insulating layer over the newly formed p-type transistor base and resistor areas and 6. large windows are again etched for emitters. These are of heavily doped material with very low resistivity. Consequently, emitter material is often used for interconnecting leads between various parts of semiconductor circuits, and occasionally for low-value resistors.

7. All that now remains is to connect our “components” together in a circuit. Tiny windows are etched through to the point where leads are to be connected. A thin coating of metal is then evaporated over the entire wafer, so that it penetrates through the openings to make perfect contacts. Another photo-masking step 8. and an etch removes the metal, leaving only the required interconnecting pattern atop the oxide. The masking also provides islands around the edges for connection to external circuits.

Now the wafer 9. is carefully scribed and broken up into individual chips, each one containing a complete circuit. The chips are then mounted on headers. A typical mounting is a transistor type case (TO-5) but flat packages are also made. After each chip has been mounted, a metal cap is welded over the assembly to seal it hermetically.

Since the number of parts in an integrated circuit has little effect on material costs, two or more transistors may be made instead of one, without increasing the cost noticeably. This is another advantage, since engineers are not impelled by economic considerations to design circuits with the minimum number of parts.

Integrated circuits also reduce inventory costs, shipping and transportation expense, and the various costs connected with purchasing at every manufacturing level.

These advantages, added to those of miniaturization and reliability, clearly indicate that microcircuitry is destined to take over in many areas of electronic manufacturing. END

*Manager, Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products.
New designs bring improved performance and greater safety to precious records

By JOSEPH MARSHALL

THERE HAS BEEN NO REALLY NEW KIND of pickup movement in several years. Nevertheless, pickups have improved very markedly, principally in compliance (ability to trace faithfully the complex waveform in the disc grooves). Two years ago a compliance of $9 \times 10^{-6}$ cm/dyne was quite remarkable. Today practically every manufacturer offers at least one model with compliance of $20 \times 10^{-6}$ or better.

Performance has improved correspondingly. Current disc recordings played back with the best current pickups deliver a quality at least equal in frequency response, dynamic range, distortion and noise levels to that offered by tapes made and played on broadcast and professional-quality tape machines.

Most of the improvement in performance has come about through improvement in the stylus assembly rather than the movement itself. New and better elastomers have provided ways of achieving higher and more linear compliance. The mass of the moving elements, particularly of the stylus itself, has been lowered partly by redesign of the stylus assembly and partly by using a smaller (0.5 mil or even smaller) stylus radius.

Aside from reducing the moving mass and increasing the compliance, the smaller stylus traces the very-high-frequency components better, especially on the innermost grooves.

The higher compliance and smaller stylus have demanded considerably lower stylus pressures. On the one hand, advantages of high compliance are defeated by high stylus pressures. On the other, the smaller the stylus, the greater its ability to deform a recording. The normal 0.7-mil stereo stylus is reasonably free of deformation (in a cartridge with low moving mass) with pressures of 2 grams or less. The 0.5-mil stylus should have a lower pressure: something in the range between ½ and 1 gram. This has necessitated a sweeping redesign of tone arms to provide proper tracking without loading the stylus. The shape of the new tone arms is really the only visible evidence of the real revolution in disc reproduction that has taken place.

While most current pickups are refinements of the same basic design, some may forecast a new trend.

Availability of very high compliance cartridges has naturally brought a desire to use them in changers. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult and risky to use them in even the best changers. True, the changer tone-arm pressure can be adjusted to 2 grams or even less. But this is likely to result in imperfect tracking, skipping and erratic actuation of the change cycle. Also, these cartridges are very delicate and there is a distinct probability of damage through an error in the change cycle or manual mishandling.

Shure Bros. and Astatic have both introduced cartridges which offer the changer user an opportunity to benefit from very high compliance with a good guarantee of performance and insurance against damage.

Shure Gard-a-Matic

The Shure M99 Gard-a-Matic is basically the very fine M77 cartridge with a compliance of around $20 \times 10^{-6}$. It is mounted in a new way to let the cartridge pivot freely in the vertical direction. This removes almost entirely any influence of the arm on vertical motion of the cartridge. The cartridge is free to retract upward under pressure. It comes mounted in a plug-in shell designed for

![Fig. 1] The Shure M99 “Gard-a-Matic” principle reduces the chances of record and stylus damage. In (a), the cartridge is in normal playing position; in (b), retracted, with the weight of the tone arm borne by a harmless blunt projection.

The Fairchild F-7 moving-coil stereo cartridge with its transistor “pre-preamp.”

Weathers’ “Professional” arm and cartridge, with preamplifier.
a specific changer. This shell differs from the normal in having a small projection about 1/8 inch long at the front. When the pressure on the stylus exceeds 3 grams, the cartridge is retracted completely and the projection on the shell makes contact with the disc, thus relieving both stylus and disc of any higher pressure.

Fig. 1 illustrates the design and operation. In Fig. 1a, the cartridge hangs against the pressure of weak springs which establish the stylus pressure. At b, it is retracted and the burden of weight is carried by the projection. The design establishes 3 grams as the maximum force which can be exerted on the stylus or, of course, the record groove. It protects both stylus and groove against any shock greater than 3 grams. Equally important, perhaps, the stylus pressure varies very little as the arm is raised or lowered to accommodate a changing stack of records. This is true because when adjusted as recommended by Shure, the pressure is established by the cartridge, not the arm. Since the cartridge pivots freely over the range, its weight on the stylus tends to remain constant, keeping pressure constant too.

The Gard-a-Matic comes in models for specific changers. There is no installation problem: simply plug the shell into the arm to replace the one that came with the changer. Pressure is adjusted by releasing the tension on the spring normally used to adjust pressure, and adjusting for a pressure of 2 to 21/2 grams with the arm counterweight only. This can be done with the help of a nickel or quarter without a balance or stylus gage, according to Shure's instructions.

**Weathers LDM and Professional**

The piezoelectric or crystal transducer provides the simplest and least expensive means of translating the wiggles in a record groove into an electric current. It is, therefore, the most widely used movement in inexpensive package type phono systems. Very few manufacturers have taken the trouble to exploit its simplicity and other virtues for the highest type of high-fidelity pickup. One exception has been Paul Weathers. Forced to abandon his famous FM movement with the arrival of stereo, he began to explore and develop the possibilities of the crystal movement in a series of crystal pickups which cannot be looked down on by their magnetic competitors.

The latest in this series is the LDM Stress Generator cartridge and its most highly sophisticated brother, the Professional. Most designers of crystal pick-ups have not been able to resist exploiting the ability of this type of movement to generate high output levels. While this is a great virtue, the high output is obtainable only by applying considerable force to the elements. This means relatively stiff movements with low compliance and poor linearity. However, any modern high-fidelity amplifier can be driven by a few millivolts and therefore a pickup intended for high fidelity need not produce high output levels. By being content with only a small fraction of the attainable output level, it should be possible to produce crystal pickups requiring very small applied force, and thus to achieve high compliance and high linearity.

This is the path taken by the Weathers crystal pickups. They use extremely small sections of crystals lightly stressed by movements with high leverage. The stylus is mounted on the end of a very light and relatively long lever. This is coupled to the two crystal plates—not directly but through a section of elastomer with carefully chosen properties. The crystals are stressed over only a small portion of their possible range. While this light stressing and indirect linkage is relatively inefficient in terms of output level, it is much more linear and permits extremely high compliance. Weathers specifies a compliance of $30 \times 10^{-6}$ for the LDM at a stylus pressure of 1/4 gram, and $15 \times 10^{-6}$ at a pressure of 1.2 grams. The recommended pressure is 1 gram, at which the compliance is of the order of $20 \times 10^{-6}$.

The cartridge comes with a matching network which plugs into the magnetic phono input of preamps and delivers a level of about 5 mv. Specifications for the LDM are given in the table.

The present version of the Professional is a more highly refined LDM. The lever is longer, the linkage to the slabs looser, the compliance even higher, and the output level very much lower—about 2 mv. This is too low for good signal-to-noise ratio. So Weathers, like Fairchild, uses a transistor preamplifier between the pickup and the main preamp. The Professional normally comes with a 0.5-mil stylus. It is also available with a 0.25-mil and possibly the highest compliance so far achieved.

It is quite possible, and even likely, that in moving toward still higher compliance other manufacturers may follow Fairchild and Weathers in providing transistorized preamps.

Automatic changers have been greatly improved in the past 2 years. Two or three now have rumble and wow levels only slightly higher than those of single-play turntables. They come with well balanced tone arms which permit the use of stylus pressure in the 2- to 3-gram region and cartridges with compliances in the $6 \times 10^{-6}$ region.

**Astatic Magna-Flo**

Astatic takes a more novel path to increase the compliance and to provide high immunity against skipping, bouncing and mechanical oscillation, all of which are aggravated by low stylus pressures.

The new Astatic Magna-Flo cartridge is basically the excellent 45D in a new mount. Like the Shure mount, it pivots the cartridge freely and is entirely independent of the arm, so the mass applied to the stylus is the mass of the cartridge alone. As in the Shure, the stylus pressure, established by a counterweight on the cartridge to between 2 and 3 grams, is constant regardless of the number of records on the table, because the cartridge pivots freely. Like the Gard-a-Matic, the Magna-Flo will retract completely when the pressure exceeds about 3 grams, thus protecting both stylus and groove from higher pressures, such as might occur when the arm is dropped.

However, Astatic goes beyond this. To keep the cartridge in its proper operating position and to maintain proper stylus contact with the groove, the Magna-Flo utilizes the repulsion effect of two magnets (Fig. 2)—one mounted on the cartridge itself and the other on the mount. A heavy shock overcomes the repulsion of the magnets but, once the shocking force is removed, the magnetic force pushes the cartridge and its stylus back into normal position and into firm contact with the groove.

With low stylus pressures, and particularly in changers mounted on shock-absorbing springs, external vibration

---

*Fig. 2—Astatic Magna-Flo mount protects discs and stylus by using weak repelling magnetic force to set stylus pressure. Sudden shock overcomes repulsion, retracts cartridge and stylus. Additional advantage of magnetic suspension is described in text.*

---

*JANUARY, 1964* www.americanradiohistory.com
from footsteps, accidental contact with the cabinet, etc., tend to bounce the stylus out of the groove. When a mechanical spring is used to press the stylus back into the groove, the spring oscillates and magnifies the bouncing. Astatic claims that the magnetic "spring" eliminates the possibility of oscillation and indeed "damps" the bounce, so that contact between groove and stylus is maintained even under severe vibrational shock, and the pickup operates with relatively constant stylus pressure even on warped records.

The Magna-Flo can be mounted in any tone or changer arm. The mounting bracket is temporarily removed from the cartridge and screwed into the arm. The cartridge is then snapped into place. The normal pressure spring of the arm is disabled so that pressure is established by the cartridge itself.

The 217-D has a compliance of $9.5 \times 10^{-6}$ and operates with 3 to 4 grams pressure for use in rugged-type record changers. A developmental model, the 219, has slightly higher compliance ($10 - 12 \times 10^{-6}$) and is intended for best-quality changers.

**Fairchild F-7**

In the monophonic era, the Fairchild moving-coil pickups were the first choice of some of the most discriminating and critical audiophiles. However, the moving-coil movement poses some serious problems for stereo. The most serious is that two coils have to be moved instead of one. To keep the total mass of the movement down to the same level as that of a monophonic version, the coils would obviously have to be smaller. But not only do smaller coils present a problem in precision manufacturing, they mean less voltage output. The moving-coil movement has always been a low-output device. Even with mono pickups, it was often necessary to use a stepup transformer to raise the output voltage high enough to drive a preamp with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio.

Another problem is that the two coils have to be very close to each other, making it difficult to minimize crosstalk and get high channel separation.

In view of these and other difficulties, most manufacturers abandoned the moving-coil principle in favor of the moving magnet, which is far easier to adapt to stereo. But now Fairchild returns with a new moving-coil pickup, the F-7, a worthy successor to its monophonic ancestors.

The coils in the F-7 are extremely small. So is the output level—on the order of $\frac{1}{2}$ mv. Instead of transformers, however, Fairchild uses a transistor amplifier as a stepup device. The voltage delivered to the preamp is of the order of 10 mv, one of the highest delivered by any magnetic pickup. The transistor preamp, housed in a small shielded case, is powered by a single mercury cell which has a life of about one year. A switch not only disconnects the battery but also bypasses the preamp so that the cables need not be changed if another cartridge is plugged into the tone arm. The transistor preamp has a residual noise level more than 60 db below average recording level.

The cartridge itself has the extremely low output impedance of 50 ohms. Thus it is particularly useful in applications where the distance between turntable and console must be great. The cable from the pickup to its transistor preamp may be as long as 50 feet. The preamp itself has an output impedance of 8,000 ohms and permits additional cable length up to 25 feet.

In line with the current trend to smaller styli, the F-7 uses a 0.5-mil. The compliance is specified as $23 \times 10^{-6}$ and the cartridge will track with pressures as low as $\frac{1}{2}$ gram. Specifications are given in the table.

*Output of transistor preamp supplied with cartridge. Cartridge output, 0.5 mv.*
anced. A variable resistor in the plate supply circuit zeros the pointer.

Construction

The actual construction starts with a home-made wooden box about 6 x 9 x 5 inches. The box is equipped with a Masonite panel to which the metal chassis is bolted. The chassis can be made as shown by bending the metal in a small brake or a vise.

Start by mounting the power transformer, tube socket and all the jacks and switches as shown in the photographs. A large terminal strip on the bottom of the chassis will help clean up the job by giving more room for connections. In mounting the parts, keep them insulated and don't rely on the dielectric properties of the Masonite. It varies with the humidity.

Wiring the meter needs little explanation, the schematic is simple and the circuit has no "tricks." With the resistors shown, the instrument has four ranges, each with an input resistance of 10 megohms. If desired, a different selection of resistors can be calculated to give as many ranges as desired. Unless the builder wants to change the meter dial, it is simpler to use ranges that correspond to the existing markings.

All the components shown in the parts list are easily obtained from a good electronics supply company. A raid on the junkbox will probably provide most of them.

The most important part of this instrument is the microammeter. The full-scale deflection can be from 50 to 300 microamperes so any bargain or surplus meter will do. It should, of course, be of decent quality. (A 50-µa meter was used in this instrument.)

For centering and calibration, use insulated-shaft TV controls. These have a knurled and slotted phenolic shaft which will give a neat appearance as well as reduce the cost of the unit.

The range switch provides four ranges in multiples of 10. It is in selecting the voltage-divider resistors that an important saving can be made. Instead of buying 5% resistors, as shown in the parts list, these resistors can be selected from the builders' stock of salvaged resistors.

Calibration and operation

All that is necessary to calibrate the Poor Boy's vtvm is a voltage source and a calibrated meter. Connect the two meters in parallel and connect to the dc source. Adjust R1 until the two meters read the same. If your newly constructed vtvm will not come within range, it may be necessary to change the value of shunt R6. With a good selection of components, 5% is a reasonable accuracy to expect from this instrument.

Now that you have constructed your own Poor Boy's vtvm, you will probably want to dress it up with some black paint on the panel and some varnish on the wood box. A screen door pull on top for a handle is not a necessity but will be useful. The lettering can either be printed on the panel or applied with a commercial lettering device.

Treat your new meter with the same care you would any other good instrument. Always allow several minutes warmup time, then start with the high-voltage scale and work down. End
Logs and db's for people who aren't full-time mathematicians

**WHAT IS A DECIBEL?** Is it really a measure of sound? Has it any use, other than to confuse the listener (as well as impress him a little bit)? Let us take these questions one at a time. (Some of you know the answers, but join us anyway. You might pick up something new.)

1. The decibel is a convenient measure of a power ratio.
2. It is a measure of relative sound intensity, but it is a great deal more than that!
3. Yes, the db has many uses other than to toss off to impress a listener when discussing your hi-fi system.

Let's take a look at how the decibel got started. Long before the electronics art was born, telephone engineers discovered that the human ear's perception of sound did not depend directly on the power received. The ear has a built-in regulating device that adjusts it to sounds of different intensities. It can make the sound of a single cricket seem almost deafening—yet that same ear, a few moments later, may be able to experience a minimum of pain in a boiler factory.

But that ability to adjust, which makes the ear so useful to us, makes its response to varying power levels a long way from linear. Early experimenters established that this response was logarithmic.

**Whoa, there!** We've used a new term here, with no explanation. So before we continue with db, let's take a moment to catch up! (Advanced math experts will skip this part!) What is a logarithm? Well, when we want to express a large number, we often use a power of 10 rather than a string of zeros. Thus 1,000,000 can be expressed as $10^6$ (read "10 to the 6th"). This means that $10 \times 10$, 6 times over, is 1,000,000. Note that 1,000,000 has six zeros. Another way of thinking of a power of 10 is as 1 followed by the number of zeros indicated by the exponent—the little number above and to the right of the 10.

A logarithm is a special kind of exponent: $10^1$ is 10 itself; $10^2$ is 100, but there are quite a few numbers between 1 and 10 and between 10 and 100 that we might be interested in using! Logically, if $10^1$ is 10 and $10^2$ is 100, 10 raised to 1 plus some decimal-fraction should equal some number between 10 and 100. This is exactly true. Logarithm tables give us just these decimal fractions, leaving the assignment of the whole number portion of the logarithm up to our common sense. Thus, 10.1 is 10, and 1 is thus the log of 10. $10^{0.3010} = 2$, and therefore 1.30103 is the log of 20 (as far as the fifth place).

These logarithms are called "base-10" or common logarithms, because they are powers to which 10 must be raised to get the desired number. (There are other types of logarithms which will not concern us at the moment.) $10^2$ equals 100; therefore the logarithm to the base 10 (written log$_{10}$) of 100 is 2. The little 2 in the exponent has been written full size as a regular number. $10^{0.3010}$ equals 200, therefore log$_{10}$ of 200 is 2.30103. The log is the power to which the base (10 in this case) must be raised to equal the desired number.

Note that the characteristic or whole-number portion of the log of 200 is the same as that for 100. Any figure with three places to the left of the decimal point has a characteristic of 2. $10^2$ is 1,000 (four places). Therefore, the log of 1,000 is 3. An easy rule for figuring the characteristic is that it is one less than the total number of digits in any whole number (one less than the total number of digits to the left of the decimal place). Thus the characteristic of all numbers between 1 and 9 is zero. (10 to the zero power is 1). Thus, $10^{0.3010}$ equals 2, or 0.30103 is the log of 2, etc.

By DAVID A. KING
What, then, determines whether the log is for 1 or for some other number? The fractional part, or mantissa!

Roll your own logs

How can we find the logarithm of any number? Let's practice with one or two numbers. First, 3.445. Since the number of digits to the left of the decimal is 1, the characteristic is $-1$, or zero. Now, refer to a logarithm table (you may have to borrow a friend's math book for this if you haven't one of your own) and look up the succession of digits 3445. (Disregard the decimal. It merely helps us to determine the characteristic.) The mantissa of our log is 53719 (in a five-place table). Putting the whole log together, we have 0.53719. That's the correct logarithm. Looking at it another way, that means that 10 is raised to the 0.53719 power, to equal 3.445 ($10^{0.53719}$ equals 3.445). The common log of 34.45 is 1.53719;

that of 344.5 is 2.53719, and of 3445.0 is 3.53719. See?

Try to find the common logarithms of a few more numbers. Logs are like any other tool—very useful once mastered, but they require some practice for their mastery.

But what about the decibel?

The formula used in decibel calculations is $\text{dB} = 10 \log P_2/P_1$. P stands for power. In other words, a decibel is 10 times the common logarithm of the ratio of two powers. Let's apply that formula. We have an amplifier with an output of 20 watts, produced when it gets a 1-volt rms signal across its input (Fig. 1). The input resistance (probably the grid resistor of the first tube) is 1 megohm. What's the gain of the amplifier?

So we won't start adding peaches and plums, let's start converting the input to power. (We could convert the output to volts across a known load resistor, but then our formula would be a little different.) 1 volt across 1 megohm is .000001 watt (or $10^{-6}$ in the much neater power-of-10 notation). So now we have 20 watts output (P2) and 1 microwatt of input (P1). Applying our formula, we get

$$10 \log \frac{20}{0.000001}$$

or 10 times the log of 20,000,000.

Now remember: the characteristic of the log is 1 less than the number of digits, so it is 1 less than 8, or 7. The mantissa is the same as that of 2, which we know already is approximately .3010. The log of 20,000,000 then is 7.3010. And 10 times that log is 73.010, or, more practically, 73 db. To find how much gain you need to bring the known input to a desired power output level, just reverse the process.

Suppose we have a mike rated at $-75$ dbm, and want to use it with a preamp-amplifier system to produce 15 watts (Fig. 2). How much power gain must the system have? Microphones are almost universally rated against a reference level of 1 milliwatt. To distinguish "db with respect to 1 mw" from ordinary decibels, we use the term "dbm".

A simple way to handle this problem is to refer to the output of the amplifier system also in terms of 1 mw (.001 w). Then we add our microphone and amplifier dbm figures to get the total gain (and in db now, not dbm).

$$\text{dbm} = 10 \log 15\text{watts}/0.001\text{w} = 10 \log 15000 = 10 \times 4.1761 = 41.761$$

—or almost 42 db (42 db referred to 1 mw). Now we know that it takes 75 db gain to raise the microphone output to the reference level, and another 42 db to get 15 watts of audio power above that level. The total gain, then, is: $75 + 42 = 117$ db.

Floating decibels?

You can well ask, "If db must be referred to a reference level to have any meaning, what use is a db which is not referred to any base? For instance, a pad is said to have a loss of 10 db, or an amplifier gain of 60 db?" The answer is that both statements refer to ratio. In other words, the pad will deliver one-tenth of the power fed in at its input terminal; the amplifier will multiply the power fed to its input terminals by a million.

Voltage and current db

But, you say, you are more used to hearing the output of a preamp, for example, expressed in volts, not milliwatts! Decibels are just as easy to use with voltage ratios. And, since current gain and loss crop up frequently in transistor circuits, we need current db as well. There is one difference in the formula for voltage or current decibels and that for power. You remember that power is proportional to the square of the voltage or current of the circuit. (Remember, $E^2/R = P$, and $FR = P$?)

To square a number (raise it to the power 2) we multiply its log by 2 ($10^2 = 100$). So instead of the formula 10 log P2/P1, we have 20 log E2/E1, or 20 log I2/I1, where E and I are voltage and current values. Now we're equipped to handle db calculations in terms of power, voltage or current, and not only in audio or acoustics, but anywhere we want to express the ratio of two powers, voltages or currents: rf gain, signal-to-noise ratio, tuned circuit selectivity, FM capture ratio. All these and others are very conveniently expressed in decibels,
ONE OF MY BENCHMEN WON'T TROUBLE-shoot a TV unless he has his universal 8-inch test CRT installed—this includes even sound troubles!

I'm not quite as finicky. If the CRT in the TV is good and bright and not too easily removed, I use it. But I use my test CRT in at least 6 out of 10 repairs.

Besides being easy to handle and easy to install, it needs no ion-trap adjustment. And it lets me leave the set's picture tube in the house. It provides me with a picture brightness standard I'm familiar with and that won't throw me off the track. It is one of my most useful and valuable pieces of test equipment. Any bench man who doesn't use one simply works under a handicap that causes large time losses.

The best test

It's an old adage in the trade that direct replacement is the best test of a tube. This holds true for CRT testing as well as for smaller tubes. However, it's quite unwieldy to replace a large picture tube with another large big-inch. It's also inconvenient if you do not have the replacement in stock. A universal test tube really shines in this instance. Like a 16-inch G-E I was called upon to repair. The customer complained, "It needs a new picture tube!"

The symptoms were clear. Picture was dark. Sound, contrast and sync all looked good. Yet the brightness control would not provide enough brightness even at its extreme setting. Looked like it might be a weak CRT. Should I order one?

I held back. I wasn't completely positive because there was no gassy effect. The picture was dark but perfectly in focus. I had a sneaking hunch that something else was amiss. No sweat, I would test it by direct replacement universal.

On the bench I pulled out my test CRT, an 8YP4. It has 110° deflection, a thin neck diameter of 1/8 inches, and a shell type base. The G-E had a 16KP4, with 70° deflection, a thicker neck and a duodecal base.

I installed the plastic conversion sleeve that changed the neck diameter from 1/8 to 1/2 (Fig. 1). Pulled out the 16KP4. Inserted the 8YP4 in its place. Then I put on the pin-socket adapter that changed the shell base to a duodecal (Fig. 2), put the high-voltage lead in, the CRT cap on, and turned on the TV. It took less than 3 minutes.

The picture came on. I didn't have to adjust any ion trap, since the 8YP4 has a direct gun that requires none.

The picture was still not as bright as it should be. Width was good, though—it filled out the screen to the 70° markings.

I turned the brightness up. Still not enough brightness. The 16KP4 was good! Something else was causing the condition.

Since the picture width was good and there was no blooming, high voltage was good. I began reading voltages on the CRT cap off the test points on my pin-socket adapter. The cathode was plus 2. The grid was zero. These were correct at maximum on the brightness control.

I took a reading on the screen. Uh-oh—plus 25. It should have been about 300. That was why the brightness was low. I checked the screen B-plus line.

It led to one of the plates of the vertical oscillator. Here the B-plus was also 25 volts, yet the oscillator was chugging along merrily at 60 cycles as if nothing were wrong. I began checking components. A coupling capacitor going from the plate to the next grid had B-plus on its other side where there wasn't supposed to be any. I disconnected one end of the capacitor. It read about 100K.

One of the components was an ion trap. It was connected to the B-plus. I pulled it out. The B-plus immediately jumped to 250 volts. It was dead obvious. The ion trap had been sneakily bypassed by the coupling capacitor.

Author Margolis prepares to check out a set with his Constant Companion CRT.

All-purpose 8-incher saves all kinds of strain

By ART MARGOLIS
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The brightness returned in full force. I reinstalled the 16KP4. It too had excellent brightness. The repair was complete. Only problem I had was convincing the set owner that her 16KP4 did not need replacement.

No neck strain
Since the 8YP4 is so small it has an obvious advantage that is a great time and neck strain saver (no neck, that is). In a vertical doughnut type chassis the components are hard to get to because the picture tube is in the way. Many's the component you must have replaced by straining your neck and banging the hot soldering iron tip against the picture tube bell. With an 8YP4 installed you suddenly have all the room you want to touch down with probes and pull off with long-nose pliers. There is one last benefit too.

It came to me with a 21-inch Magnavox doughnut chassis that had sound trouble. There was good picture but very low audio.

The TV had a 21CBP4 in place. It did a magnificent job of hiding all components. In a case like this do you start squeezing in there? I don’t. I pulled out the 21CBP4 and shoved in the 8YP4 with its neck conversion sleeve. The picture came back. It filled the screen out to the 90° marking (Fig. 4). There were the little neck shadows in the corner as expected.

This simple one-minute operation was all that was needed to pinpoint the defect. With all the components now in view, I spotted a charred 1/2-watt resistor near the audio section. I replaced it. The audio returned to normal. I replaced the 21CBP4. All was well.

Universal, too
One of the beauty points of the 8YP4 is that it will operate in either 450- or 600-ma heater circuits and in 2.35-volt circuits. It lights up at practically any high voltage in the kilovolt range. This is a nifty service advantage since the test tube will light to reveal symptoms at voltages too low for the original CRT.

In a portable Philco slim-line I was working on, the symptoms were no raster, good sound, low high voltage. I removed the 19AFP4 from the front and put the 8YP4 in. The 8YP4 this time needed no sleeve, no pin-socket adapter, and showed a full screen when I restored the receiver. The 19AFP4, also a 110° deflection tube, has an 1½-inch neck and uses a shell socket. I was using the 8YP4 primarily to get to the components easier.

I turned on the TV. No picture. I rooked the brightness control. The screen flashed and told me what was wrong in indisputable terms. A keystone flared out and bloomed off. The portable needed a new deflection yoke! The lowered high voltage was enough to fire up the test tube while not great enough to make the 19AFP4 light.

I replaced the yoke. High voltage and brightness returned to normal. The test tube had earned its keep again.

Bright little salesman
A do-it-yourselfer brought in a 14-inch G-E portable. He was perplexed. I turned on the TV. The raster was slow in coming on and, when it finally did come to maximum brilliance, the quick-silver look of a gassy CRT showed when I turned up the brightness.

I examined the TV carefully. The definition of the picture was gone a bit. It had some smears. There was a bend like that caused by overloaded age. But it was all very confusing on the gassy CRT screen. I couldn’t tell one symptom from another. They all blended together. Could be the CRT was causing all the trouble or only a portion of it.

To settle the question, I removed the 14QP4 and installed the 8YP4 that I was familiar with. The gasses was gone, the screen was age weave were still there. That settled that. The CRT was not causing anything but the quick-silver effect.

Do-It-Yourself Kit Has 123-Page Manual
POSSIBLY THE MOST AMBITIOUS KIT NOW OFFERED TO THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR IS THE NEW HEATH COLOR TV CHASSIS. THE MANUAL HAS 123 PAGES, STARTING OUT WITH BASIC OPERATIONAL THEORY AND EXPLAINING THE WORKINGS OF COLOR TELEVISION, THEN GOING ON INTO THE TECHNIQUES REQUIRED FOR THIS PARTICULAR KIT.

Varios large diagrams, of a kind by now familiar to the kit builder, make wiring very simple. Instructions are refined beyond that of former manuals and many appear in almost purely pictorial form, with the simple instruction to “start” and “finish”, with designations and arrows, showing mounting of parts on a given board.

The breakdown into boards and sections is such that construction does not seem any more difficult than that of some of the simpler test instruments and high-fidelity kits, although the amount of labor is of course greater. A section of figures in color help the constructor to get his set operating properly once it’s built.

The set itself is a 27-tube job, excluding picture tube and the uhf oscillator where used. (The uhf capability is optional.) A standard 21-inch round picture tube is used.

The circuit is Heath’s own, though of course it does use many familiar hookups. A complete rundown of its tube complement and circuit features can be found in the 1964 Color Facts Chart of Wayne Lemons “roundup” in the December 1963 issue.
“New York to Peking—rhombic successfully overcoming storm over Brazil! Your signals unaffected!”

Systems here include two Yagis and a rhombic “king of arrays”.

Complete construction details

In the July, 1963 issue of Radio-Electronics, you read of some little known techniques used by commercial overseas radio stations for their unusual point-to-point successes on high frequencies. If you apply some of these to your own installation, they can double or triple the results you’re now getting using better known methods. For instance, I suggested a simple replacement for the conventional horizontal dipole antenna (July, page 20) that multiplies long-distance results many times—its extra cost, about $3.

Because it’s one of the little-known keys to successful distance reception, Fig. 1 is reprinted from the July story. It shows the vertical angles at which signals cross the Atlantic between our East Coast and Europe.

The comparatively elementary antennas in the July article receive equally well in all compass directions. But each has strong vertical gain built into its design. Therefore they work as well between Los Angeles and Honolulu as between New York and London without any change. Cut them to the right length, support them properly and off they go.

The next step in powerful reception is high-gain antennas that concentrate reception in both the horizontal and vertical planes. These are counterparts of a radiotelescope that aims at its target in azimuth and elevation.

**Horizontal aiming**

This is simple once you understand a few basic facts, but can be misleading unless you do. Keep this in mind: with a few erratic exceptions when the earth’s magnetic lines alter their courses, all overseas radio signals arrive by great circle routes. For instance, if you live in New York and wish to hear Tokyo, don’t aim your beam via San Francisco, but right across Petropavlovsk, USSR, at 335°. So the common Mercator projection is less than useless. Of course, special azimuthal maps for radio use can be purchased, but they’re available only for a few locations in the US and are in error for any others.

The ideal instrument for finding radio directions rapidly is the new but vertical adaptation of the Yagi, so widely used for TV reception, but re-oriented for short wave distant reception. The carefully chosen spacing between its reflector, driven element and director broad-bands its operation across any cluster of overseas stations. If supported by horizontal spreaders (use light California redwood), it can be rotated horizontally in any direction, as indicated by the National Geographic globe. So it applies its gain at any part of the world simply by rotation. It can be readily steered in the vertical plane by changing its height above ground, by altering tension on the horizontal supporting rope. The receiver S-meter indicates at once what height is best under any conditions.

The performance of this vertical Yagi is greatly improved by laying a ground-screen directly under it. Completely satisfactory ground-screen wire can be bought cheaply at a scrap-metal yard and need be buried only an inch or so under the ground surface. A garden edger is a good tool for this. After the first rain, there’s no sign that a ground-screen is under a lawn.

The ground-screen wires should be soldered together, and a ground stake driven in at their center. No connection is needed to the antenna proper or to the receiver. It acts as a near-perfect reflecting area.

**Still more pull**

A still more powerful version of this vertical Yagi is shown in Fig. 3. It contains a greater number of elements to increase its gain. This more powerful

---
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version is somewhat too long to rotate. Its elements are simply dropped from a horizontal support line made from small-gage nylon rope.

The aiming is determined by the direction of the support line.

As in all long-distance vertical arrays, a ground screen helps greatly. For this longer array, the screen should extend in crow-foot fashion as far as possible in the direction of the incoming signals. The longer this crown-foot configuration, the louder the signals. Tests show improvement is still taking place as these wires exceed 100 feet.

This very large vertical array may also be steered in the vertical plane the same way its smaller counterpart is—that is, by altering its height above ground. In this case, a system of pulleys permits the entire support line to be raised or lowered, and an indication of optimum for any given day will at once be readable on the receiver S-meter.

Since the vertical and horizontal concentration of this high-gain beam is exceedingly strong, it should not be oriented toward a nearby source of noise (a factory, a building using neon signs, or electrical machinery). Its reactivity will skirt the ground by some 10° in the vertical plane, and will not clear noise-producing equipment for some distance in its target direction.

The rhombic antenna

The rhombic is the undisputed king of arrays by a very large margin. It is the mainstay of modern commercial overseas reception and, built on a smaller scale, the proud possession of a few advanced short-wave listeners and radio amateurs. There are three good reasons for its supremacy: its gain, broad-band reception, and, when properly terminated (resistor connected across its far-end apex), the fact that it can more than double signal-to-noise ratio.

Because of this top-flight performance, it is the basic element in the world's most powerful receiving antenna, the MUSA (Multiple Unit Steering Array) of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. The MUSA is made up of a succession of rhombics in a line aimed at a transoceanic target. By altering the phase relationship between these rhombics, the vertical angle of reception is automatically steered for top overseas reception at any moment.

The next antenna in this series presented by Radio-Electronics is the direct predecessor of MUSA. If you have enough space for it, you can put it up for very little cost, considering the results obtained.

The main requirement is four poles (or four trees if they're in the right spots).

The rhombic antenna is easy to visualize. Glance at its diamond shape in Fig. 4. It receives in a direction away from its lead-in. As a transoceanic signal arrives, it strikes this diamond configuration, whose parts add together all received energy in the right phase and pass it on to the receiver through the lead-in.

There are three simple rules about the rhombic: the larger it is, the greater its gain; the higher you can erect it, the better. And, for each size, there are optimum interior angles that turn out best results.

The first question you will ask is, "Do I have enough room for a super-power rhombic?" Answer it by making a small-scale drawing on paper, and seeing what sizes can fit on the space available. Tables I and II help compute this rapidly with a ruler and protractor. Approach it this way: decide which overseas band is of most interest to you (where the antenna's top performance will be centered), and then draft up a scale drawing or two. Fitting the space you have, you can choose size A, B, C, D or E. Each is progressively more powerful. For instance, to see how size A fits into the space you have, divide the frequency of your preferred overseas band into 984. This gives you the number of feet you will need in each leg of the diamond shape. The third column of Table I shows your interior side angles will each be 74°. Construct these dimensions in a small-scale drawing, and right away you'll see the space you need.

Fig. 2—Vertical Yagi swivels for aiming in any direction. Element lengths and spacings must be computed for particular band. Gain is about 8.6 db over straight horizontal dipole.

Fig. 3—Four-element vertical is too big to rotate, but may be "steered" vertically by raising and lowering horizontal support. Lengths and spacings are figured from formulas. Gain, about 9.5 db over reference horizontal dipole.

Fig. 4—Bird's-eye view of rhombic. All sides and opposite angles are equal. Terminating resistor is at far end, in direction of reception. See tables for dimensions and angles.
Putting up a rhombic

Fig. 5 shows the physical layout of a typical rhombic. While poles are shown here for simplicity, trees will serve very satisfactorily if they are at or near the right spots. At least three such antennas erected in wooded areas on the East Coast are performing excellently for very strong transoceanic reception. Signal attenuation by foliage is not too serious at overseas-broadcast frequencies.

Pulleys and weights are used at the side apexes of the rhombic, and a pulley and hand winch at its end. A more simple system could replace the winch. By increasing or decreasing the pull on the far-end rope, the interior angles of the rhombic are increased or decreased, steering reception in the vertical plane.

How this works for reception is shown in Fig. 6. The receiving lobe (or vertically aimed pattern) can be moved up or down to receive the incoming wave clusters carrying the loudest signals. The rhombic receives at its lowest angles (best for extreme distance) when the far-end rope tension is lessened and the side angles of the diamond shape are smallest. Careful measurements show a typical test rhombic can be steered from 5° up to 17° in the vertical plane by a 28° change in its side angles. This is considerable vertical steereage, and can accommodate a wide variety of conditions.

Termination and lead-in

For best performance, these rhombics should be terminated at their far end (which points at the target). This is readily done by using two small 430-ohm carbon resistors, attached as in Fig. 7. These two resistors total approximately 800 ohms, which matches the impedance of the single-wire rhombic. They serve a very important purpose: they cause the rhombic to receive only in the forward direction—that is, in the direction of the target. This termination does two other things: it greatly reduces atmospheric noise pick up, and broadbands the antenna's response.

The proper lead-in for an 800-ohm rhombic generally presents a problem. An open-wire 800-ohm line (coaxial line will not work) requires a spacing of nearly 15 inches between the two wires, so the line itself would start to receive noise and unwanted signals from the wrong direction.

A highly practical way to beat this problem is to use a short open-wire section of 490-ohm line between the near end of the rhombic and standard 300-ohm TV line which can then serve as 95% of the lead-in. This simple system provides a perfect match at the preferred overseas band, and still functions very well indeed on adjacent overseas bands. This short open-wire section is at the geometric mean impedance between the 800-ohm rhombic and the standard 300-ohm TV line.

The matching section is made of two parallel No. 12 wires spaced 2½ inches by small plastic rods (see detail in

Fig. 5—Layout of a rhombic. Counter-balancing permits "stretching" antenna with hand or motor winch, to accommodate different wave angles.

Fig. 6—Rough representation of narrow vertical lobe of rhombic system. By altering interior angles, as in Fig. 5, antenna is steered to select best reception.

Fig. 7—800-ohm terminating resistance is made up of two 430-ohm noninductive resistors in series. Series connection reduces wet-weather leakage.

| Table I |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| | Figure your size rhombic |
| | SIZE | SIDE ANGLE | GAIN |
| A | 984 | 74° | 5 |
| B | 1476 | 94° | 7 |
| C | 1968 | 114° | 8 |
| D | 2460 | 116° | 9 |
| E | 2952 | 124° | 10 |

Note: all sides same length, calculated from formula in column 2. Gain is stated as db over dipole performance at dipole's resonant frequency. Since rhombic is nonresonant, improvement is even greater at other frequencies.

Fig. 8—Layout for cores only of rhombic. Use other high-resistance cores for bobs of main and counterpoise wire. Typical rhombic terminates at ground point C. COUNTERWEIGHT

Fig. 9—Typical rhombic layout. Technique for supporting rhombics in trees is shown. 300-ohm line and 430-ohm terminating resistance are used. Note: all leads run underground, except the four wires which carry the RF signal. These wires can be run through the 430-ohm line, or a 500 ohm line if no ground is available. If both ground and radio wire can be run underground, the best results will be achieved.

Table II

| Table II |
|------------------|------------------|
| | Actual sizes of three smaller rhombics at four frequencies |
| | SIZE | CENTER FREQUENCY (mc) | FEET/LEG |
| A | 20 | 49.2 |
| 15 | 65.6 |
| 10 | 98.4 |
| 7 | 140.5 |
| B | 20 | 73.8 |
| 15 | 98.4 |
| 10 | 147.6 |
| 7 | 210.8 |
| C | 20 | 98.4 |
| 15 | 131.2 |
| 10 | 196.8 |
| 7 | 280.0 |
Fig. 8—Details of 490-ohm matching section. Use polystyrene rod if available. Hold spacers in place with short bits of wire twisted around line wires as shown.

Fig. 8). The length of this matching line (in feet) will be 246 divided by the frequency in megacycles of the preferred overseas band.

It's worth it

Fig. 9 compares the rhombic, Yagi and dipole. But, to appreciate the performance of the rhombic, you have to listen on one. I still recall my first experience. As a visitor to the Bell Telephone Laboratories antenna test site some time ago, I asked if I could tune the Bell receiver—fed by a rhombic—from the incoming overseas telephone channel to the European broadcast band for a moment. The experience was at first unbelievable. Signals from the major European capitals were indistinguishable in static-free volume from local US stations, they came in so powerfully. I could only grasp what I was hearing when the stations identified themselves.

Some time later, I erected my own smaller rhombic for 14-mc (20-meter) amateur transmission to Europe. My signals were at once reported more than twice as loud as competing US stations not using rhombics.

When you erect your rhombic, you'll notice that transoceanic signals come in far earlier than on any other antenna, and their volume stays high far later. Your reception time will be greatly increased. There is surprisingly little static compared to a simple dipole, because the rhombic dissipates in its terminating resistance atmospheric noise coming in from its reverse direction. This is very noticeable on the trans-Atlantic run between New York and Europe where the terminated rhombic eliminates static arriving from Mexico in the opposite direction. And you soon notice the difference over the New York to Far East circuit. Storms over the South American jungles of Brazil and Argentina normally vie with incoming signals from Manila, Tokyo and Peking, when using a simple antenna. They don't with a rhombic.

The High Voltage Isn't!

Problem in a Philco deflection chassis. Sound present but no raster. High voltage and boost down about 40%, B-plus somewhat low. R104, a 4,700-ohm 2-watt resistor feeding boost source, is overheating. No short on either side of R104. C68 (10 µf) is good, but disconnecting it stops R104 from overheating and raises boost and high voltage. Yoke, flyback and linearity coil are good, as are C89 and C90. Normal drive at the grids of the 6BQ6's. Tubes are all good. What wrong?—Charles B. Randall

WHAT'S YOUR EQ?

Solid-State Relay Circuit

The black box contains a component that functions as a relay without contacts. Terminals 1 and 2 are insulated from terminals 3 and 4. When the pushbutton is open, the ac voltmeter indication is approximately 3 volts. When the pushbutton is closed, the impedance between terminals 1 and 2 decreases abruptly to 10 ohms and the ac voltmeter indication increases abruptly to slightly less than 115 volts. What is inside the black box?—Kendall Collins

JANUARY, 1964
this is diathermy

How it works and what it does

BY TOM JASKI

One of the most widely applied electronics techniques in medicine is diathermy—the heating of internal body tissues by electromagnetic radiation. The part of the body to be heated is placed within a field, which can be electrostatic (as in dielectric heating) or electromagnetic (as in induction heating).

The rise in tissue temperature is caused by energy absorption in the cells. Therapists now generally agree that absorption of energy in the body is a matter of dielectric losses. The dielectric properties of specific body tissues have been determined with some degree of precision.

The total effect of the radiation is another matter. Although heating has been considered the curative agency in many diseases, there has long been some suggestion that other effects may be present, so called etermal effects (not dependent on heat), which may also have curative properties. Diathermy is not a panacea. There are many conditions for which it should never be used.

Radiations used

Early diathermy used long waves as well as short waves. As late as 1950, the FCC regulations on the subject listed 100 kc to 300,000 mc as diathermy wavelengths. Because of the increased use of television, microwave communications, military radar and other uses of the radio spectrum, the 1959 rulings of the FCC restrict unlicensed use of diathermy apparatus to seven bands at 13.56, 27.12, 40.68, 915, 2,450, 5,850 and 18,000 mc. Part 18 of the rules specifies the technical requirements for the equipment.

Power and type of radiation within the assigned bands is not limited so long as harmonics and spurious radiation are reduced to a level of 25 µV 1,000 feet from the equipment. At frequencies other than those specified as "bands," the equipment may be operated without a license, provided the level of radiation at 1,000 feet does not exceed 15 µV, and that the equipment has a rectified and filtered plate power supply and power-line filters.

Since effective diathermy requires rather high power levels, the equipment in use must stay within the assigned band. Because detuning is a distinct possibility with the types of electrodes used, most diathermy equipment is crystal-controlled to maintain the frequency within limits.

Although a great deal of experimenting has been carried out with microwave diathermy equipment, and some is manufactured commercially, it is not yet widely applied. There is uncertainty among the medical fraternity as to possible side effects.

Sufficient exposure to relatively intense microwaves can result in cataracts, opacity of the lens of the eye, ulceration of the skin and other unpleasant anomalies. It has also been found that microwaves do not have the penetration of lower-frequency waves, and most of the microwave energy is absorbed in subcutaneous fatty tissue (the fat layers just under the skin). Only very high-level microwave energy can reach the deeper tissues. It is not likely that microwaves will be used on a large scale for diathermy.

Equipment

Most of the equipment encountered in hospitals or clinics today operates either at 13.56 or 27.12 mc or both. Fig. 1 shows a typical diathermy installation by Birtcher. The generator is inside the cabinet, and the cranelike contraption is an arm with two ball joints, from which the electrodes are suspended. The joints permit adjusting the electrodes in many ways. The hinged sections of the electrode can be swiveled to conform roughly to the contours of the body. Inside the "electrode" is a coil. In this case there is one in each section. Note the heavy cable going to...
the electrode. This is coax and the outside sheath is grounded to prevent excessive radiation from the leads. To keep the capacitance low, the outside conductor is relatively large and the center conductor small.

Fig. 2 is the complete circuit of the unit. It is relatively simple, but has some interesting features. Note first that the high-voltage power supply is not filtered. The unit emits 13.56 mc modulated by 120 cycles. This is permissible, according to FCC rules, within the assigned bands. The 807 oscillator drives the 311CH final. Relay RY1 is inserted in the grid circuit of the final. It protects the final amplifier if drive voltage fails. With the drive voltage off, the grid, which is close to ground, would draw current and destroy itself. Should drive voltage fail, RY1 is de-energized and inserts a cathode resistor in the final amplifier circuit.

The meter can be used to measure either grid current or plate current, depending on the position of switch S1. Note switch S2 has three positions—OFF, STANDBY and D. In D both transformers are connected to the line. In STANDBY, plate transformer is controlled by switch S8, and the filaments of the final will be on with S3 open, but not the high voltage. S3 must be used during warmup, and for supplying short bursts of energy as used in some surgical procedures. More about this later.

Fig. 3 shows the internal construction of the unit. The chassis slips vertically into the cabinet. Openings are often provided in the cabinet through which final adjustment of C7, C12 and C13 can be made.

Adjustment

The diathermy generator may require retuning after tubes or other parts are replaced. Although this adjustment procedure was written for this particular generator, it is applicable to similar units:

Step 1: Adjust the oscillator tank. With the unit off, remove the plate caps of the high-voltage rectifiers. Warm up the unit. Turn S1 to TEST. Turn S2 to D. Adjust C7 for maximum meter reading. Make certain RY1 is energized.

Step 2: Check the neutralization of the amplifier. With the high voltage still off, turn C13 through its entire range. If the amplifier is properly neutralized, the meter reading will not change. If there is a slight change in meter reading, vary the setting of C12 slightly, and repeat the procedure (tuning C13). If the meter change has increased, reset C12, turning it a little bit the other way. Repeat this procedure until tuning C13 does not change the meter reading.

Step 3: Turn the unit off. Replace the rectifier caps. Turn S2 to STANDBY and warm up the unit. Turn S1 to OPERATE and S2 to D. Now adjust C13 for minimum meter reading. Set S1 back to TEST and recheck C7 for maximum meter reading. The unit is now adjusted. Caution: There are very high voltages in such a generator. Be careful when the power is on!

Applications

Diathermy energy is also used in other ways. You may recall that rf energy can ionize certain gasses, and that a fluorescent tube will glow in a relatively strong electromagnetic field. This principle is used by applying special slender gaseous tubes to the orifices of the body for internal ultraviolet radiation. The tubes are connected to one side of the generator output, and a plate is placed on the body of the patient connected to the other side of the output. Dosage is controlled by adjusting the generator output. This is done by moving coupling coil L3 in and out of the tank coil.

If two points of a special knife are placed at a small distance from each other and connected to the output of the generator, a small but intense high-frequency arc is created. Any tissue inside this arc is immediately sliced and seared. This is the principle of the surgical electronic knife.

---

Fig. 2—Circuit of typical diathermy unit. Note that the oscillator is crystal controlled.
NEW CB CIRCUIT FEATURES

Latest idea for base stations: separate receivers and transmitters

Almost from the very moment that the 27-mc Citizens band opened, manufacturers have been producing combined units—transceivers—for mobile and base stations. Now, introducing a new trend, Browning Laboratories and the Sampson Co. are making separate transmitters and receivers for base stations. They incorporate squelch, "spotting" facilities, modulation and swr meters, and other aids to effective communication.

The Browning receiver

The model R-2700A CB communications receiver is a nine-tube unit. A broad-band cascade rf amplifier and low-noise mixers give the set an excellent noise figure. A trimmer capacitor (ANT TUNER) peaks the input circuit on weak signals.

Good image rejection is provided by a double-conversion circuit with two high-Q 4.3-mc tuned circuits between the first and second mixers. A two-stage 455-ke i.f. amplifier provides the high sensitivity and selectivity needed for good weak-signal reception with a minimum of interference from adjacent channels. The first oscillator is crystal-controlled. The second conversion oscillator is set by the CHANNEL SELECTOR. The operator has a choice of five crystal-controlled channels or manual tuning on all 23. The plate voltage of the second oscillator is regulated for high stability.

Delayed avc on the rf and i.f. amplifier grids provides full audio output from weak signals while preventing overloading on strong ones.

A simple vtvm measures the avc voltage and indicates it in signal-strength ("S") units, as an aid in tuning or checking antennas and comparing signal strengths.

The audio signal recovered by the detector is fed through a series-gate automatic noise limiter and the audio system to the speaker. The first af amplifier's grid bias is controlled by a squelch tube. When no signal is coming in, the squelch tube conducts heavily and the af amplifier is cut off. When a signal is tuned in, the avc voltage biases the squelch to cutoff. The first af amplifier now has normal bias and amplifies the audio signal.

The control socket on the rear of the chassis permits the R-2700A to be used with the Compact, S-Nine and 23/S-Nine transmitters.

Browning transmitters

The Compact is the simplest of the three base-station transmitters. It provides up to 11 crystal-controlled channels. A 6EA8 triode-pentode is the third-overtone crystal oscillator and buffer amplifier. The rf output stage is a 5763 pentode with a 52-ohm pi-network output circuit. The audio system has a 12AX7 as first and second audio amplifiers and a 6BQ5 plate modulator.

The S-Nine is a more elaborate rig with six channels selected by pushbuttons. Neon lamps indicate the channel in use. This rig features a vox circuit (voice-controlled transmission, see below), spotting switch to assist in manually tuning the receiver to the transmitter's frequency, and a speech clipper and filter to provide a higher average percentage of modulation. (See "More Talk-Power for Your CB Rig" in the October, 1963 issue of Radio-Electronics.) It has a modulation percentage meter that can be switched to measure output plate voltage and current.

The 23/S-Nine is a 23-channel transmitter similar to the Compact with speech clipper and filter, and a relative-power-output, swr and modulation percentage meter.
The vox circuit

The S-Nine is the first CB transmitter or transceiver we've seen with this feature. The vox automatically turns on the transmitter when the operator is speaking into the mike and turns it off when he stops. Each time the operator pauses, the receiver comes on and the other operator can break in with questions or comments. The vox is not tripped by sounds coming from the speaker.

V6-c (Fig. 1) is the vox relay control tube. Its grid goes to a bias network consisting of R15 and R16 in series, the load resistors for V6-a and V6-b (vox and anti-vox diodes, respectively). V6-c is normally biased to cutoff by cathode voltage tapped off the pot between B-plus and ground.

When the operator speaks into the mike, V6-a rectifies an audio voltage tapped off the speech amplifier and develops a positive voltage across R15 and R16. This positive voltage overrides the cutoff bias on the cathode so V6-c conducts and energizes the changeover relay. The time constant of the rectifier circuit keeps the relay energized for about 1 second after the operator stops talking.

The anti-vox diode keeps sounds from the speaker from putting the transmitter on the air. Audio from the receiver's output stage is rectified by V6-b to develop a high negative voltage across R16. This bucks the bias developed by V6-a and prevents the changeover relay from operating.

Metering circuits

Fig. 2 is the metering circuit in the S-Nine. When the switch (on the rear of the chassis) is thrown to MODULATION, the meter measures the audio voltage across the auxiliary winding on the modulation transformer. The scale on the left side of the meter is calibrated in modulation percentage. For optimum modulation the meter should read about 95% on peaks.

When the switch is in the VOLTS position, the meter measures the final amplifier plate voltage. In the CURRENT position, the meter is shunted across the 270-ohm resistor to read plate current.

The metering circuit in the 23/S-Nine includes the modulation meter circuit just described and a swr bridge that the operator uses to adjust transmitter loading and to check the match between the antenna and transmission line. The swr bridge is a modified Micromatch designed for 50-52-ohm transmission lines. It measures relative power output when the switch is set to FORWARD POWER and the amount of power reflected toward the transmitter in the REFLECTED POWER position.

The spotting switch (not shown) in the S-Nine and 23/S-Nine is used to check the frequency of the transmitting crystal being used and for setting a manual-tuned receiver on the desired channel without putting the transmitter on the air. When the transmitter is on standby its B-plus circuit is opened by the change-over relay. The spot switch disconnects the oscillator plate supply from this controlled B-plus line and connects it to the power supply output. Thus, when the switch is pressed, the oscillator produces a weak signal that can be tuned in on the receiver without overloading it. A peak reading on the receiver's meter shows transmitter and receiver are tuned to same channel.

The Sampson R-101A receiver

This is a double-conversion superhet featuring 0.1-µv sensitivity, fast-acting ave, S-meter, local—distance switch, audio compression to prevent audio overload on strong nearby stations, series-gate noise limiter, a squeel that can be adjusted to open on signals below 1 µv, five L-C tuned receive channels with bandspread tuning and overall 23-channel continuous tuning. There are eight tubes and five diodes.

The tube line-up consists of a 6R-HH8 (improved version of the 6DJ8) broadband cascode rf amplifier, 6EA8 mixer and 37.795-nc crystal oscillator, 6BE6 455-kc converter, two 6BJ6 455-kc if amplifiers, 6T8 detector, ave, and squeel, 6AU6 af amplifier and 6AQ5 audio output.

Manual tuning

Fig. 3 shows the converter circuit in the R-101A. When the selector switch is set to one of the preset channels (A through E), the main tuning
capacitor's range is reduced by the series 10-pf capacitor so it operates as a vernier (bandspread) tuning adjustment for any one of the preset channels. In the TUNE position, the 10-pf capacitor is shorted out and the tuning capacitor covers the 23 channels.

**Audio compressor and squelch**

As shown in Fig. 4, the grid circuit of the 6T8 triode is returned to a voltage divider with one end connected to the screen grid of the second i.f. amplifier and the other end to a minus voltage obtained by rectifying ac from the power transformer. The SQUELCH control is set so the triode just cuts off with no rf signal input to the receiver. Little or no i.eq voltage is being developed and the i.eq amplifier is drawing comparatively heavy screen current. The screen is fed through a series resistor so its voltage—and the voltage on the B-plus end of the voltage divider—is low. An incoming signal causes the voltage on the positive end of the voltage divider to rise. This brings the triode out of cutoff and opens the squelch.

One section of mode switch S grounds the avc line through a 270,000-ohm resistor to reduce the avc voltage for weak or distant stations. In the local position, full avc voltage is applied to the controlled stages.

When the switch is in the AUDIO COMP position, a portion of the audio output voltage is rectified by D to develop a variable negative voltage that is applied to the 6AU6 grid. The time constant of the R-C filter is set so the bias level varies with the average audio level. Thus strong audio signals develop even bias to reduce circuit gain and prevent overloading and distortion.

**The T-110A transmitter**

This 23-channel transmitter has a 6C4 oscillator-doubler and a 6AQ5 rf amplifier. The rf output circuit is a 52-ohm pi network. Plate and antenna tuning controls are on the front panel so they can be peaked on each channel. Fig. 5 shows the final amplifier, modulator, modulation indicator and MODE switch.

Switching to TUNE applies normal B-plus voltages to the oscillator and final with the modulator out of the circuit. The plate and antenna tuning capacitors are first adjusted for minimum plate current and then touched up for maximum reading on a field-strength indicator or relative power meter.

When the mode switch is in the CALIB position, for spotting the frequency on a tunable receiver, plate voltage is removed from the modulator and power amplifier and reduced B-plus is fed to the oscillator to provide a weak signal that will not overload the receiver.

When transmitting, normal operating voltages are applied to all circuits through contacts on the changeover relay. A portion of the modulator's output is rectified and fed to the grid of the EM84 modulation indicator. The "eye" of the tube lights when the push-to-talk switch is closed, and fluctuates to indicate modulation percentage.

**Identify Power Transformer Windings**

Power transformers are worth salvaging from "dead" equipment. Often, however, it is either impractical to trace the circuit when removing the transformer from equipment, or the unit was removed before you got it. Identifying the windings makes a useful piece of gear from a paperweight. A simple scheme uses a light bulb, socket, spst switch, four terminals and some wire.

To test an unknown transformer, insert a 60- or 75-watt bulb in the socket, connect a winding of the transformer as shown and turn on the ac. If you have chosen the primary winding, the bulb will show a dull glow. If you checked a filament winding (which has a very low resistance), the bulb will light full brilliance and prevent a short on the ac line. (In doubt about the glow, try a known primary winding.) After locating the primary, replace the bulb with a screw-in fuse and measure the various winding voltages as usual.—Jim Cooper, W2BYE
Part IV (conclusion) Lamps and how to replace them; cleaning, oiling, test runs

By JACK DARR
SERVICE EDITOR

Here in "BOOK IV", a few mechanical troubles, most of which you can fix yourself, with fame and profit! You don't have to look helpless when a customer asks you to repair a belt "while you're at it"!

Projection lamps

One of your most frequent service jobs will be replacing the projection lamp. These are special 500- to 1,000-watt lamps. They use a flanged base, similar to automotive lamps, so that the filament will always be in the right position with respect to the lenses and reflector. Filaments on these are a sort of frame-grid-looking affair, and they must be placed correctly for maximum light output. Fig. 1 shows a pair of typical projection lamps.

To remove a lamp, push down very slightly and turn counterclockwise until the large part of the keyhole openings in the base flange are lined up with the studs. Lift the lamp out.

One peculiar trouble used to show up in these lamps, may possibly still appear occasionally. Most of them are not evacuated, but filled with argon. The terrific heat, concentrated by the parabolic reflector, softens the glass! Fig. 2 shows what happens. When the glass softens, the gas pressure inside, small though it is, causes the wall of the bulb to bulge! Once the glass cools, it hardens; when the lamp finally burns out, this bulge may be big enough to prevent the lamp from coming up out of the lamp-house! (The fit is pretty tight at the back, although there is more room at the front.) If this happens, there is only one way to remove the dead lamp. Take out the parabolic reflector and condenser lenses and carefully break the old lamp by tapping it through the reflector hole with a long screwdriver. Since it has pressure inside, it will not implode violently, but keep your face away anyhow. Better still, wear a plastic face mask and gloves.

Turn the projector upside down, pour out the broken glass, and remove the base with a pair of pliers, or by prying it with a screwdriver through the hole in the back. It may be that improved glass has ended this problem, but it was certainly worrisome with older lamps!

Mechanical troubles

Most of the purely mechanical troubles you'll find will be due to belt slippage and similar troubles. The average projector is a pretty well built piece of machinery and will stand a lot of abuse before giving trouble. But certain things should be checked each time it is serviced.

Checking pulldown teeth

The most important parts to be checked for wear are the pulldown teeth, which move the film. If the projector is operated in an atmosphere with a lot of abrasive dust, the constant movement of the film will cause the underside of each tooth to wear into a "hook" shape (Fig. 3). Even though these teeth are made of hard steel, an abrasive atmosphere can cause pretty rapid wear.

There's a sure clue to this condition. You don't even have to look at the teeth—look at the film! If the sprocket holes are "clean," the teeth are good! But if the teeth are "hooked," you'll notice that the bottom of each sprocket hole has been torn out by the hook on the tooth as it withdraws (Fig. 4). Needless to
say, this will completely ruin a film on one run through the machine, so don't ever try to run a good film on a machine with this trouble!

The only cure for this is to replace the teeth, of course. This may be a bit difficult, since some manufacturers have a complete "captive-service" policy, refusing to sell any parts to independent service technicians. Queried, they simply say, "Send it to the nearest factory branch service station," and that's that. However, there are strong rumors that some independent machine shops have begun to make parts for these machines; this I should very much like to verify!

 Checking speed

As we said before, many projectors are two-speed machines, with a speed regulator on the motor. It is almost impossible to spot off-speed operation by watching a picture, unless the machine is running so slow that the pictures look like slow-motion. However, even a small variation in the correct speed will show up immediately in the sound, just like a dragging turntable on a phonograph.

Practically all the speed troubles we ever run into were slow speed, due to lack of lubrication. This is easily remedied. Use only a few drops of light oil on bearings, etc. Gears enclosed in gearboxes should be lubricated with a medium-textured grease—Lubriplate or similar.

Like record changers, these machines suffer far more from excess lubrication than from dryness! A small oil can is packed with each machine, and, until this is lost, you're quite apt to find oil dripping from everything! The worst trouble from this is oil on the belts, which causes slippage. Wipe them clean with a grease solvent, and wash off the drive pulleys with a service cleaner and a toothbrush, to get the grease off.

 Cleaning

One job that should be done each time a projector is serviced is a thorough cleaning up. Projectors invariably accumulate a lot of lint, dust and assorted debris. This can and does cause trouble if allowed to accumulate. Clean out the film gate, pressure foot, sound head, etc., with a soft brush (Fig. 5).

Dry dust can be blown out with an air hose. Oily dust can often be removed from difficult places by spraying with a contact cleaner; this dissolves the oil. Blowing dry with air completes the job. The contact cleaner usually leaves a thin film of lubrication on the parts—just about enough.

If there are deposits of corrosion, rust, etc., on chrome-plated parts in the film path, polish off all dirt with jeweler's rouge, Bon Ami or whatever type of cleaner is needed ("silver polish" is good) and be sure to leave these surfaces very smooth and dry! Any corrosion or roughness on these parts will damage the film.

 Belts

The drive belts used on feed and takeup reels are made of spring steel coils 1/8 inch in diameter. Now and then you'll find a belt broken. Simply bend up the end turns, with a pair of diagonal cutters, bend a tiny loop in each, hook them together, squeezing the ends of the loops closed, and the belt is as good as new. Be sure to thread the belt through the pulley and retainer before you splice it! (Most machines have some sort of retaining clamp to keep the belts from coming off the pulleys.)

 Test films

If there is any serious trouble with a projector, running a good film through it may damage the film irreparably. So, get a "test film" from somewhere. Discarded films can be obtained from schools, film libraries, etc. Cut off enough undamaged film to run about 10 to 15 minutes, and get a pair of 7-inch reels to wind it on. (For some reason, when a projector is brought in for service, owners never seem to think of bringing in a film to test it on!)

 Extension cords

Because of the heavy current drain of these machines, they should never be used on common household extension cords. (Especially the dime-store type!) Even a "trouble-light" type won't be heavy enough, if it is about 50 feet long or more. So, if you get a complaint "It works fine, but the light and sound are weak," find out if it was used on an extension cord and if so, what kind. Excessive voltage drop will dim the lamp, sometimes slow the motor down, and almost always cut the volume.

 Plastic Foam Stores Tubes

How many times have you pulled tubes out of something and wondered where to keep them so they wouldn't get lost, mingled with others or end on the floor in shards?

Try a slab of rigid white plastic foam (Styrofoam, or similar). You can shove the pins of any tube except octals directly into the foam. (Octals have that large, blunt "key"). The tube will stand upright and you can use little cardboard tags, inserted in the foam next to the tubes, to identify them.

This works for other components, too. And you can make shelves out of pieces of the material supported on strips of quarter-round molding tacked to the inside of a drawer.—Harry J. Miller
Superregen
MONITORS
Fire & Police Radio

By R. L. HAWBAKER

You can monitor any single-channel in the Public Safety frequency band (30-50 mc) with this superregenerator. It has just about every feature of a deluxe superhet: tuned rf stage, noise peak clipping, squelch, high-gain audio and a transformer power supply. All this is built around three tubes and two silicon rectifiers.

A 6AN8 triode-pentode is the rf amplifier and triode superregenerative detector. The detector is forward-biased by a 10-megohm resistor (R3) connected from plate to grid, for easy starting. The resistor makes the tube draw enough current with no signal to hold the plate voltage down somewhat. This is important in squelch operation, as you'll see later on. The cathode of the detector is kept well above rf ground for positive feedback by RFC1. Rf and detector grid coils are wound with No. 22 plastic-insulated hookup wire.

The detector output is filtered by C3, C5 and RFC2. Diode D1 acts as a noise-peak clipper. Normally, the diode conducts until C7 charges to the voltage at V1-b’s plate. When a signal is received and detector plate voltage rises, the diode conducts and almost instantly the capacitor charges up to the new level. When plate voltage falls, the capacitor discharges slowly through D1.

When ignition noise causes high positive spikes to appear at the detector plate, C3, C5 and RFC2 cannot suppress them, and they appear at the anode of D1. The diode conducts heavily for the duration of the noise spike, shunting most of it to ground.

Squelch, too?

The output of the filter is connected directly to the plate and grid of V2-a, connected as a diode squelch. The cathode is biased positive through R5 and R6. By varying R5, voltage at the cathode can be made more or less positive than that at the plate. When the cathode voltage is slightly higher than the plate voltage, the diode is cut off. In this condition, very little detector signal reaches the cathode. When a signal is received, the detector draws less current and its plate voltage rises. When this rise in voltage reaches the plate of V2-a, the plate becomes more positive than the cutoff bias on the cathode, and the tube conducts. The audio appears at the cathode. Thus, squelch is controlled by the rise and fall of detector plate voltage.

The noise clipper protects the squelch by preventing noise spikes from keying the diode in and out of conduction when no carrier is being received.

More gain

The audio output stage of the receiver is unusual: it uses a 6AU6 (V3). This tube provides higher amplification than the conventional power output stage, and delivers about 350 mw of audio — enough to drive the 3-inch speaker. This extra gain is required because the audio voltage recovered from narrow-band FM signals by slope detection in a superregenerative detector is rather low. The plate load for the 6AU6 is a 25,000-ohm output transformer.

View underneath chassis shows all wired ports. Use short, direct leads around V1—no fancy stuff.
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The power supply for the receiver consists of a small 140-volt 40-ma transformer. The exact voltage is not too important. The transformer also supplies 3 volts at 1.5 amps for the tube heaters. A silicon diode is used as a half-wave rectifier. A 50-300 uf 150-volt electrolytic capacitor and a small audio choke are used for filtering. If a suitable choke is not available, a 1,000-ohm resistor will do nicely.

[If the transformer voltage is 140, as the author specifies, peak de voltage cross the first filter capacitor will be almost 200—a bit stiff for a 150-volt electrolytic. It would be wiser to use a 50-volt capacitor.—Editor.]

A small panel-mounting neon lamp may be connected across the power line through a 220,000-ohm resistor to serve as a pilot light. The entire set is built into a 6 x 6 x 6-inch cabinet with built-in chassis.

**Construction hints**

When you install ground lugs, make sure that no paint gets between lug and chassis. Grounds must be good. Of course, keep all leads—there are many—short and direct as possible. Dress parts close to the tube socket to which they’re wired, and keep them away from the chassis where possible.

To make the “gimmick”, wrap four turns of insulated hookup wire around the lead of C4 that connects to L3, C16 and C6. The other end of the wire is soldered to pin 6 of V1. Here must be no direct metallic connection between the gimmick and C4. If you prefer, you can use a 1- or 2-pf ceramic capacitor instead, connecting it directly from V1 pin 6 to the “hot” end of L3.

Don’t mount the speaker until after the chassis is wired—you may damage the cone.

Check and double-check all connections against the schematic diagram. See that all are soldered properly, and that there are no shorts between tube socket lugs and terminal strip lugs and ground, etc. Connect an ohmmeter from point A on the schematic to ground. It should indicate a low resistance, slowly creeping higher. Connect the antenna or a 3- or 4-foot length of hookup wire. Plug the tubes in their sockets and plug in the receiver. Turn the power switch on.

If everything is OK so far, connect a dc voltmeter from point A to ground, using a scale of 200 volts or higher. You should get a reading of about 150 volts (20% either way). Turn the volume and squelch controls fully clockwise. You should hear a hissing sound. Use a standard signal generator or grid-

Circuit of the receiver. With suitable coil and capacitor changes, basic circuit can become FM broadcast, CB, or 5- and 10-meter amateur receiver.
ignition system misconception

DEAR EDITOR:

Several letters to me from RADIO-ELECTRONICS readers have commented on the supposed fast output-voltage rise time of capacitive-discharge transistor ignition systems (C-D) as compared to conventional and transistor systems.

This is not correct. A coil will perform similarly in any of the three systems, if the comparison is consistent.

The C-D system applies a current pulse; a "classical" transistor system cuts off an already established current. The only real difference is that primary terminals must be reversed. (The terminal polarity was not shown on Mr. Lawson's circuit, but the diagram is correct if the primary terminal connected internally to the secondary is taken as positive.)

The possible superiority of the C-D system is, perhaps, that a conventional ignition coil can be heavily overdriven with short-time transients without overheating, and that battery power consumption may be low, though not unless power supply efficiency is reasonably high. If the transistor coil primary is made of suitably heavy wire, equally overdesigned transistor systems can be made.

Only overdriving can reduce rise time, since a particular voltage can be reached sooner. Transformer design might be changed to reduce rise time, but this would be equally helpful with C-D and transistor systems.

The rise-time problem can be better understood by referring to the approximate equivalent circuit of the ignition transformer (Fig. 1). The many secondary turns on the coil and its winding geometry lead to high secondary self-capacitance as well as inductance. When the capacitance of the high-voltage wiring is added, secondary circuit resonance may be lower than 500 cycles. Secondary voltage lags 90° behind primary current in a transformer with a tuned secondary, so the output voltage peak (open circuit) will occur about 125 to 500 μsec after the primary transient begins (Fig. 3). Actual measurements confirm this.

For faster rise time, we must design better transformers and minimize high-voltage wiring capacitance, or overdrive the transformer so that plug firing voltage is reached at a smaller angle of secondary resonance.

An "overdesign" of 2 or not assure, but reduces rise time to firing voltage by a factor of 3. "Overdrive factors" of 2 or 3 are common in both conventional and transistor systems. "Protective" circuits intended to avoid overvoltage on the transistor also add a measure of secondary overvoltage protection. Reducing rise time by transformer redesign is expensive—higher secondary resonant frequencies and better core materials. Special winding methods used to reduce capacitance increase volume and reduce efficiency. Low secondary inductive leads to low primary inductance and high drive currents. Here the C-D system has an advantage. The current can come from a larger capacitance.

A transistor system can also draw very high peak currents, but dwell (closed-point time) must be decreased to avoid excessive battery drain. This can be difficult with a standard distributor—contact bounce is troublesome at low dwell angles.

Actually, a hybrid transistor system with an overdrive factor of 2 or more has low enough rise time for reliable ignition in a high-compression 8-cylinder engine at greater than 10,000 rpm. This can be done without extraordinary battery drain if a high-efficiency, high-ratio ignition coil (such as our T-500) is used. The distributor will usually cause trouble before such extreme speed is reached.

Capacitive discharge systems can give excellent performance, but I hope this explanation will correct the misconception that they have any inherent advantage over "classical" systems.

W. F. PALMER
Palmer Electronics Laboratories
Carlisle, Mass.

Fig. 2—Voltage buildup across coil secondary in terms of phase angle, assuming spark gap so large voltage cannot jump it: (a) conventional curve; (b) overdriven.

Fig. 1—a—Schematic representation of ordinary ignition coil; and b—its partial equivalent circuit, with shunt capacitance.
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Dynamic circuit analyzer

Do-it-yourself aid teaches circuit action

By ROBERT P. BALIN

There is a real need for new teaching devices in all fields of industrial education and especially for electronics, where so many abstract concepts and multi-step sequences must be taught.

Self-instructional methods have been given much attention in recent years, and teaching machines such as the Perceptron at Cornell have been devised to present new information in small steps directed toward the "successive approximation" of difficult material, a method pioneered by B. F. Skinner of Harvard.

Interest in electronics can also be stimulated by using toys and games, as suggested by Hugo Gernsback in Radio-Electronics, October 1960, page 33. Electronics can be fun sometimes but, sooner or later, the hard, cold facts must be learned, and often by indi-
indians out of school, studying alone without the aid of an instructor.

Electronics is one of the most difficult subjects to master, yet little has been done to make it any easier. Here, at least, is a new approach to this old problem—a do-it-yourself circuit analyzer.

After you have finished school, increasing your knowledge of electronics is mostly a learn-it-yourself process. But electronics is a difficult subject and you have no doubt on occasions wished there was an easier way to make a living. Your complaints—if they are like mine—are probably that:

1. Too many things seem to be happening at the same time;
2. The direction of the currents, and the polarity of the voltages, voltage drops, and charged capacitors are constantly changing, and
3. More often than not the diagram of the circuit and its explanation don’t appear on the same page. [This last is a condition that Radio-Electronics does its best to prevent.—Editor]

The operation of an electronic circuit is best explained with a step-by-step description. If you like to mark your diagrams with polarity signs and arrows as I do, and erase them when they change, you will soon wear through the paper, or have a drawing that is impossible to read. Take the operation of the vertical blocking oscillator in a television receiver for example. One method of describing its operation requires a sequence of three preliminary steps before the oscillator reaches its two repetitive states, and in some of these steps it may be desirable to write in more than 20 circuit notations—and this is a fairly simple circuit!

A more practical solution is to construct a Dynamic Circuit Analyzer. To make one, you redraw your diagram so that you can cut out windows beside the components for the purpose of viewing circuit notations drawn on a rotatable disc fastened beneath the diagram. A typical diagram and notation disc are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

(continued on next page)

![Vertical blocking oscillator diagram](image)

**Fig. 2—Vertical blocking oscillator is used to show how the analyzer works.**

The steps in the sequence used with this circuit are numbered and the explanation that goes with each step follows:

**Step 1.** When the circuit is energized, C2 begins charging through R3 until the voltage is high enough to make the tube conduct.

**Step 2.** When the tube starts to conduct, the increasing plate current in T1’s primary induces a voltage in T1’s secondary. This, in turn, causes C1 to charge through R1 and R2. Current passing through R2 places a positive voltage on the grid and causes cathode-to-grid conduction that permits C1 to charge even more rapidly. The positive grid voltage also increases cathode-to-plate current until a steady saturation current is reached.

**Step 3.** As the plate current reaches this steady value, the magnetic field around T1 collapses, producing a pulse (b) sufficient to cut the tube off instantly. (Electrons are released to C1’s top plate, repelling them from the bottom plate through R2 and thus making the grid much more negative than the cathode.) C2 is now at plate voltage E_p.

**Step 4.** C1, now the motive force in the grid circuit, continues discharging through R2, R1 and T1, still producing enough negative drop across R2 to prevent conduction in the tube. With the tube cut off, C2 begins charging up again through R3 toward the B-supply voltage. In doing so, it produces the trace portion of the sawtooth waveform.

**Step 5.** As C1 reaches the end of its discharge, current through R2 drops toward zero. Cut-off bias is no longer produced and the tube again begins to conduct. The plate voltage drops toward its previous E_p value. Because it has been charged to a much higher voltage, C2 discharges quickly through the tube till its voltage is also E_p. In doing so, it produces the rettrace portion of the sawtooth waveform. The surge of plate current excites T1’s primary once more (pulse a) and C1 again charges to the voltage across T1’s secondary as the plate current reaches a steady state. Steps 3, 4 and 5 then repeat.
he diagram may be designed in either of two ways:
1. Have all the windows lie within a given sector of a circle, with the number of sectors equal to the number of steps you plan to use in the explanation.
2. Draw the diagram so each window lies a different radial distance from the pivot point, thus placing each notation in a separate orbit.

Although the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is drawn specifically to explain the operation of a blocking oscillator in the vertical sweep section of a TV receiver, almost any electronic circuit could be studied this way.

The completed analyzer consists of circuit, matching wheel, and description of circuit action typed out and pasted below the circuit.

To make your copy of the Dynamic Circuit Analyzer described here, follow these simple instructions:
- Glue the diagram and notation disc to separate pieces of cardboard.
- Cut out the windows in the diagram with a razor blade, and trim the disc with scissors.
- Attach reinforcing rings (such as are used with loose-leaf notebook leaves) to each part to strengthen the pivot holes.
- Fasten the two parts together with an ordinary brass, round-head paper fastener.

“RE-ENGINEERING” TV CIRCUITS IS SOMETHING I’ve preached against for years. 99% of the sets need only “restoring to new” condition—finding defective parts and replacing them with the original values. But once in a blue moon you’ll find a chassis that can be improved by minor alterations. These sets are always of the “inexpensive” type, to be kind.

They’re almost always “canine,” and a couple of other guys have been at them before you get ‘em. So, first check the circuit carefully against the schematic. This fixes a lot of them! If the trouble still persists, find out what’s actually causing it. Here is a typical example:

The set, a low-priced model, popular make, transformer-powered, standard circuitry. The vertical hold action was very poor, also intermittent! Previous technicians had obviously worked over the sync and age stages, also the vertical stages, judging from the solder joints. I rechecked all those. Everything was fine, agreeing with the schematic values 100%. Still we had vertical trouble.

I lifted the end of the vertical integrator and checked the sync. Plenty of amplitude. However, the sync rose and fell in a most peculiar way! At intervals of about 3-4 seconds, it would rise to normal, then fall to a very low amplitude! I noticed that this rise and fall coincided in time with the vertical rolling.

Ah-ha! A clue! I checked everything else; no results. Finally, it dawned on me. I’d checked the ripple on the vertical output plate, output and output but everything else in the set (boost voltage was not used in this circuit for anything but the horizontal output plate). The ripple wasn’t too bad (Fig. 1), but it had a funny look. Note the flattening of the tops. As I watched, this flattening crept along the ripple waveform (Fig. 2).

Now I got the real clue: by moving the vertical hold control, I changed the ripple frequency! Instead of coming from the power supply, this ripple was coming from the vertical output! (In a transformer-power supply, you’ll see every other peak of the 120-cycle ripple waveform at the filter drop slightly. This is due to the heavy load of current taken by the vertical output stage, at 60 cycles, and is normal. The drop is usually very small, only about 0.5 to 0.75 volt, in a well-regulated power supply.)

Now I had something! To check, I supplied the vertical output stage from a substitute B-plus supply of the same voltage. This cured the trouble! No ripple to speak of on the B-plus, and no vertical instability! So, we had the answer: this excessive ripple at vertical sweep frequency was causing the whole supply to be “modulated.” The resultant change in B-plus on practically every
stage in the set caused a loss of sync. Vertical sync works on amplitude, so it was lost. Horizontal sync works on phase, so it wasn’t affected. Now, how to cure it?

Obviously, the answer was better power supply regulation. Since I couldn’t replace the power supply, I tried something else (Fig. 3).

I moved the vertical output B-plus feedpoint to the 5U4’s filament and added 100 μF of capacitance there. This did it. The B-plus line ripple went so low as to be unmeasurable, and the vertical rolling stopped! We had to readjust the vertical linearity, etc., to compensate for the slight increase in B-plus voltage. (Incidentally, I tried feeding the stage from boost, but couldn’t get this to work at all. I decided that this was due to too-small wire in the flyback windings, causing excessive boost-voltage drop under the heavy load of the vertical output current.)

Conclusion: while these “design bugs” sometimes appear to be insurmountable, and the only answer is to send ‘em back to the factory, if you’ll keep looking, testing, and above all thinking, there is often an easy way to make the set work satisfactorily, without adding too many parts or taking too much time.

CRT trouble

Can you explain this condition, which started as an intermittent and is now steady, in an RCA KCS-87 TV? We have very low, noncontrollable brightness: nothing can change the raster or video signal. Brightness control and voltages check OK. Contrast control still works. All voltages OK except boost, which is high (about 350 volts). We can lower this only by setting the horizontal drive control extreme clockwise. Using an ammeter which reads to 1000 microamps, we cannot read any interelectrode short between the base pins of the CRT. Tapping the CRT base produces bright lines across the tube face. We would appreciate any clue as to the cause of this!—S.W., New York, N.Y.

You finally got to the important clue: tapping the tube base and getting bright flashes on the screen! This condition can be caused by either a short or an open element in the picture tube. Unfortunately, testing with an ohmmeter is not a very reliable check for interelectrode shorts in a CRT, because most of these are thermal. They will not show up unless the cathode is heated. A regular picture-tube tester will show this condition.

I would say that you had an open element, probably the cathode, in your picture tube. This would be confirmed by the high boost voltage. The loss of boost drain is allowing it to rise above normal. The CRT’s beam current is very low in this condition.

The only cure for this is replacement of the CRT. There is a small possibility that an open wire in the cathode base pin is causing the trouble. Resoldering this pin, working a very small piece of wire into it. If this doesn’t cure it, replace the tube.

Sylvania 421M: bulging raster

What causes the raster in a Sylvania 412M to bulge at the sides, sweeping in and out giving the whole picture a “pregnant” effect?—G. W., Mira Loma, Calif.

Somewhere in the circuit, a filter capacitor has left you! There are two kinds of trouble that can give this effect. One is “picture bending”—only the picture information is “bent” while the raster sides remain straight. To check this, move the picture to one side so that you can see the edge of the raster. The positioning magnets will do this very easily. This is in the video or horizontal sweep stages, or age. It’s usually due to lack of filtering in a B-plus line supplying plate voltage to one or all of these stages. Check for hum on the B-plus lines with a scope and low-capacitance probe.

The other is actually raster bending: the sides of the raster get a one- or two-cycle bend. One-cycle bend means 60-cycle leakage, usually due to heater-cathode leakage in a video amplifier, sync tube, etc. Easy to find with a tube tester or by substitution.

Two cycles means 120-cycle hum in the raster, usually due to an open electrolytic filter capacitor. The output filter is the most likely suspect, although input filter can do it too. However, an open input filter generally reduces B-plus, shrinking the picture at same time.

Soft vertical hold

The vertical hold action in an Admiral 25D6 color TV chassis isn’t good enough. I seem to be getting a fairly good-sized sync pulse at the sync-separator plate, but the oscillator doesn’t want to hold with the proper “snap.” What would you suggest?—R. K., Denver, Colo.

You can help this by increasing the amplitude of the sync pulse fed to the oscillator plate. Fig. 4 shows how to do this. Take out the shunt capacitor C132 and short out resistor R154, the 100-, 000-ohm in the integrator network.

This will give you more amplitude on the vertical sync, and improve the locking action.

Motorola 21K26: uhf, no vhf

On a Motorola 21K26, the local and some distant uhf stations come through, but uhf channels 3 and 8, usually good around here, are very snowy. The picture goes off and on like a clock. Sound is good. I’ve changed all the tuner tubes, the i.f. tubes and the video amplifier tube. Can you give me some information?—S.M., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

The uhf/uhf tuner on this set has a

(Continued on page 56)
Exclusive with RCA …

AUTOTEXT

the faster, easier way toward a career in electronics

Amazing home training method makes learning almost automatic

Exclusive with RCA. "AUTOTEXT" the revolutionary home training method introduced by RCA Institutes, Inc., is stirring the interest of thousands. Every day, "AUTOTEXT" is helping people like yourself join the thousands of other successful electronic students who are working toward profitable careers right now! This faster, easier way to learn electronics uses the latest scientific development in the field of home training—and "AUTOTEXT" is exclusive with RCA.

New trend in education. This exciting new trend in education represents a significant advance in teaching electronics. People who have been interested in careers in electronics in the past, but have had difficulty with conventional home training methods, can now begin to master the fundamental principles of electronics almost automatically. Tested in schools throughout the country, checked out and proved with thousands of students, programmed instruction is helping people learn more quickly and with less effort.

Prove it to yourself now! If you have a natural inclination or interest in the exciting field of electronics, that's all you need. RCA "AUTOTEXT" will help you do the rest.

And the future is unlimited. Jobs are available for qualified technicians in Space Electronics, Communications, TV, Computer Programming, Automation, and many other electronic fields. The important thing is to get started now!

Complete course available. Right now, RCA Institutes offers you a complete Home Training Course ("Introduction to Electronics") using the "AUTOTEXT" method. You get a complete set of theory lessons, service practice lessons, experiment lessons, and all the kits you need. And most important, "AUTOTEXT" takes most of the effort out of learning the all-important groundwork of the electronics field.

FREE OFFER! We'll send you complete information on amazing new RCA "Autotext" along with a FREE SAMPLE of a lesson to prove to you how easy it is to learn this new way. Send the attached postage-paid card and check "Autotext".
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RADIO-ELECTRONICS
Wide choice of Home Training courses in Electronics:

- Autotext
  Introduction to Electronics
- TV Servicing
- Color TV
- Communications Electronics
- FCC License Preparation
- Mobile Communications
- Automation Electronics
- Electronic Fundamentals
  (also available in Spanish)
- Computer Programming
- Transistors
- Electronic Drafting
- Industrial Electronics
  Automatic Controls
  Industrial Applications
  Nuclear Instrumentation
  Digital Techniques

RCA Institutes Home Training Courses are complete step by step easy-to-understand units. You get prime quality equipment in the kits furnished to you, and all of it is top grade. It's yours to keep and use on the job.

Liberal Tuition Plan. RCA Institutes Home Training Courses are available under a liberal tuition plan that affords you the most economical possible method of home training. You pay for lessons only as you order them. If, for any reason, you should wish to interrupt your training, you can do so and you will not owe a cent until you resume the course. No long-term obligations!

Set Your Own Pace. RCA Institutes Home Training takes into consideration your own ability, finances and time. You learn at your own speed, in the most effective manner, with personalized instruction every step of the way. You get theory, experiment, and service practice beginning with the very first lesson. All lessons are profusely illustrated—a complete training package in every way.

CLASSROOM TRAINING

RCA Institutes Resident Schools in New York City, and RCA Technical Institute in Cherry Hill near Camden, N. J., offer classroom training that will prepare you to work in rewarding research and production positions in many fields of electronics. No previous technical training required for admission. You are eligible even if you haven't completed high school.

Free Placement Service. RCA Institutes Resident School graduates are now employed in important jobs at military installations, with important companies such as IBM, Bell Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA, in radio and TV stations and in communications systems all over the country. Many other graduates have opened their own businesses. A recent New York Resident School class had 92% of the graduates who used the FREE Placement Service accepted by leading electronics companies, and had their jobs waiting for them on the day they graduated!

Coaducational Day and Evening Courses are available at Resident Schools. You can prepare for a career in electronics while continuing your normal, full-time or part-time employment. Regular classes start four times a year.

SEND POSTCARD FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK TODAY! SPECIFY "AUTOTEXT", HOME STUDY OR CLASSROOM TRAINING.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. ZRE-14
A Service of Radio Corporation of America, 350 West 4th St., New York, N. Y. 10014

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
transfer switch, which changes the antenna from the vhf tuner to the uhf tuner. A defective contact on one side of the antenna circuit could give you just such symptoms as you describe. The uhf tuner, i.e., and video amplifier circuits are obviously all right, otherwise you wouldn't get good pictures on the uhf stations.

The other possibility is an open circuit in the balun coils of the vhf tuner. These are not used on the uhf position, and if one or both sides of the coils were open, it would cause your signal amplitude to fall tremendously.

If you are using dual antennas, a broken lead-in on the vhf antenna could be the cause.

Westinghouse FM/AM overhaul

I have a Westinghouse FM/AM radio, model H161. Could you tell me if there is anything to do to this set to make it work better. Any changes in circuits, etc.?—R. M., Long Beach, Calif.

From the schematic of this set, it should be a good one! I believe your best bet would be to give the chassis a thorough overhaul. Check and replace all doubtful tubes, test and replace all bypass and filter capacitors that are not just exactly right, and check all resistors, especially in the tuned stages. When this is completed, give it a careful realignment, and you'll have a fine FM receiver.

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, you might consider adding one of the outboard boosters used so extensively with TV sets a while ago. There should be plenty of them available at bargain prices, and many will cover the FM bands.

Horizontal drift

I need help with a Zenith 19R21 TV on my bench. When you turn the set on, there's no horizontal sync. The horizontal hold can be adjusted to get a picture, then when the thing gets hot you lose it again. After the second adjustment the picture holds as long as the set's left on, but if it's turned off and gets cold, you have to go through the same process all over again.

Tried new tubes, age seems normal, and it makes a good picture. I've replaced all the capacitors around the horizontal control tube, and the coupling capacitor from video output tube to the grid of the sync separator.—R. L. W., Union, Miss.

Most of this kind of trouble in this series Zenith centered around the 6AQ7 horizontal phase comparator (Fig. 5). However, you have already replaced the tube and the coupling capacitors, so that should take care of that.

Find out whether the trouble is in the oscillator itself or in the horizontal afc—ground the grid of the 6AQ7 (pin 4) with the set cold, and adjust the horizontal hold control for as near to a stationary picture as you can get. Now, all there is left in the circuit is the horizontal oscillator. Watch it while the set warms up for several minutes and see how much it drifts. If the picture stays reasonably still, then the trouble must be in the horizontal afc control stage. If the picture drifts badly, requiring constant adjustment of the hold control to keep it anywhere near in sync, (or standing still, I should say, since we've removed the sync entirely), then you've got bad oscillator drift. Replace the .001-μf capacitor across the ringing coil or the whole ringing coil assembly. If you replace the capacitor, use one of the special stable types, such as Sprague MS-21.

This trouble could also be caused by a thermally sensitive resistor. Try holding a soldering-iron tip near the grid and plate resistors of the horizontal oscillator, and the grid resistors on the 6AQ7 and see what happens. You can also check all of these with the set cold. Connect an ohmmeter across each one and heat it up with a soldering iron. More than a very little change indicates trouble.

Raytheon C-2168: yoke replacement

I'm having trouble getting the right yoke for a Raytheon C-2168. The flyback and rectifiers have been replaced. With the new flyback, the raster is about 2 inches narrow. A Thordarson Y-18 yoke failed to widen it. Voltages are OK. Boost is OK, but the ion trap has to be set clear back against the tube base.—L. W., Effingham, Ill.

I don't really believe that the yoke is directly at fault here. The Thordarson yoke is a 30-mh (horizontal) type, while the original used a 23-mh. However, there is a fair amount of tolerance in yoke-flyback matching.

There are two possibilities here: one, that the horizontal output tube is drawing too much current, saturating the flyback core and reducing the efficiency; the other, too low plate current, caused by a weak tube, low supply voltages, low screen voltage, etc. (This could be due to low boost voltage, too.) Check screen voltage on the 25-BQ6 (Fig. 6). It should be 125 minimum. Also, check the horizontal damping network components in the new yoke. While this is going all around Robin Hood's barn to find the trouble, I have seen cases where these components were incorrect, fouling up the time constant, which lowered the boost voltage, which reduced the plate voltage on the horizontal output tube, which in turn lowered the sweep.

Try adding a capacitor across the damper tube—about 100-150 pf, at 4-5 kv. Also, get the screen voltage on that 25BQ6 up to normal and, above all, check the plate current. As a last resort, I'd check the inductance of the replacement flyback. It is possible that the loss of width is due to a mismatch between this and the new yoke. You might try a 23-mh yoke on there, and see.

Correction

There is an error in the basic multiplier circuit of the Triplet 630-NS in Fig. 2, page 78 of the November issue. The arm of the slide switch should be connected to the junction of the two 30,000-ohm resistors. The 60,000-ohm resistor will then be paralleled across the meter and R1 for 100,000-ohm-per-volt sensitivity. R1 is shorted out and R2 switched out of the circuit for 200,000-ohm-per-volt sensitivity.

We thank Mr. Howard Q. Duguid of Darien, Conn., for calling our attention to this drafting error.
what's new at Heathkit?

me!

Thirteen years ago we introduced the "Williamson Type Amplifier Kit". It represented a breakthrough in "do-it-yourself" high fidelity. For the first time a truly high fidelity amplifier was made available in kit form at an "easy-to-afford" price. The old WA-1 and its successors including the famous W-5 provided high fidelity listening pleasure to hundreds of thousands of music lovers across the nation. Ever since, Heath's history has been one of major advances in the hi-fi/stereo field. And now today, another first from Heathkit! Heath's newest ... an all-transistor Stereo Receiver Kit, incorporating the latest in solid-state circuitry, at a price far below similar units ... only $195.00!

Now in one compact unit! . . . two 20-watt power amplifiers, two separate preamplifiers, plus wide-band AM, FM, FM stereo . . . all superbly engineered to give you the clean, uncompromising realism of "transistor sound". All with transistor circuitry ... a total of 43 transistors and 18 diodes... to give you the coolest, fastest, most-reliable operation possible! All handsomely housed in a single, smart-looking walnut cabinet with a striking extruded gold-anodized aluminum front panel ... fashioned in Heathkit's modern low-silhouette styling! This is the beautiful new AR-13. This is the first all-transistor, all-mode stereo receiver in kit form! Compact in size, compact in price!

Many advanced features have been incorporated to make possible the advanced performance of the AR-13. You'll like the way this unit automatically switches to stereo, and the stereo indicator light silently verifies that stereo is being received. For all-around versatility there are three stereo inputs (mag, phono and two auxiliary) plus two filtered tape recorder outputs for direct "off-the-air" beat-free recordings. Dual-tandem controls provide the convenience of simultaneous adjustment of volume, bass, treble of both channels. Balancing of both channels is accomplished by a separate control. The AM tuner features a high-gain RF stage.

Other quality features include an FM local-distance switch to prevent overloading in strong signal areas; a squelch control to eliminate between-station noise; AFC for drift-free reception; heavy die-cast flywheel for accurate, effortless tuning; pin-point tuning meter; and external antenna terminals for long-distance reception. For added convenience the secondary controls are "out-of-the-way" under the hinged lower front panel to prevent accidental system changes. The slide-rule AM and FM dial is fully lit.

An exciting challenge for the more experienced kit-builder. Takes approximately 35 hours to assemble. The "front-end" and AM-FM J.F. strip are already preassembled and prealigned to aid construction.

Compare the new AR-13 Stereo Receiver with similar units. You'll agree that for advanced features, advanced solid-state engineering, advanced styling, and money-saving price, no unit matches the AR-13. Start enjoying the "transistor sound" of tomorrow, today, by ordering the AR-13 now!

Kit AR-13...30 lbs. ............ $195.00

SPECIFICATIONS — Amplifier: Power output per channel ( Heathkit Rating): 20 watts@ 15 ohm load; 15.5 watts@ 10 ohm load; 8 watts@ 4 ohm load. (CHRF Music Power Rating): 32 watts@ 8 ohm load; 18 watts@ 15 ohm load; 16 watts@ 4 ohm load. THD; 0.75%. Power response: ± 1 db from 15 cps to 30 KC@ rated output. ± 3 db from 30 cps to 60 KC@ rated output. Harmonic distortion (1 rated output): Less than 1%@ 1000 cps, less than 0.75%@ 1 KC, less than 0.5%@ 5 KC. Intermodulation distortion (1 rated output): Less than 1%@ 600 cps. Signal gain: 41 db. Mum & noise: Mag. phone, 56 db below rated output. Channel separation: 40 db@ 500 Hz; 40 db@ 1 KC; 40 db@ 2000 Hz. Input sensitivity (for 20 watts output per channel): 8 ohm load: Mag., phone: 29 v. Input impedance: Mag. phone: 29 K ohm; Aux. 1, 100 K ohm; Aux. 2, 100 K ohm.

Outputs: 4, 8, 16 ohm and low impedance face recorder outlets. Contacts: 3-position Selector; 3-position dial. Dual Tandem Volume Control; Balance Control; Flash Switch; Input Level Controls (all inputs except Aux. 2); Push-Pull D.C. Offset Switch. FM Tuning range: 88 mc to 108 mc. IF Frequency: 10.7 mc. Antenna: 300 ohm balanced (internal for local reception.) Quieting sensitivity: 2 ½ mc for 20 db of quieting; 3 mc for 30 db of quieting. Bandwidth: 250 KC@ 6 db down (full quieting) Image rejection: 30 db. IF Rejection: 10 db. SCA Suppression: 30 db. AM Suppression: 30 db. Harmonic distortion: Less than 1%. Modulator Bandpass: ± 500 cps. Channel separation: 9 db, 50 to 5000 cps. Channel selectivity: 9 db, 50 to 2000 cps; 25 db@ 10 KC; 18 KC Suppression: 50 db down from output@ 1 KC; 30 KC Suppression: 40 db down from output@ 1 KC. SCA Rejection: 30 db. AM Tuning range: 530 to 1520 KC. IF Frequency: 455 KC. Sensitivity: 1400 KC, 3.5 mc; 1000 KC, 5 mc; 500 KC, 10 mc; standard AM dummy cell. Bandwidth: 8 KC@ 6 db down. Image rejection: 30 db@ 600 KC. IF Rejection: 45 db@ 600 KC. Harmonic distortion: Less than 1%. Over-all distortion: 1%+ 2= 14% 4 db.

FREE 1964 CATALOG
See these and over 250 other exciting Heathkits available in easy-to-build kit form. Save 50% or more by doing the easy assembly yourself! Send for your free catalog today!

HEATHKIT
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Huntington Beach, Mich. 49023
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Electronic Organ Service Bench

How to set up an electronic organ repair shop

The completed audio generator-frequency meter.

Electronic organs require servicing, and the electronic technician is the man who is in the best position to learn this highly specialized skill. The best organ technician is like the best radio or TV technician—someone who has grown up in the business. Electronic organ servicing has been a small part of the service field in the past, so there are few old-time organ service technicians.

Now however, large numbers of electronic organs of various qualities and types of complexity are coming onto the market, and somebody is going to have to service them. Audio circuitry—even in unfamiliar surroundings—should not be too difficult for an ingenious electronic service technician, and if you can get a good reputation as an organ service man, you are bound to get a considerable amount of business.

The organ man must know something about music. He doesn’t have to be a musician, but should have enough of a musical ear to recognize how the instrument is supposed to sound when it is in perfect condition. The easiest way to pick up this knowledge is to build your own organ and buy a simple course of instruction on playing it.

First, how to get into the field. That is not easy. A dealer who sells electronic organs has to satisfy his customers, and is compelled to furnish a certain amount of free service during the guarantee period. Some have their own service departments, but it’s not particularly easy to get into them, because the dealer cannot afford to make many mistakes, so he tries to hire already trained organ technicians to minimize them. Also, many smaller dealers farm out their service to established experts on a contract basis. They keep their customers happier that way.

One of your first requirements is that you advertise. You will have to let people know that you repair organs. You will also need a 24-hour answering service, especially since this will be a part-time business and you will normally be employed elsewhere during the day. Your shop location is not too important, as drop-in business is almost nil. But you will need plenty of bench room, shelf room and storage area. Organs take up space and, while most of the work is done in the home, there are times when you’ll have to bring bulky parts to the shop. Also, there is a profitable overhauling and renovation business which calls for shop work. You do need a car, but not a truck. Commercial trucking companies (which the customer pays for) can bring organs to your door when it is necessary to take the entire organ to the shop.

While a tube tester is necessary for TV and radio work, you probably will not find it too useful. Substitution is much better. Of course this means that you must carry a large caddy of tubes with you on the job, and the caddy, of course, should be stocked with tubes commonly used. While I would like, at this point, to give you a list of the tubes it would be wise to carry, it is practically impossible to do so. First, because of the variety of tubes used in electronic organs, and second, because different tubes and organs will be encountered in different areas, and there is no purpose in stocking a large group of tubes that you may never use in your location.

Organ tuning

Now we come to organ tuning. Despite what you may believe, it cannot be done by ear. Even if you have perfect pitch—and very few people have—it still cannot be done by ear. The Conn Stroboconn (cost about $700) is fine, but it is not portable. Other less expensive stroboscopes on the market are portable.
With this superb trio on your test bench you can tackle any FM or TV service problem with complete confidence! Heathkit test instruments are recognized nationwide for their high quality and performance at low cost. Compare Heathkit features and specifications...you, too, will find them your best buy in dependable testing facilities.

**TV Alignment Generator**
- All the essential generator facilities you need for fast, easy, and accurate alignment of FM & TV sets.
- Complete FM & TV coverage—3.6 to 220 mc.
- Stable, all-electronic sweep circuit for consistent, reliable results.
- Smooth control of signal output allows alignment of high gain stages without danger of overloading.
- Built-in crystal and variable marker oscillators (4.5 mc crystal included).
- Retrace blanking
- Phasing control
- Variable sweep width—0 to as high as 42 mc.
- A favorite among service technicians everywhere!

**Kit IG-52**...14 lbs. $67.95

**SPECIFICATIONS**—Output impedance: 50 ohms balanced at both ends of cable. Sweep deviation: Continuously variable from 0.4 mc (lowest max. deviation to 0.42 mc) swept max. deviation at 1 kc. Marker crystal: 4.5 mc and various others included. Variable: 19 mc to 60 mc on fundamentals, 57 mc to 160 mc on harmonics. External marker terminals: Provided on panel. Attenuators: Step-switch control sweeps and marker oscillators together; plus variable controls for each output. Blanker: Converts return trace into zero-reference line; phasing control also provided. Cables: 3 spliced, spliced, spliced, cable horizontal, cable vertical. Power requirements: 117 VAC, 50 OHMS cycles, 20 watts. Dimensions: 13" W x 8½" H x 7" D.

**Color Bar & Dot Generator**
- Unmatched in the industry for performance, quality, and value!
- Carefully designed throughout for accuracy and stability.
- Produces six different patterns for convergence, color, and linearity picture adjustments on color or black-white TV sets.
- Crystal-controlled sync pulses lock patterns firmly on screen...no jitter or crawl...no sync leads needed.
- Requires only connection to the antenna terminals of TV set.
- The 10 color bars allow ACF, phase and matrix alignment of color sets and adjustable video output permits checks of color hue and sync at different signal levels.
- Your best buy in a color service instrument!

**Kit IG-62**...13 lbs. $64.95

**SPECIFICATIONS**—RF output frequency range:
- 1.6 to 80 kc.
- 3.5 mc to 42 mc.
- 75 mc to 160 mc.
- 300 mc to 2.5 kc.
- 500 mc to 5 kc.
- 1.5 mc to 5 kc.
- 3 kc to 5 kc.
- 10 kc to 20 kc.
- 10 mc to 100 mc.
- 180 kc to 2.5 mc.
- 1.5 mc to 5 mc.
- 2.2 mc to 125 mc.
- 0.05 volts RMS per inch at 1 kc.
- Frequency response: 0.05 volts RMS per inch at 1 kc. 1 db 50 percent at 2.5 mc. ± 15 db at 5 mc. ± 25 db at 10 mc. ± 30 db at 20 mc. ± 35 db at 100 mc. ± 40 db at 200 mc. ± 45 db at 300 mc. ± 50 db at 500 mc. ± 55 db at 1 kc.
- Input impedance: 100 ohms balanced at 1 kc.
- Input range: 100 ohms to 100 mc.
- Frequency range: 0.05 volts RMS per inch at 1 kc. ± 1 db 50 percent at 5 mc.
- Time bases: 1.6 to 60 mc.
- 1.5 to 15 mc.
- 10 to 100 mc.
- 100 to 1 kc.
- 1.5 mc to 5 mc.
- 2.2 mc to 125 mc.
- 1 db 50 percent at 2.5 mc.
- ± 15 db at 5 mc.
- ± 25 db at 10 mc.
- ± 30 db at 20 mc.
- ± 35 db at 100 mc.
- ± 40 db at 200 mc.
- ± 45 db at 300 mc.
- ± 50 db at 500 mc.
- ± 55 db at 1 kc.
- Sweep generator range: ± 10 mc to ± 500 mc at 50 ohms; variable, plus ± 2 switch-selected preset sweep frequencies in this range.
- Power requirements: 117 VAC, 50 OHMS cycles, 20 watts.
- Dimensions: 13" W x 8½" H x 7" D.

**Wide Band 5" Oscilloscope**
- Professional styling and features at low cost.
- Full 5 mc bandwidth for color TV servicing.
- Heath patented sweep circuit—10 cps to 500 kc.
- Push-pull vertical & horizontal output amplifiers.
- Positive trace position controls.
- Peak-to-peak calibration reference voltage.
- 3-step frequency compensated vertical input attenuators.
- Automatic sync circuit.
- Z-axis input.
- 50 MHz tube.
- 2 circuit boards & wiring harness for fast, easy assembly.
- A superbly engineered instrument loaded with extras.

**Kit IO-12**...24 lbs. $76.95

---
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—for example, the unit made by Schober. For my use in the shop, I keep a tape recording of all the fundamental pitches of the Hammond organ. (This is the model that cannot get out of tune.) Some organs have an oscillator for every note; others have 12 master oscillators, and the remaining notes are obtained through frequency dividers. Baldwin, Schober and the Hammond Solovox are notable examples of this. It is common for the frequency dividers to get out of step, and you might think it would be easy to tell whether you have the same frequency or are dividing by 2 or 3, but it isn't.

To help solve this problem, back in 1954 I built a special audio signal generator and direct reading frequency meter* (Fig. 1) and used them as shown in Fig. 2 to adjust tone generators. Caution—you cannot precision-tune an organ this way. You have to be able to read four significant figures, which you cannot do with any frequency meter I know about. But you can definitely tell if you are in the vicinity, and you can surely tell if you are on the same frequency or dividing by 2 or 3. Simply turn the generator dial until the patterns on the scope stand still.

Parts for this combined generator

---

*The basic circuit for my audio signal generator was adapted from George Ellis Jones’ article in Radio-Electronics, July 1954. In the February 1955 issue of that magazine, Rufus Turner came up with what was, to me, an entirely novel and ingenious method of measuring audio frequency, and I have used his circuit. The idea of combining the two circuits, and the particular design and components used, are original with me, as is its use in electronic service work.
Get two soldering temperatures in a single soldering tool!

Weller®

Dual Heat Soldering Gun Kit

Everything that's needed for quick, easy soldering and scores of household repairs. Features the same Weller "Expert" Dual Heat Gun that's used by professional servicemen and homecrafters the world over. Pull the trigger—tip heats instantly and spotlight illuminates work. Two trigger positions give a choice of two soldering temperatures. You can switch instantly to high 140-watt or low 100-watt heat to suit the job. By using high heat only when necessary you prolong tip life. Tip is made of copper for superior heat transfer and premium plated for rigidity and long life. Included: 3 soldering tips, tip-changing wrench, flux brush, soldering aid, solder. And everything is in a colorful, break-proof plastic carrying case. Model 8200PK. Weller Electric Corp., Easton, Pa.

$0.95

For hi-fi kit building
For electrical repairs
For mending metal
For many other jobs
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Instrumentation

You earn electronic design, build, operate field

Industrial CREI's can do OUR experience with specialized knowledge

City have Study Program in Nuclear Engineering field of

gtñö 10, N. W., CREI, CREI Nuclear Engineering make your a supplement

of more money technical background FREE electronics.

Dept. 1401 -B1, 3224 Sixteenth St., 14, W., CREI, CREI can

Home have little trouble following the schematic.

When doing organ service work, a service manual and schematics are most important. The problem of getting them is not as difficult as it sounds. The organ owner has them, or should have them, and usually does. If not, you will have to try to get them from the organ manufacturer. This is not always the easiest thing to do, as not all organ manufacturers will release the material. However, if you should request them from a manufacturer, make certain you use a printed letterhead.

Most of the parts used in electronic organs are standard electronic components, but some of them, such as relays, key switches, printed circuits and parts of the hardware and cabinet, are not standard and may be difficult to obtain. Most of the time you can get these parts from the manufacturer. The shipping charges are billed to the customer, of course, but you will not find yourself ordering these parts very often, as they do not often break down.

Labor charges should be kept comparatively high—a minimum of $10 for a call, which should cover the first 1/2 hour to 45 minutes of service. Don’t forget there’s a certain amount of travel time involved, and organ jobs are not the most common type of electronic repair work. A few customers may think your prices are too high, but they will not be able to find anyone reliable who will do the job for less. Work for private organ owners and overhauling and remodeling work pay much better than contract work for dealers, so I suggest you try to turn most of your efforts toward getting work of this type. However, dealer contract work is handy to have, especially in the early days of organizing your shop, when your sources of income may seem rather limited.

There are several books which you may find useful. They go into the basic principles of organs and will give you an accurate idea of how the circuitry works and in, some cases, what is likely to go wrong with it.


ABC's of Electronic Organs, by Norman Crawhurst, Howard W. Sams, 1720 E. 38 St., Indianapolis, Ind., 31.95.


Servicing Electronic Organs, by Pitman and Oliver, Howard W. Sams, $4.95. END

www.americanradiohistory.com
Since the fall of 1958, when the FCC authorized the old 11-meter ham band for Class-D Citizens-band transmissions, a new industry has blossomed. More than a million CBers have purchased two-way radios for business and pleasure. Gone are the days when the ham could talk about QRM or a QSO and deliciously enjoy the awe of his perplexed lay listeners. Today, the man next door is likely to pop in double conversion, "swr," "squelch," "noise limiters" and "modulation," etc., not to mention the myriad other terms once in the happy but lonely domain of "ham talk."

The serious CBer is as enthusiastic about purchasing a new transceiver, a new antenna, a standing-wave bridge or other piece of new equipment that he hopes will squeeze another 1/10 watt into the atmosphere as the ham with a new ticket. As in hamming, a lot of information and misinformation gets talked and retalked until it is accepted as "gospel." A CBer puts up a new antenna and coincidentally the atmospheric conditions are good (or bad) when he first tries it. If conditions are good and he talks to someone "better than ever before," he'll swear by that antenna come hurricane or high water. No one with any sense at all will try to convince this lucky CBer that he hasn't discovered the ultimate.

If it should happen to be a bad day, our hero never mentions his latest gadget. He knows it will work—conditions are just bad.

Every once in a rabbit's life you hear by the grapevine that someone is really "getting out" with his "hopped-up" transceiver. Fantastic stories of talking 75 miles through a mile-high mountain of lead with S9 signals make me want to run right out to a watts bootlegger and get me a conversion job. But in this case I come down to earth pretty fast. First, it is definitely and incontrovertibly illegal to push a final past the allowable 5 watts input and, second, unless the power could be tripled or quadrupled only my imagination and that of a sympathetic listener would ever know the difference. Doubling the power would increase the S-meter reading only about one small division, and an extra watt of input wouldn't be noticed. Hardly worth the risk of losing your license, is it?

Servicing CB

Anyone can service the receiver part of a transceiver, but you must have at least a Second-class phone license, or work under the supervision of someone who has, if you make adjustments or repairs that could affect the frequency and mode of operation of the transmitter. It is permissible to change tubes but even here you are responsible, as a licensee, to the FCC for correct transmitter operation.

You can get a pretty fair check as to how the transmitter is working by using a dummy antenna (Fig. 1) made from a No. 47 lamp and an antenna connector that fits the set. A 5-watt transmitter will light this lamp fairly bright and the brightness should increase as you talk. With good modulation the bulb will appear to double in brightness. (Actually antenna current should increase only 22% with 100% modulation, but the No. 47 bulb's heater resistance increases with an increase in current and gives an exaggerated rate of increase.)

B-plus voltage or by a weak 6AN8 or 6AQ5 audio output. You should check plate and screen voltages in this circuit. However, the most likely trouble, based on experience with these sets, is open 10-µF 50-volt capacitors. There are three in this receiver and if one is bad they are likely all bad. Replace them all if there is any doubt. Fig. 2 is the circuit and the suspected electrolytics are marked.

Squelch out

I have a Gonset G11 Citizens-band two-way radio. The squelch doesn't work. No matter where I turn the squelch control I still get a noise in the speaker. The set receives and transmits OK otherwise. A new squelch tube didn't help. What would you suggest?

—M. J., Rolla, Mo.

The squelch action in this set is triggered by the change in screen voltage on the i.f. amplifier. When a signal is received, the arc voltage on the grid of the 6BA6 goes more negative. This reduces the tube's current and the screen voltage goes more positive (because there is less current through the screen dropping resistor, R1 in Fig. 3). This increase in voltage is transferred to the plate of the squelch diode through the 1-megohm resistor R2. The diode plate goes more positive than the cathode of the diode so it conducts and "switches" the audio through the volume control.

Fig. 1—Simple dummy load for CB work is just a No. 47 pilot lamp with a coax fitting to match the one on your transceiver. Brightness of bulb is relative indication of power and modulation depth.

A good many questions have been asked concerning CB units. Send in yours and we'll try to answer them.

Low modulation

I have a Citi-fone model CDS transceiver. It has always done a good job until just lately. Now it seems that the receiver doesn't have as much hiss as it used to and there doesn't seem to be near enough modulation. Could you help me with this trouble?

—J. M., Lawrence, Kans.

Since this is a transceiver and uses the receiver audio output circuit for modulation on transmit, it's a good bet that your trouble is in the audio circuits. This condition could be caused by low

Fig. 2—The electrolytics marked in this partial schematic of the Citi-fone CDS are ones that, if weak, can affect modulation.
The adjustable squelch control furnishes more or less positive voltage to the cathode. Since your trouble is a continuously "open" squelch, it is almost sure that there is little or no positive voltage on the squelch diode's cathode. Check the center arm of the squelch control R4 for voltage. This should change from 0 to more than 100 volts as you rotate the control. If there is no change, or not enough, check R3 and check C1 for leakage. A quick check on C1 would be to clip it out and see if the voltage on the squelch control increases. If it does, the capacitor is bad. Check R5 if the voltage is normal on the squelch control.

A remotely possible trouble would be a reduced value of R1 so that the screen voltage is too high.

A gassy 6BA6 could cause the squelch not to open or to open only on extremely strong signals.

**Downward modulation**

I have a CB receiver that doesn't seem to work right. I put a No. 47 pilot light on the output and when I talk into the mike, the light gets dimmer instead of brighter as I think it is supposed to do. What could be the trouble?

—J. B., Pekin, Ill.

The condition you have is called "down" modulation and is never desirable. Unfortunately, it can be caused by a good many things and, since you didn't send me the kind or model of your unit, I'll just have to take a couple of shots in the dark. If the set uses a rectifier tube or selenium rectifiers—try new ones. By-pass each of the power supply electrolytes in turn and see if there is any improvement. Since down modulation is an indication of too little drive to the final, try a new oscillator and final tube(s). This trouble could be caused by a defective crystal or by tuning mis-adjustments in the transmitter. Be sure to have a licensed technician supervise any tuning adjustments that might affect the transmitter's frequency.

**stetho stereo**

Simplest stereo phono
Uses Crystal pickup to drive crystal phones

**By GEORGE D. CURTIS**

By taking advantage of the inherent match between crystal transducers, you can assemble a binaural listening system for the cost of a good stereo record, if you have a turntable. Using phones can be an advantage, too—no problems with room acoustics, neighbors or TV.

A typical crystal stereo pickup generates about 1 volt when playing a well modulated passage of a record and fed to a high-impedance load. A crystal headset is just such a load, and its frequency characteristics complement those of a crystal cartridge to produce a reasonably equalized response. The combination provides normal earphone volume. Don't try this with magnetic phones, though—you will hear only a little noise from the high-frequency end.

To make a minimum-cost system, I salvaged a phono motor and turntable from the junkbox and mounted it, along with a pickup arm, switch and pair of jacks, as shown in the photo. If you do not have an old turntable, pick up a new turntable and motor.

Insert the turntable in a suitable cutout in a plywood panel at least 1/4 inch thick. Then bolt it in place. Mount the arm in a 3/8-inch hole as shown in the diagram. Install a pair of jacks for the phones near the front of the panel along with the monaural-stereo switch (or pot). The panel can then be screwed to a pair of 1 x 4-inch rails or a simple box. Connect an ac line cord to the motor (through an on-off switch if desired.) Knot it for strain relief, and run it through a hole in the box. A headset of the type shown is most convenient, but two separate crystal earphones may be used.

The monaural switch parallels the output of the two sections of the stereo cartridge and should be included for correct listening if the user owns monaural records. The pot may be used instead, and does the same thing at minimum setting. At higher settings, it acts as a blend control, mixing the two channels as required to eliminate the hole-in-the-middle effect found on some stereo records.

The model I built worked so well that I plan to add an amplifier and speaker and use it with an existing radio for room-size stereo.
When you need a lot of microfarads...

You may be occasionally confronted with the problem of finding a lot of capacitance. Maybe for a sound system where you want to squeeze the last bit of ripple out of a power supply. Or for brute-force filtering of low voltage, as in a DC supply for filament circuits.

If your first inclination is to round up a bunch of duals, triples and quads until they add up to the microfarads you need, then hook them in parallel—for the sake of your budget, resist the temptation and read the rest of our tip. For you can get a lot of capacitance in a single unit, at considerably lower cost, by using a Mallory Type CG Computer Grade Capacitor.

These are called computer grade because they were designed specifically for use in computer power supplies. But you don’t need to own a computer to use them. What’s special about them is the way they’re made. Since they are expected to last practically forever, they are made of extra-pure materials and assembled with tender, loving care. All of which seems to pay off, for they turn out to be just about the purest microfarads you can find—very low in equivalent series resistance and d-c leakage. And life is almost unbelievable! We’ve tested them for the equivalent of 20 years’ service at room temperature!

What isn’t special about them is their price. In many instances, a single Type CG will cost less than half as much as the three or four conventional capacitors you would need to get the same rating. In standard stock case sizes, you can get as much as 75,000 mfd at 3 volts and 1300 mfd at 350 volts.

And best of all, you can get ’em when you need ’em at your Mallory Distributor. He’s your best source for all electronic components.
Dear Boss,

I went to Mrs. McGillies’ house to check out the trouble she’s been having with her new Wonderlich TV receiver. She told me that, after we had installed the new set, it played for about 40 minutes and then went dead. Her husband (fancies himself quite a do-it-yourselfer!) nosed around the chassis and discovered that the high-voltage fuse had blown. Since it was after shop hours, he went out and got a replacement at the drugstore. The set held out for a half hour before popping off again.

When I got there, I checked for direct shorts to ground, didn’t find any, plopped in another ¼-amp fuse and sat around watching Princess For A Day. Just as things were getting interesting, though sloppy, the blasted fuse blew again.

I changed the damper tube and the 6DQ6-B horizontal output but no dice. The fuse went just as soon as the high voltage came up. I fussed around some more and made a small replacement that might keep things going for a while. But, since this is a new model, maybe you’d better check with the Wonderlich district rep and see if they’ve run across this problem before. If so, they can send us a service sheet for our files.

See you Monday.

Mike

Mr. G. C. Hartung, District Service Representative
Wonderlich Electronics Corp.
Terrytoon, N. Y.

Dear George:

We’ve run into a little problem with one of your Wonderlich receivers, model 199847-FG. The ¼-amp fuse in the high-voltage supply tends to fail after a short period of operation. Our outside man has checked for shorts and replaced the 6AF3 and 6DQ6-B with no improvement noted. Have you run across any cases like this and, if so, can you suggest a cure?

I feel that the trouble probably lies in the horizontal output circuit, perhaps an intermittent short in the width control or the horizontal drive trimmer. Any help you can give us on this one will be appreciated.

Yours truly,
Ned Barnstock, Manager
Barnstock’s TV Sales & Service

Mr. Whitney Colton, Project Engineer
Wonderlich Electronics Corp.
Quagmire, Ky.

Dear Whit:

We’ve got a real stinker here! A model 199847-FG with intermittent fuse problems. We’ve checked for direct shorts, intermittent shorts in the horizontal drive circuit and even replaced the damper tube with no luck. The ¼-amp high-voltage fuse still blows after a short period of time. Do you think we could set this one up in the lab and simultaneously monitor the screen voltage, plate current and dc drive voltage on the 6DQ6-B? Then perhaps we could see what happens when the fuse goes.

We’ll be looking forward to hearing from you on this one, Whit, and as soon as you’ve got something, shoot it along. Very truly yours,
George Hartung
District Service Representative

MEMO TO: T. Suchan, Project Technician

Tommy, I’ll be out of town tomorrow so would you start on this fuse problem for Hartung up in Terrytoon. I’ve enclosed his letter for reference and also a couple of pages of notes and calculations for redesigning the horizontal output stage. We should also recommend replacement of the power transformer since there might be an intermittent ground in the damper heater winding. Finally, I’m including my design calculations and prints for a new damper tube that should have a much higher heater-cathode breakdown rating. This is important. Tommy! No. 199847-FG is no good if it keeps popping ¼-amp fuses.

Whit Colton
MEMO TO: Whit Colton, Project Engineer
Whit, model 199847-FG has a ¼-amp fuse in the high-voltage power supply.

Tommy

Mr. George C. Hartung, District Service Representative
Wonderlich Electronics Corp.
Terrytoon, N. Y.

Dear George:

Enclosed you will find Technical Memorandum No. 387 dealing with the new horizontal output circuit for model 199847-FG. Also, under separate cover, I am sending you an experimental series damper tube, No. 6AAFF3. I am confident that, by following the recommendations included in my memorandum and utilizing the new damper tube, your problem will be solved. Incidentally, please note in your service sheets that model 199847-FG calls for a ¼-amp fuse in the high-voltage supply.

Please feel free to call on our services here at Quagmire if you run across any more “stinkers”.

Sincerely yours,
Whitney Colton
Project Engineer

Mr. Ned Barnstock, Manager
Barnstock’s TV Sales & Service

Dear Ned:

Well, we really had the old ball rolling on this one! The boys at Wonderlich Electronics Corp.

By T. F. SINCLAIR

This fuse was bad news

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
improving the SG-8

I traced trouble in my Heath SG-8 signal generator to stress between panel and bandswitch.

I cured it by installing a panel bearing for the switch shaft; the bearing comes from an old volume control pot.

To install the bearing, remove the oscillator unit from the main chassis (this may require unsoldering a few wires) and slip a lockwasher and nut onto the switch shaft. Replace the oscillator subchassis. Put the bearing through the panel hole from the front, using a washer to prevent marring the panel. Slip the lockwasher and nut onto the threaded bushing of the bearing and tighten them, rotating the bearing or shifting it as necessary to let the switch shaft turn freely.—James Wallace

if you sell, service or give orders, you need
sonar business radio

25 - 50 mc
14 watts

Sonar Business Radio complete with mike, 2 crystals and 2 power cables $229.50

A complete power-packed dependable performer!
—AMPLITUDE MODULATED—
Quality designed and engineered for years of service and dependability • compact and lightweight • Easily installed in smallest vehicles • Smartly styled for office use • Greater range because of Voice-Power designed circuitry • Unexcelled reception • Noise-free squelch • Heavy-gauge aluminum construction • Easily serviced • Wired for instant use of the “Sonar-Call” selective calling system • Wired for Sonar High Power Linear Amplifier operation • 1 year warranty • 12 VDC or 117 VAC and 6 VDC or 117 VAC operation • Size: 113/4”L x 91/2”W x 43/4”H • Weight: 10 lbs.

sonar radio corporation
73 Wortman Ave., Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
Please send me complete information on Business Radio BR-20

name __________________________________________ address __________________________________________
city __________________________ zone ______ state ________

100 and 1 uses in every type of industry and business
• Delivery services
• Garage
• Motor Carrier
• Construction
• Hot building
• Farm
• Doctor
• Telephone maintenance
• Security guards
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the end
TRANSISTOR ALIGNMENT THE EASY WAY

By ELMER C. CARLSON

Make a few 10-minute accessories to help perfect transistor alignment jobs

THE COMPONENT DENSITY OF TRANSISTOR pocket portables makes ordinary alignment connections impractical. Normal indicator connection points like the speaker or agc (avc) line are often hidden, and printed-circuit construction makes it difficult to connect test leads. While earphone jacks provide an output level-indicator connection, different sizes, impedances and circuit variations make the meter settings and readings vary. An indicator takeoff that gives constant readings without electrical connections can be a real time saver.

Time can also be saved by using a simple signal-injection probe made from a ferrite antenna. This couples the signal generator to the set inductively, without physical connections.

Another speaker placed face to face with the speaker in the radio can serve as a pickup for an ac vtvm or a scope. Combined background noise and signal generator modulation will give a half-scale reading on the .01-volt range.

This method of coupling is shown in Fig. 1, using a sound-powered earphone or microphone unit for a pickup. This unit gives about 100 times more signal input to the ac vtvm or scope than the speaker alone. A speaker and output transformer salvaged from a tube-type portable will give about as much output as the sound-powered unit, depending on the transformer turns ratio.

Fig. 1—Signal input probe (right) and pickup speaker simplify "wire-less" alignment. For clarity, actual radio is not shown here—just representative parts.

Fig. 2—To preserve peace (and the radio's case), build a pillow out of sponge rubber or plastic pads.

Fig. 3—Lead from pickup speaker pokes through hole made with hot soldering iron.

Fig. 4—Schematic of signal-injection probe. Resistor lowers Q and prevents resonant effects.

Fig. 5—Alignment tools are much easier to use if you build up their diameters or add knobs. Rubber erasers and plastic tape are useful here.
To make this method even easier, the earphone unit (or speaker) is recessed into a block of sponge rubber or soft plastic foam like that used for sponges and chair pads. This material can be cut easily with a new razor blade. A large block can be trimmed neatly with a radial power saw if you are very careful to prevent catching and pulling the flexible foam. Thin material, like a chair pad, can be built up to the needed thickness by stacking identical cut-out pieces on an uncut base (Fig. 2).

When a speaker is used, add screening or mesh of some sort to protect the paper cone. The earphone or speaker recessed into the foam (Fig. 3) not only protects the plastic cabinet of the receiver, but also reduces the sound dispersed into the room.

**Signal Injector**
The signal input probe (see Fig. 4) is loaded with a resistor. Any small resistor of 47 to 75 ohms will be suitable for most ferrite antenna coils. The resistor reduces the Q of the coil and any resonant effects from the parallel capacitance of the coaxial test lead.

The resistor causes some signal loss, but this is more of a help than a hindrance because the radio must be aligned at the lowest possible input signal level—at a point where static, hiss or whatever you care to call it is quite evident. Under these signal conditions, the age has little or no effect on the i.f. amplifier it controls.

For maximum sensitivity, use a careful touch when making slug and trimmer adjustments. Alignment can be difficult with a small-diameter alignment tool. Thin-shafted tools are easier to use if they are fitted to a knob or if a larger-diameter tubing or hose is forced onto the shaft (Fig. 5).

Normal i.f. alignment procedure calls for disabling the local oscillator. In the larger pocket portables it might be possible to attach clip leads to the tuning-capacitor terminals to short the oscillator L-C circuit (Fig. 6). The smaller portables leave little room for clip leads, but a long hairpin loop of fairly heavy bare wire can be bent around the edge of the receiver with the two ends pressing against the capacitor assembly screws (Fig. 7). This is more convenient than most ways used to disable the oscillator.

**For BRIGHTER TV PICTURES and brighter customer smiles...**

the **TU-BRITE** sparkles with a NEW LOOK!

Handsomey packaged for instant acceptance, and color-coded by base type for instant selection, the TU-BRITE gives new life to fading picture tubes in an instant.

No worries about wrong voltages, either. With Tu-Brite, if the base is right, the boost is right. Model C-202 brightens duodecal base picture tubes; Model C-212 brightens 110° button base CRT's; and Model C-222 handles 110° shell bases. Make sure you have them all in stock! Write for Perma-Power's free Britener Selector Chart, your guide to the base type of every picture tube now in the field.

**Perma-Power COMPANY**
5740 North Tripp Avenue - Chicago 46, Illinois
Phone 539-7171 (Area 312)
**The Shure Model 578 Omnidyne is a handsome, light, compact, unobtrusive and versatile addition to the class of omnidirectional, wide-range dynamic microphones. I have always preferred an omnidirectional mike for casual and candid recording. First, the recording of room noises and resonances produces a "live" and more natural recording. Second, it is far less critical as to placement and is less affected by the position of the people or instruments to be recorded. To be sure, many situations require directional discrimination, either for a more dramatic effect or to minimize ambient noise, but most of the time the omnidirectional mike is my first choice.**

The Omnidyne is not remarkable in its specifications. The manufacturer’s curve is within 5 db from 50 to 17,000 cycles with a fairly rapid rolloff at the ends (Fig. 1). The response is smooth with a slight 3 db "presence" rise between 2,000 and 3,000 cycles. The pattern is circular (Fig. 2) except at the very high frequencies which are favored in the front direction by from 5 to 10 db.

The mike is a dual-impedance job, high or low impedance being selected simply by using the proper leads in the three-wire cable. It has medium sensitivity (-59 db) and will drive any semi-pro recorder or PA system to full output without external preamps and without pushing the gain control up to the point where signal-to-noise ratio is degraded.

What is notable is its compactness, lightness, unobtrusiveness and adaptability for use either in the hand or on desk or floor stands or booms. Just a trifle over ¾ inch in diameter and 7 inches long — about the size of a fine cigar, the Omnidyne weighs 7 ounces, less cable. It comes with an extremely handy adjustable swivel mount which fits standard desk and floor stands, and permits the mike to be slipped out of the mount instantly without unscrewing anything. Held in the hand, the mike is hardly visible and on the stand it does not intrude much into the view of sneaker or singer. It has an on-off switch which can be locked on with a screw-down plate. From the standpoint of handiness, it is hard to beat.

I liked the quality also. Close talking does not accentuate the bass. The slight rise in response at 2,500 cycles imparts a clean and crisp sound and presence. The frequency response is wide enough to do complete justice to music, and the slope below 50 cycles minimizes the exaggeration of bass and transient thumps sometimes produced by direct transmission of sound from floor to mike. Its area coverage or sensitivity is high. Even a large group of people or instruments can be covered with the single mike on a boom or stand. The Omnidyne should be useful for stage pickups (even with PA systems where feedback problems are not severe). In such use it can provide a wide-angle pickup without special hidden-mike placement.

Although it seems paradoxical and pointless to use a wide-range mike like this for ham radio with its restricted bandwidth, the absence of close-talking boom and the "presence" boost delivered exceptionally crisp sound when used with my ham rigs. Listeners chose it consistently over several other mikes.

**OMNIDYNE SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response:</td>
<td>50-15,000 cycles (see Fig. 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar pattern:</td>
<td>omnidirectional (see Fig. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance:</td>
<td>50-250 ohms or high impedance, depending on connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity:</td>
<td>11,000 cycles: 0.1 mw/microbar; -60 db (0 db = 1 mw with 10 microbars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical:</td>
<td>built-in on-off switch with lockable, 18-foot moldable cable, 3-conductor shielded, plastic jacketed, satin chrome finish, stainless steel grille, swivel fits standard P.L. stand. 18 oz. weight, 18-1/2 oz. with wind socket.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combination of handiness with excellent frequency and pickup characteristics should make this a very popular mike in its price range—around $50.

**Dyna Stereo 35**

**Most very fine amplifiers are high powered—15 watts or more. But some experts have always maintained that a really good 10- or 15-watt amplifier delivers power enough for any normal home. The trouble is that really good 10- or 15-watt amplifiers have been scarcer than 10¢ cigars with green spots on them or $2,000 sports cars capable of doing 120 mph. The Dynakit Stereo 35 is designed to fill this gap.**

---

**Audio Equipment Report**

**Shure Omnidyne Microphone**

**and**

**Dyna Stereo 35 Amplifier**
CREI ANNOUNCES A UNIQUE HOME STUDY PROGRAM IN SPACE ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

with your choice of these specialties

**SPACE DATA SYSTEMS** includes analog and digital computers, information theory, data acquisition and processing.

**SPACE TRACKING SYSTEMS** includes microelectronics, space propagation, masers, lasers, infrared techniques.

**SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND CONTROL** includes inertial navigation, space radar, star tracker systems, tracking networks.

- The first educational program developed specifically to help electronics men apply their experience to the space effort.
- Content of program developed to meet employment requirements as determined by consulting government and private organizations in the space field.
- Text material prepared with the help of engineers and scientists holding key positions in leading space-oriented organizations. (Names on request.) You study exactly the material technical organizations in the space effort want their employees to know.

**YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THIS PROGRAM IF YOU WORK IN ELECTRONICS AND HAVE A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION.**

**FREE BOOK GIVES FULL INFORMATION. TEAR OUT AND MAIL POSTPAID CARD or write CREI, Department 1402-B, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington 10, D.C.**

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Founded 1927 Accredited Member of the National Home Study Council
Dept. 1402-B, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Home Study Programs including new Program in Space Electronics. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

Name ___________________________ Age ______
Address __________________________
City ___________________________ Zone ______ State ______
Employed by __________________________
Type of present work __________________________
Check: [ ] Home Study [ ] Residence School [ ] G.I. Bill
NOW CREI OFFERS SPECIALIZED EDUCATION IN EVERY IMPORTANT AREA OF ELECTRONICS

SPACE DATA SYSTEMS (NEW)
SPACE TRACKING SYSTEMS (NEW)
SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND CONTROL (NEW)
COMMUNICATIONS
AERONAUTICAL AND NAVIGATIONAL
TELEVISION
AUTOMATION AND INDUSTRIAL NUCLEAR
SERVOMECHANISMS AND COMPUTERS

FREE BOOK GIVES COMPLETE INFORMATION ON CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAMS INCLUDING NEW PROGRAMS IN SPACE ELECTRONICS. TEAR OUT AND MAIL POSTPAID CARD FOR YOUR COPY TODAY.

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMINISTRATION
ATTEMPTING TO TROUBLESHOOT THE audio board of an Admiral 17F1 chassis I was bewildered to discover that the board contained a 3AU6, 3AL5 and 12CAS. There was no sign of an af amplifier. Since I rather doubted that the output of a conventional ratio detector could be used to drive an output stage, I searched the other boards expecting to find half of some other tube used as the af amplifier. I was completely unsuccessful in this search; if there was an af stage, it was well hidden.

Circuit visualization being as difficult as it is with printed-circuit boards, I searched out the schematic diagrams. They verified the tube line-up I had found on the board as the entire tube complement for the sound stages of the receiver. I felt somewhat like the farmer who muttered “There ain’t no such animal” when he saw his first giraffe. Recovering a little from the first blow, I examined the circuit more closely. Inspection showed that the output of the ratio detector is not applied direct to the output grid. Rather, it goes to the grid of the 3AU6, the sound i.f. amplifier. It is amplified and applied to the output grid via the coupling capacitors and a portion of the volume control.

At the intermediate frequency, 4.5 mc, the 3AU6 acts as a pentode, with the top of the plate load resistor at ac ground through the .001 and .0047 capacitors. At audio frequencies, their reactance is thousands of ohms, permitting amplifier simultaneously is entirely feasible if they are widely divergent values, since this permits their separation at the output by any of several means.

The circuitry follows that used in the bigger Dynas, except that there is a positive feedback loop from the phase inverter back to the input. The output stage, using a pair of EL84’s for each channel, is Ultra-Linear. There is the standard Dyna one-sided inner feedback loop from the screen of the lower output tube to the input stage. The overall feedback loop is from the 16-ohm winding of the output transformer to the input cathode. The power supply uses a pair of silicon diodes in a full-wave rectifier. This may well be the simplest of all amplifier kits to put together. Most of the components come ready-mounted and wired on two heavy-duty PC boards. There are scarcely two dozen connections to be made after mechanical assembly. A notable novelty is the mounting of the sockets for the output tubes. These are not “printed circuit”, but the normal chassis type, mounted in openings on the PC board and wired to it with short lengths of wire. The hole for the socket is much larger than the socket. It provides ventilation slots over similar slots in the bottom plate so that a current of cooling air passes around the output tubes.

The amplifier is extremely compact—13 inches wide, 5½ deep and only 4 inches high, including the cover. It is priced at $59.95 in kit form and $79.95 wired.—Joseph Marshall

The unexpected Admiral

By H. R. HOLTZ

The circuit is unearthed for economy in this recent set.
TRANSCONDUCTANCE AND HOW TO MEASURE IT

By R. W. OVERHOLTS

TRANSCONDUCTANCE: EVERY TUBE HAS it, every tube data sheet lists it. What is it? How do you measure it?

The word transconductance means conductance through, or across (Latin trans, across). Conductance is nothing more mysterious than the reciprocal (opposite, in nonmath terms) of resistance, or 1/R. For convenience, we use a new symbol for conductance: g.

If R shows how much a circuit resists the flow of electricity, g is a measure of how much it doesn't resist—or how much it passes current. There is even a new unit for conductance: the mho (ohm spelled backwards). A poor conductor has low conductance and high resistance; a good conductor, just the opposite. A 10-ohm resistor has a conductance of 1/10 mho; a 1,000-ohm resistor, 1/1000 mho (.001 mho). You can see that for practical resistance values, say between 10 and 1,000,000 ohms, g is a very small fraction, a bit clumsy to work with. The mho is too large a unit, so we use microhmhos (µmhos), or millionths of a mho, instead, just as we use micro- and picofarads for capacitance because the farad is too big.

Considering conductance instead of resistance is very convenient at times. as you will probably see when you read on.

From Ohm's law, we know that resistance is defined as the ratio of voltage to current: R = E/I. Then, if we define conductance as the reciprocal of resistance:

\[ g = \frac{1}{R} = \frac{I}{E} \]

So we can use conductance to express, for example, the ratio of a change in plate current to a change in grid bias voltage. If we hold all element voltages fixed, varying only grid No. 1 bias, and measure the change in plate current, we get a figure for the tube's transconductance (or mutual conductance), symbolized g_m.

How g_m is measured

Fig. 1 shows the transfer curve for a typical tube. Once this curve has been plotted with the help of accurate voltmeters and milliammeters, we can use it to find the tube's transconductance graphically. We pick some change of bias (by picking two different bias voltages and subtracting the lower from the higher) and find the corresponding variation in plate current on the vertical axis. In this example, changing the bias from -1 to -2 volts causes the plate current to go from 1.9 ma to 1.1 ma. Dividing the current change (0.8 ma) by the voltage change (1 volt) gives us the transconductance of the tube:

\[ g_m = \frac{0.8 \text{ ma}}{1 \text{ v}} = 0.8 \text{ millimho} \]

or 800 µmhos

How you can measure g_m

This simplified but accurate way of measuring transconductance hinges on the fact that an ac signal applied to a tube's grid in effect swings the dc bias up and down as the ac bucks and aids the bias supply. If we measure the ac component of the plate current which results from the swinging input, we have a way of computing transconductance. To simplify things, we can use a plate load resistor and measure the drop across it caused by plate current changes. This resistor should be as small as possible to prevent the voltage at the plate of the tube from changing significantly as the current changes (Fig. 2).

This brings in a problem. At low transconductance levels, near cutoff, we may need a large load resistor to get a large enough drop to read accurately, but the large resistor will cause plate-voltage changes. If we increase the drive at the grid to get a larger, more readable plate swing, we may drive the tube into cutoff, or at least into a nonlinear part of its curve, and get misleading results. But with modern high-sensitivity ac vtm's, we can use fairly low plate resistors and low signal voltages. And we can tailor the resistor to the tube's characteristics.

Selecting a plate load

To do this, first guess at the approximate value of transconductance you want to measure, and the tube's approximate plate current. As long as you work with commercial tube types, you

---

**Fig. 1**—A transfer curve. The curve's slope is the tube's transconductance.

**Fig. 2**—Basic circuit for transconductance measurements. Bias source should be stable, well filtered and adjustable over range required by tube.
For your background music installations

5 new Quam speakers

Over the hubbub of other sounds, background music has to be audible without being obtrusive. Ordinary public address speakers, designed for capturing the primary attention of the audience, are not the answer. These new Quam Speakers—especially designed to handle background music—are.

Quam offers you five background music speakers, three eight-inch models and two twelve-inch. All have ceramic magnets; four of these new units are extended range units with dual cones; two of the new speakers offer very shallow construction. (Complete specifications are given in the new Quam Catalog 63 . . . now available on request.) They meet the traditional Quam standards of utmost quality and performance satisfaction.

Remember Quam—for forty years the Quality Line for all your speaker needs.

QUAM
QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY
234 E. MARQUETTE ROAD
CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS
Transfer characteristics of two tubes. The 12AU7, left, has a medium $g_m$ (2,200), the newer 6HM6 a high $g_m$ (15,000). Though the curves appear to have almost identical slopes, look carefully at the "grid volts" scale: the steeper slope of the 6HM6 shows its much higher $g_m$.

You can find typical values in any tube manual. It turns out that there's a simple relationship between load, input signal and output voltage:

$$g_m = \frac{\text{volts change across load}}{\text{load resistance} \times \text{volts change in signal}}$$

as long as plate voltage is constant. In this case $g_m$ is in mhos.

Suppose we want to check a tube whose rated transconductance is 8,000 $\mu$mhos and whose plate current is 10 ma, with a grid signal of 0.1 volt rms. We must select a resistor that will give us enough output to read easily, without causing a large drop in dc plate voltage—not more than 1%. If we use a plate voltage of 150, we can tolerate 1.5 volts drop. With a plate current of 10 ma, this means a resistor of 150 ohms, maximum. Now, using the formula above, let's see what size output we will get for the conditions we have. First, let's transpose the formula to get the unknown across-the-load voltage by itself at the left of the equation:

$$V_{\text{load}} = g_m \times R_{\text{load}} \times V_{\text{sig}}$$

Plugging in values, we get

$$V_{\text{load}} = 8,000 \mu \text{mhos} \times 10^6 \times 150 \text{ ohms} \times 0.1 \text{ volt}.$$

That is, if the tube's transconductance really is 8,000 $\mu$mhos, and all other conditions are as specified, we can expect 120 mv rms ac output across that load resistor. This is well within the range of all modern ac vtvm's, and readable on many general-purpose service vtvm's, too.

Now the meter scale could be calibrated directly in terms of $\mu$mhos of transconductance. In this example, 8,000 $\mu$mhos is at 120 mv, 4,000 at 60 mv, 12,000 at 180 mv. Often, by selecting the plate load carefully, the meter scale can be made to read directly in $\mu$mhos, without calculation.

If you find it impossible to get accurate readable values even on the meter's lowest range, you must use a higher plate load for a higher ac drop. Since this will usually happen at high negative fixed bias voltages, where the tube's plate resistance is high and current is low, you can often still meet the 1% drop limit with a higher plate load resistance. And you avoid the misleading results you might get from using a large input signal which could drive the tube into nonlinearity.

END
THE COMPLAINT: "THE SET STARTED smoking so we shut it off. When we turned it back on, it wouldn't work."

When we walked into the house, it was obvious that the set had been smoking. The trouble was a long-gone power transformer, so the set was taken to the shop.

The usual visual and ohmmeter tests uncovered a charred resistor, R502. It had dropped from 3,000 ohms to about 200 ohms. Everything else checked out fine. So the transformer, R502, the 5U4 and 1/2-amp slow-blow fuse were replaced. A temporary fuse was inserted in the ac line and the set was fired up. Everything was perfect, so the chassis was draped around the CRT in the cabinet, and fired up prior to completing the installation.

Raster came on, sound and picture came in. The sound was a little weak and the picture had snow, but this wasn't surprising since no antenna was connected. I clipped a test antenna on and took another look at the screen. The picture still had snow and the sound was still weak. The 6BZ7 shield was pulled and sure enough the tube was out. A new 6BZ7 was shoved in, and after it lit up, I walked around front once again. There was no change—picture was snowy and sound was weak. A test socket was placed under the 6BZ7 and voltage readings taken. No B-plus anywhere. So the chassis went back to the bench.

The tuner was opened up and continuity tests run from R502 to pin 2 of the 6BZ7. Nothing was going through R804. This resistor is fed through a little hole in the chassis and connected under the finger contacts. All that showed was one pigtail and 1/16 inch of the body. However, it can be had. All you do is take the shield off the top of the tuner. I did this and R804 could be seen. It was busted wide open. After R804 was replaced, ohmmeter checks were made on the rest of the circuit. So, with fingers crossed, we fired her up again. The set was as good as new. On a hunch, the old 6BZ7 was reinserted and showed one of the prettiest internal shorts these old eyes have ever seen.

Now the whole picture was clear. The short in the 6BZ7 caused R804 to pop. However, the hot end of R804 came down on the chassis where she passed through the hole. This put all the B-plus direct to ground through R502, which had cooked down to 300 ohms, and then carried the rest of the low-voltage section with it.—Thomas A. Dunn
IN-CIRCUIT
CAPACITANCE CHECKER
(Olsen KB-147)

and

TRANSISTOR RADIO TESTER
(Hickok 810)

IT'S EASY TO TEST CAPACITORS FOR SHORTS AND OPENS—but not when they are connected in a printed-circuit chassis. This newer form of construction requires a new technique—in-circuit testing—testing components without unsoldering them until they are proved defective.

Electrolytic capacitors have a fault not normally found in other types. Their capacitance often decreases as they get old and dry out. This is not apparent when using old-fashioned test methods.

The only way to find changed capacitance is to measure for value. With electrolytics these measurements do not have to be very exact. Most of them have tolerances so broad as to be seldom mentioned. Some units claim tolerances of −10% to +100%, so just be content to test for greatly reduced capacitance values—more than 50% in most cases.

Measuring capacitance
In the Olsen KB-147 capacitances between 2 and 40 µf are measured using the circuit of Fig. 1. For values from 40 to 400 µf, the same circuit is used except that R6 is shorted out of the circuit by the range-selector switch. A current-limiting resistor (R7) prevents damage to the transformer and the capacitor under test.

The transformer voltage (6.3 volts) is connected across series-connected R5, R6, R7, and the capacitor C under test. The EM84 indicator and triode amplifier are used as a voltmeter.

The dial of the dual potentiometer (R5, R6) is calibrated in µf. The knob is turned until the “eye” just closes. Since the effective resistance (reactance) of the capacitor depends on its capacitance, the amount of resistance needed to make the eye just close is an indication of the value of the capacitor.

Short test
The check for shorted capacitors uses a similar circuit (Fig. 2). Here the full 6.3 volts from the transformer is applied to the grid of the eye-tube amplifier unless it is shorted by a defective capacitor C. R3 limits the current that can flow through the capacitor/transformer circuit. A capacitor with more than 15 ohms leakage resistance will not show as shorted—but there will be some eye closing. Leakage resistances above 50 ohms will not close the eye noticeably.

Open test
The open-capacitor check uses an entirely different principle. A high-frequency signal is used, instead of 60 cycles. The 40-inch coaxial test lead is one-quarter wavelength long at the test frequency.

A quarter-wavelength line acts as an impedance transformer. A high impedance at one end appears as a low impedance at the other. The infinite impedance of an open capacitor between the test clips appears as a very low im-

pedance at the other end of the coaxial line. Thus, the open capacitor appears as a short circuit between the one-turn tap and ground (Fig. 3).

This reduces the rf voltage to the triode grid (through C2), which closes the eye. Only when a good capacitor is connected between the clips will enough voltage be developed to keep the eye open.

Warning: The 6.3 volts ac is almost 20 volts peak to peak—more than enough to ruin low-voltage-rated capacitors in most transistor circuits.—Elmer C. Carlson

Hickock 810
THE HICKOK MODEL 810 TRANSISTOR-RADIO TESTER is one of the most versatile AM radio test instruments made for the technician since the pre-war Meissner Analyst and the RCA-Rider Chanalyst. It is designed especially for servicing transistor radios but is equally useful for
GET ANY OF THESE DELUXE HARD-COVER ELECTRONICS BOOKS for only 67¢

CERTIFIED VALUE UP TO $17.85

(limit 3 for $2.00)

WHY THIS SPECTACULAR OFFER?

Gernsback Library is making this offer to persuade you to join the helpful Technician's Book Club. As striking as this offer is — it is only an introduction to the many advantages club members receive. The club gives you the chance to acquire, at bargain prices, deluxe hard-cover books written by top technical writers and published by leading technical publishers on techniques that will help you get ahead and stay ahead in electronics.
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The 810’s functions include audio, i.f. and rf signal tracing; audio, i.f. and rf signal injection; generating signals for i.f. and rf circuit alignment, and transistor testing. The four-tube unit has a 6AB4 cathode-follower probe to minimize tuned-circuit loading, 6X4 fullwave rectifier and a pair of 6AU8 triodes. The pentode sections are used as rf oscillator and tuned rf amplifiers for signal tracing. The triode sections are used as af amplifier and cathode follower af and rf output.

The main control is the Function Selector. When it is in the 500–1600 kc osc or 200–600 kc osc positions, the tester is an rf signal generator covering those ranges. The rf or i.f. output—either modulated or not—is used for signal injection and circuit alignment. The signal level is set by the output attenuator in the grid circuit of the output cathode follower.

Throwing the switch to 500–1600 kc rec converts the circuit to a trf receiver for signal-tracing broadcast antenna and rf circuits or for use as a wideband AM radio. In the 200–600 kc rec position, the function switch converts the 810 to a i.f. signal tracer or to a simple receiver capable of receiving aircraft weather and other broadcasts in this range. The input sensitivity of the trf circuit is around 200 µv on both bands.

When using the 810 as a signal tracer, you can follow a signal from antenna to speaker. You simply move the input probe from grid to plate, stage by stage, until the signal disappears, weakens or distorts. The defective stage is the one that produces the faulty signal at its output.

The 600 cps audio position of the function switch converts the tester to a 600-cycle sawtooth audio oscillator when the modulation switch is on. The tone generator is an NE-2 neon lamp connected as a relaxation oscillator. Level is controlled by the output attenuator.

The Audio-Amplifier position connects the input probe to a two-stage audio amplifier for signal tracing in audio circuits. The amplified signal is heard in the 810’s built-in speaker. Output level is controlled by the Input Gain and Output Attenuation.

A simple transistor tester is an added feature of the 810. Two sockets, for n-p-n and p-n-p transistors, a pair of meter jacks and a Gain-Leak switch are on the front panel. The transistor to be checked is plugged into the correct socket—either directly or through small wire leads with alligator clips on one end. The switch is thrown to LEAK and a milliammeter plugged into the jacks. (A 2-ma meter or the equivalent range of a vom may be used.) The meter now reads leakage current.

When testing low-power transistors, leakage current may run as high as 150 µa but generally it will be lower. Erratic or higher leakage currents generally indicate a defective transistor.

Throwing the switch to GAIN should double the meter reading. A gain reading more than twice the leakage reading indicates that the transistor has an extremely high gain. When comparing transistors, the best of the group will have the lowest leakage and highest gain readings.

The leakage current of power transistors may run as high as 1 ma, and the gain factor will only be around 30%. A typical power transistor may have a leakage current of 700 µa and a gain reading of 1 ma.—Robert F. Scott

The Hickok 810 checks out a transistor pocket set.

The answers to

WHAT’S YOUR EQ?

High voltage isn’t

The scope shows over 400 volts of high-frequency ac at the cathode of the 5V4 damper. When the 40-µf output filter is bridged with another 40-µf, the set plays normally. This filter acts as a bypass for the B-plus supply to the horizontal output circuit. When it opens, a parasitic voltage builds up, disrupting the set’s operation. This high ac sees C68 as a virtual short, thus overheating R104.

What’s the Total Current?

The solution is simpler than it appears to be. R3 equals the parallel combination of R5 and R6 and carries the same current. Therefore, the current in the parallel combination R4, R5 and R6 is the same as that in the parallel combination of R3 and R4. The total current must be 7.5 amperes.

Solid-State Relay Circuit

The black box contains a saturable-core reactor which serves as one arm of a four-arm bridge circuit. (The 200-ohm resistor and the two 115-volt secondaries are the other three arms.) When the pushbutton is open, certain leakage currents are present which prevent the bridge from being perfectly balanced. This accounts for the minimum ac voltmeter reading of about 3 volts. When the pushbutton is closed, the reactor is saturated and the impedance of the ac winding between terminals 1 and 2 drops to 0 ohms. The maximum ac voltmeter reading is slightly less than 115 volts because of a slight voltage drop across the 10-ohm impedance.
UPS Salutes Service Techs

The United Parcel Service devoted an entire recent issue of its magazine UPS Parcelman to the independent radio-TV service technician. The front cover carries a photograph of a technician working on a set, with two interested young helpers looking on. The caption reads, “He keeps the lines open between the world and our living rooms.”

The Northeastern New York Television Association’s TSA Newsletter called the article “one of the most flattering items to have been written about the industry in many, many moons,” and, according to the Newsletter, the item has been brought to the attention of NATESA, which intends to obtain reprint permission and to distribute it more widely.

Single copies are available from United Parcel Service, Room 860, 643 W. 43 St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

Kansas City, Mo. TESA Details Profitable Pricing

The “Prosperity Corps,” a panel of Kansas City, Mo., TESA members, has been working on the problem of what to charge for what, and how to turn TV service from a marginal business into a profitable enterprise.

Earl Steffes, program chairman (and recently elected NATESA secretary-general) guessed that few of the technicians present at the meeting made over $7,000 net over the past year, and branded as “failures” those who hadn’t reached that figure.

He asserted that most shop owners don’t know what it costs them to do business, hence don’t know what to charge, and, further, take an apologetic attitude about their prices. He noted a 33% spread in service charges, which he called “ridiculous” for such a competitive business. Ten percent would be more reasonable, Steffes suggested.

Other local men stood up to present ideas they had found successful. Among them, careful cost accounting, including a breakdown of operation costs to an hourly rate and figuring average time for jobs. Diversification was another approach mentioned. One man noted that servicing air conditioners was profitable and helped fill the slow summer months. He suggested starting a training program for that.

Sideline merchandise, such as phonograph records, was another idea presented at the meeting, but it was pointed out that unless such stock turns over at least five times a year, it isn’t worth handling.

Also proposed was industrial servicing, noted not as easy to break into, but profitable.

According to another speaker, salesmanship is too often ignored as a means of stepping up business. Alternative service plans should be proposed—one for only immediately necessary repairs to a set, one for complete overhaul. Service technicians should consider selling TV sets, too.

The Kansas University Extension Division is planning a course in salesmanship for service technicians, with the cooperation of TESA.

Gobbi Renamed Guild President

Haverhill, Mass.—Michael J. Gobbi, of Gobbi & Reynolds,
TV dealer, has been re-elected president of the Merrimack Valley Chapter, Radio–Television Electronic Technicians Guild.

The chapter includes Haverhill, Lawrence, Andover, Methuen, Georgetown, Groveland, Newburyport, Amesbury, Merrimac, Mass., and New Hampshire towns.

Transistors for Full-Size TV?

The use of transistors in full-size home television sets is being held back by their price compared to that of tubes, according to Charles R. Gray, manager of commercial engineering at Philco.

Gray feels that either silicon or germanium transistors could produce receivers of performance comparable to tube sets, but that silicon devices will ultimately be cheaper. He foresees a TV market in the U.S. for 120 to 150 million transistors a year, eventually all silicon units.

Transistorizing television sets would bring the same advantages as with other types of electronic equipment: reduced size, weight, current drain and service.

Phone Manners: Mighty Customer Relations Tool

"Don't Say It (On the Telephone)" warns the "Supreme Effort," the bimonthly publication of the Kansas City (Mo.) TESA. Listing some of the more painful examples of rude, crude telephone talk, it gave positive suggestions for improving your establishment's image by seeing that your phone is answered so people aren't automatically turned away.

Among the horrible examples were such phrases as "Yeah," "Nope," "Wait'll I get a pencil," and "I'm busy now. Call me back later."

The item suggested avoiding just "Hello" as a way of answering your phone. Say instead, "Good afternoon. Klump's TV" (or something along that line). There's no doubt in the caller's mind about who's at the other end, and you invite him to begin by introducing himself and getting on with business. The "good morning" or "good afternoon" lends a much warmer, friendlier sound to the response.

Another important point, says the "Supreme Effort": Don't pick up the phone until you have first picked up a pencil and paper. (Imagine the sloppy impression created by a service shop owner who has to say, 'Hold on a second' and rummage around for a pencil and pad.)

Finally, don't play with people's names. The article says: "They have heard all the jokes and are tired of them." If you are not sure of spelling, ask!
RAD-TEL'S
QUALITY
BRAND NEW
TUBE SALE!
LOW, LOW PRICES—COMPARE

SAVE
UP TO
75% OFF*

*Manufacturers Suggested List Price

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
RAD-TEL WILL REPLACE ANY TUBE THAT DOES NOT GIVE EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE FOR 1 YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE.

ONE DAY SERVICE
OVER 500 TYPES IN STOCK
ORDER TYPES NOT LISTED

FREE! Send For New Tube & Parts Catalog
Send For Trouble Shooting Guide

TUBE SUBSTITUTION BOOK
Over 11,000 direct tube substitutes
Only all-inclusive directory of electron tube equivalents:
- For USA electron tubes
- Substitutes for foreign tubes
- Picture tubes, newer models
- Picture tubes, older models
- transistor replacements
- Army/Navy, V.I.T. substitutes

EASY TO WORK ON
Easy to work on set while panel is off.

RAD-TEL TUBE CO.
TV, RADIO AND HI-FI
55 CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07105

TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance C.O.D. Orders under $5 add $1 handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5 plus postage. Allow 8 weeks for delivery. No C.O.D.'s outside continental U.S.A.
**TECHNOTES**

**Reducing Static in 1955 Fords**

Usual means to reduce static on '55 Fords where the choke cable passes over the coil, through the firewall and close to the radio, fail to suppress the noise. Our method is to cut back the rubber on the choke cable, then attach a piece of ground strap, grounding the cable to the nearest point, directly to the firewall. It's a most effective noise-stopper.—Harvey Muller

**Heath 0-9 Scope**

Our Heathkit Model 0-9 scope had a thick trace that looked like hum in the vertical amplifier. The real trouble turned out to be the 220,000-ohm resistor circled on the diagram: it had increased about tenfold in value, increasing the voltage at CRT pin 8.

We replaced the original ½-watt resistor with a 1-watt for a permanent repair. Now we can adjust focus and shape for a really fine trace.—L. F. Goldsmith

**Packard-Bell 2118 Horizontal Sync**

This set lost horizontal sync after it warmed up. A hot soldering gun near several parts in the horizontal oscillator circuit caused the same symptoms.

---

**Gregory Electronics**

Reconditioned 2-Way Radio Savings

This is a partial list—write for new '64 catalog

**Link 6000 NW Series**

25-50mc 2033 Emission—fully narrow banded (Tx & Rx), 12 volt, 50 watt. Complete with all accessories, less crystals and antenna. 

Add $40 for crystals, tuning and new antenna ready to go on your set.

- **30-50mc Mobiles**—GE 2-piece Unit—6 volt or 12 volt

4ER6-4ETS 30w 30-40mc $168

4ER6-4ETS 60w 30-40mc $208

Complete with all accessories except antenna and crystals.

Equipment can be crystals and tuned to any frequency in the 30-50mc range.

GE 2-piece Unit—6 volt or 12 volt

4ER6-4ETS 30w 30-40mc $198

4ER6-4ETS 60w 30-40mc $208

MOTOROLA 30-50mc T-516GD or T-51AGD

6/12v 50-60 watts—fully narrow banded (TX & RX). Complete with all accessories, less crystals and antenna.

Same unit tuned to your frequency including brand new antenna, ready to be installed.

This unit may also be bought without accessories for $198.

- **RCA 25-54 mc CMF40**

6/12v 40 watts—Vibrator power supply. Fully narrow banded. Complete with all accessories, less crystals and antenna.

Same unit tuned to your frequency including brand new antenna, ready for installation. 

—Same unit without accessories, $198.

- **RCA 148 to 172 mc**

CMC30 (Vibrator Power Supply)—6/12 volt, 30 watt. Complete with all accessories, less crystals and antenna.

Wide band.

Fully narrow banded (transmitter and receiver) 

Add $39.00 for crystals, tuning and antenna Ready for installation.

- **GE 150-170 Low Power Industrial**

4ETS6-6/12 volt, 1 watt, complete with all accessories. 

Wide Band.

Add $25.00 for crystals and tuning of the receiver only. Low noise at high input wattages and highly sensitive monitor receiver. Weatherproof cases for these units are also available for $35.00.

We Buy Late Model Equipment for Cash—

Write Gregory Electronics Corporation

249-A Rt. 46 • Phone 772-7550 • saddle Brook, N.J. Area Code 201

---

**Radio Electronics**

**Philco 10L41 Chassis—Vertical Sync Trouble**

Vertical sync critical. Set was checked over in the shop. It held good for two days, was returned to its owner. One week later the set was back with the same complaint.

The usual place to start checking was at the oscillator. The vertical integrator was replaced with no change. Each oscillator part was checked. Varying the height and linearity controls affected the hold greatly. (This threw us off; we
took it for granted that the vertical sync pulses were all right.) Voltage checks seemed normal enough so we turned to the scope.

Disabling the vertical oscillator, we checked the vertical sync pulse at the integrator. It was barely visible with the scope wide open. Going back to the sync separator, a 6AW8, we checked the grid and found the vertical pulses greatly suppressed. In the grid circuit is a PC network, N6 part No. 30-6532-2. The input to the printed network, pin 5, was checked. Both vertical and horizontal sync signals were all right. Voltage on the grid of the 6AW8 sync separator was higher than normal. A 3-meg resistor was temporarily installed to ground. Sync returned to normal. Took the PC out and checked it. Sure enough, it had opened up. Uncovering the tie point at pin 4 (cut off), we were able to install a new 220,000-ohm resistor on the outside of the circuit plate.—James E. Ericson

Waking Up Auto Vibrators
Sometimes new vibrators fail to start, especially if they’ve been lying around for a while, because of a coating of tungsten oxide on their contacts.
You can clean the contacts by applying 117 volts ac to the vibrating reed through a 40-watt lamp for about 30 seconds as shown in the diagram. Five or 10 minutes will do no harm.—E. L. Deschambault

Heath AG-10:Hum Pickup
Working with a very low signal level (less than 1 mv) from the Heath AG-10 sine-square generator, I found an excessive amount of 60-cycle pickup in the lowest attenuator position. The trouble was a small ground loop formed by the 680-ohm resistor and a ground wire to the common tie point. Removing the resistor from this tie point and running it direct to the ground binding-post lug (at the output) cured the trouble.—Tom Jaski
AUTOMOTIVE IGNITION SHIELDING KIT to control conducted and radiated interfer- ence. May be installed in either 6's or 8's, V or in-line engines.—E. F. Johnston Co., Waseca, Minn.


RADIO, TV, AUDIO TUBES last life of apparatus in which used. Replaced free if fail for any reason except physical mishandling. 24K gold -apparatus.—U.S. Audio Corp., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill.

MIKE FOR TAPE RECORDING and communications, model T48. Frequency response 50 to 8,000 cycles. Polar pattern mainly omnidirectional; directional above 3 kc. Average output —54 db. —Eumelronics Corp., Guaynabo, Puerto Rico.

MIKE STANDS. 21 models (floor, desk, banquet); 24 accessories (goose necks, boom attachments, shock mounts). Pushbutton-clutch instan- taneous height adjustment. Tip-proof bases.— Racin Corp., 366 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.

AUDIOPHILE CARTRIDGE, Mark IV. High compliance, 15 X 10^-2 cm/dyne in all directions. Separation of 30 db in each channel. Tracking force 1.5 to 3 grams for professional arms; 3 to 4 grams for changers. Full-range smooth response ±2 db from 20 to 6,000 cycles, ±2 db to 17,000 with deliberate rolloff to 20,000 cycles. —Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y.

MUSIC OUTLET SYSTEM for home entertain- ment. Operates as multiple TV-FM antenna system and as piped-in hi-fi system. One wire carries TV, FM and hi-fi music—Winegard Co., Burlington, Iowa.

COAXIAL SPEAKERS, model K-120. 3/4-in. tweeter nested near apex of 12-in. low-frequency cone. Frequency response 30 cycles to beyond audibility. Power-handling ability 15 watts of mus- sic. Impedance 8 ohms.—Minneapolis Speaker Co., 3816 Grand Ave. S.E., Minneapolis 9, Minn.

THIN SPEAKER SYSTEM (1/4 in. wide) radiates sound from both sides of unit. Woofer 264 sq. in. Frequency response 45 to 18,000 cycles. Power rating 20 watts, impedance 4-8 ohms.—University Loudspeakers, 9500 W. Reno, Oklahoma City, Okla.

STEREO EXPANDER-COMPRESSOR, model KN-777, increases dynamic range of program material. Expansion, up to 8 db per channel; compres- sion, up to 15 db per channel, distortion, none. Input impedances, 100 to 100,000 ohms; output im- pedance, 47,000 to 470,000 ohms. Frequency re- sponse flat ±1 db through audio range.—Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill.


44-WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER LA-200. Stereophonic preamplifier and dual-channel stereo amplifier on one chassis. No output or driver transformers for low distortion. IHF power 44 watts; 22 watts per channel. Frequency response ±1 db, 20-20,000 cycles. Harmonic distortion 1%. Hum and noise: tuner —74 db; magnetic phono —54 db. Tone control ±10 db; inputs (5 pairs).

 Herald, Magnetic phono, ceramic phono, tuner, auxiliary. Output: tape recorder, 4-16 ohms speaker impedance. 14 b—Lafayette Radio, 117 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, N. Y.

ALL-TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER, model A-17. 40 watts, 20 watts per channel; 70 watts "music power"; 3 stereo inputs. Outputs for 4-, 8-, 16-ohm speakers and tape recorders. Front-panel major function controls: 5-position...


SPRAY TUNER CLEANER and lubricant. Does not affect plastic channel-holder discs. Inhibits oxidation, 6-inch steel needle.—Injectroll Mfg. Co., 6 Bay 50 St., Brooklyn 14, N.Y.

MAGNETICALLY SHIELDED REED RELAYS. 34 models, 11 contact combinations. Range from models with one contact normally open to models with 6 contacts normally open.—Kurman Electric Co., 191 New St., Brooklyn 22, N.Y.

PROFESSIONAL WIRE CUTTER, style A150. High-speed tool-steel insert along cutting edge. For cutting nickel leads (used in welded modules) and other medium-hard wire. Inserted tip, hand-tapped joint, diamond-honed cutting edge. Edge may be reshARPENed.—Hunter Tools, 9851 Alburris Ave., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.

SHAFT CABINET supplied with 4 each of 136 individually marked shaft types. All-metal construction and high visibility.—Clarostat Mfg. Co. Inc., Dover, N. H.

TUNING TOOL KIT. 8 tools, primarily for manufacturer's component products, but meet other uses. Plastic dielectric shanks add minimum stray capacitance. Adapter increases effective handle diameter to 3/4 inch.—JFD Component Sales Dept., 15 Ave. at 62 St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

FIELD-ASSEMBLED DUAL CONTROLS (single shaft), Series DA. Panel units, rear units, shafts, switches snap together permanently; lock. All standard replacement values, shaft styles.—Clarostat Mfg. Co. Inc., Dover, N. H.

INDICATING PIN SERIES OF FUSES, series 334000. Projecting pin makes physical contact with audible alarm circuit (actuating bell, etc.) or, used as indicator of blown fuse. 1/8 in. long, 1/8 in. dia. Blow time at 110% of rating, 4 hours min., 135%. 1 hour max. Ampereage and voltage ratings from 1/2 amp. at 125 volts through 20 amps, at 32 volts.—Littlefuse Inc., 1865 Miner St., Des Plaines, Ill.

BEAT-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR, model 0013. Frequency range 200 to 200,000 cycles. Frequency swept continuously by manual or mechanical means.—Continued on page 92
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build your own bozak

Urban or Early American Infinite-Baffle Speaker Cabinets

Complete kits ready for assembly, and finishing to your taste. For the Bozak 2-way B-300 and 3-way B-302A Systems. See your Bozak Dealer, or write Bozak.

Olson Electronics, Inc.
743 Forge Street, Akron, Ohio 44308

www.americanradiohistory.com
Why Fred got a better job...

I laughed when Fred Williams, my old high school buddy and fellow worker, told me he was taking a Cleveland Institute Home Study course in electronics. But when our boss made him Senior Electronic Technician, it made me stop and think. Sure I'm glad Fred got the break... but why him... and not me? What's he got that I don't. There was only one answer... his Cleveland Institute Diploma and his First Class FCC License!

After congratulating Fred on his promotion, I asked him what gives. "I'm going to turn $15 into $15,000," he said. "My tuition at Cleveland Institute was only $15 a month. But, my new job pays me $15 a week more... that's $780 more a year! In twenty years... even if I don't get another penny increase... I will have earned $15,600 more! It's that simple. I have a plan... and it works!"

What a return on his investment! Fred should have been elected most likely to succeed... he's on the right track. So am I now. I sent for my three free books a couple of months ago, and I'm well on my way to Fred's level. How about you? Will you be ready like Fred was when opportunity knocks? Take my advice and carefully read the important information on the opposite page. Then check your area of most interest on the postage-free reply card and drop it in the mail today. Find out how you can move up in electronics too.
How You Can Succeed In Electronics

. . . Select Your Future From Five Career Programs

The “right” course for your career

Cleveland Institute offers not one, but five different and up-to-date Electronics Home Study Programs. Look them over. Pick the one that is “right” for you. Then mark your selection on the reply card and send it to us. In a few days you will have complete details . . . without obligation.

1. Electronics Technology
A comprehensive program covering Automation, Communications, Computers, Industrial Controls, Television, Transistors, and preparation for a 1st Class FCC License.

2. First Class FCC License
If you want a 1st Class FCC ticket quickly, this streamlined program will do the trick and enable you to maintain and service all types of transmitting equipment.

3. Broadcast Engineering
Here’s an excellent studio engineering program which will get you a 1st Class FCC License and teach you all about Program Transmission and Broadcast Transmitters.

4. Electronic Communications
Mobile Radio, Microwave, and 2nd Class FCC preparation are just a few of the topics covered in this “compact” program . . . Carrier Telephony too, if you so desire.

5. Industrial Electronics & Automation
This exciting program includes many important subjects such as Computers, Electronic Heating and Welding, Industrial Controls, Servomechanisms, and Solid State Devices.

An FCC License . . . or your money back!
In addition to providing you with comprehensive training in the area indicated, programs 1, 2, 3, and 4 will prepare you for a Commercial FCC License. In fact, we’re so certain of their effectiveness, we make this exclusive offer:

The training programs described will prepare you for the FCC License specified. Should you fail to pass the FCC examination after completing the course, we will refund all tuition payments. You get an FCC License . . . or your money back!

Cleveland Institute’s new “Check-Point Plan” helps you learn faster and better

Cleveland Institute uses the new programmed learning approach. This “Check-Point Plan” presents facts and concepts in small, easy-to-understand bits . . . reinforces them with clear explanations and examples. Students learn more thoroughly and faster through this modern, simplified method. You too will absorb . . . retain . . . advance at your own pace.

Job placement service . . . another CIE extra to help you get ahead in electronics

Once enrolled with CIE, you will get a bi-monthly listing of the many high-paying interesting jobs available with top companies throughout the country. Many Cleveland Institute students and graduates hold such jobs with leading companies like these: American Airlines, American Telephone and Telegraph, General Electric, General Telephone and Electronics, IBM, Motorola, North American Aviation, New York Central Railroad, Raytheon, RCA and Westinghouse.

Electronics is a fast moving, dynamic industry . . . Cleveland Institute keeps you current

The Electron Bulletin is CIE’s bi-monthly digest of new developments in the world’s fastest growing industry. As a CIE student, you will get a free copy throughout your training to keep you up-to-date on Masers, Lasers, Solid State Devices, and other new inventions.

Full accreditation . . . your assurance of competence and integrity

Cleveland Institute of Electronics is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council. You can be assured of competent electronics training by a staff of skilled electronics instructors.


Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Dept. RE-87 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland 14, Ohio
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FREE SCOTT CUSTOM STEREO GUIDE

New 24-page 1964 Custom Stereo Guide packed with photos, descriptions, and specifications of all Scott tuners, amplifiers, tuner/amplifiers, speakers, and kits. Also... articles and pictures on decorating your home with stereo, selecting a tuner and amplifier, and how FM multiplex stereo works. Send for your Scott Custom Stereo Guide today.

Rush me the new 1964 Scott Guide to Custom Stereo.

Name... 
Address... 
City... Zone... State...

H.H. Scott, Inc. 
111 Powdermill Rd., Maynard, Massachusetts

The time to sell is when you have a customer. And the place to sell is where you have some 157,000 customers—the classified pages of RADIO-ELECTRONICS.

PROFESSIONAL technicians use Dave Rice's OFFICIAL ORDER BOOKS for every TV-RADIO service call

FREE

Write for your free folder describing Dave Rice's Official Order Books, including an actual size sample copy of the handy order form.

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO., INC. 133 N. JEFFERSON ST. CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

(Continued from page 87) cal means. 6 modulating frequencies. Built-in vvm shows rms signal level at output terminals. Choice of output impedances between 4 and 6,000 ohms.

Output voltage 400 μ to 120 volts.—R & K Instruments Inc., 3044 W. 106 St., Cleveland 11, Ohio.

PULSE GENERATOR, model 214A. Positive or negative 100-volt, 2-amp pulses into 50 ohms. Source impedance 50 ohms on all but highest output. At max. output, pulse rise and fall time

typically 15 nsec; on all other ranges, less than 13 nsec. Internal trigger operates from positive or negative slope of almost any dc to 1-mc external signal from -40 to +40 volts.—Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.

BLACK/WHITE AND COLOR TV ANALYST, model 1074. Complete TV signal-generating source. Points-to-point signal injection. Complete rf, if, signals with pattern video and tone audio. Switch-selected video signals. FM-modulated 4.5-


NARROW-BAND GENERATOR amplifiers, filters, controls white noise directed into the ear not being tested by audiometer. Operator selects specific frequency of white-noise sound spectrum. Narrow-band noise for 11 frequencies, up to 80-db masking most frequencies.—Beltone Electronics Corp., 4201 W. Victoria St., Chicago 46, Ill.

SIGNAL GENERATOR, model TE-204. Factory-wired, calibrated, l.f.-r.f. alignment, audio signal testing, TV linearity checks, etc. 6 overlapping signal ranges 120-320 and 320-1000 kc; 1-3.2, 3.2-11, 11-38 and 37-130 mc, on fundamentals with calibrated harmonics 125-380 mc. AF output 2-3 volts, AF input 4 volts across 1 megohm.
CB TRANSCEIVER, model ED-278. For professional or commercial class-D use. Meets FCCpropagation for revision of Part 19 of Rules. Transmits and receives on 8 channels, patented squelch circuitry. Transmitter modulates 100%. Dual-conversion superhet; sensitivity better than 0.1 µv for 10-db signal-to-noise ratio; selectivity 6 db down at 2.5 kc, 58 db down at 10 kc, 12 db. Vocaline Co. of America Inc., Old Saybrook, Conn.

TRANISTOR CODE-PRACCTICE OSCILLATOR KIT, model EC-131. 2-transistor circuit powered by flashlights. Switch selects built-in version superhet; sensitivity better than 0.1 µv for 10-db signal-to-noise ratio; selectivity 6 db down at 2.5 kc, 58 db down at 10 kc, 12 db. Vocaline Co. of America Inc., Old Saybrook, Conn.

ALL-TRANSISTOR AM-FM STEREO TUNER KIT, model AD-43. 25 transistors. 9 diodes, separate AM-FM tuning meters, a/c or d/c. Automatic stereo-mono switching, stereo indicator light. FM front end and i.f. factory-built, pre-aligned. Regulated power supply. FM specs: sensitivity 2 µv for 30-db quieting, image rejection 35 db; capture ratio 7 db; AM suppression 35 db; harmonic distortion (full quieting) less than 1%; stereo separation 40 db at 50 cycles, 25 db at 15 kc. AM specs: sensitivity 5 µv for 10-db signal-to-noise at 1,000 kc; image rejection 50 db or better; 10-kc suppression 40 db; harmonic distortion less than 1%; hum and noise 35 db below 30% mod. Built-in antenna. Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

INDUSTRIAL TWO-WAY RADIO, Hallmark 3000. Plate input power 30 watts, range up to 50 miles. 25-50-mc band. Noise limiter, squelch circuit. Hallmark Instruments, 6612 Denton Drive, Dallas, Tex.

RF output over 100,000 µv. Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., 2500 N. Western Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.

HARNESS TESTING ADAPTERS test current, voltage, resistance and video by extending all test points 24 in. from chassis. Eliminates unsoldering and resoldering connections; simplifies in-circuit testing. Phone tip/banana plug adapters permits use with all meters. Test-socket extended test tabs with phosphor bronze contacts and heavy-duty molded phenolic base. Pomona Electronics Co., 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, N.Y.

TRANISTOR CODE-PRACCTICE OSCILLATOR KIT, model EC-131. 2-transistor circuit powered by flashlights. Switch selects built-in

Speaker, built-in light, or headphones via front panel jack. Screw terminals for any kind of key. Key, battery, parts and instructions. Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.

ALL-TRANSISTOR AM-FM STEREO TUNER KIT, model AD-43. 25 transistors, 9 diodes, separate AM-FM tuning meters, a/c or d/c. Automatic stereo-mono switching, stereo indicator light. FM front end and i.f. factory-built, pre-aligned. Regulated power supply. FM specs: sensitivity 2 µv for 30-db quieting, image rejection 35 db; capture ratio 7 db; AM suppression 35 db; harmonic distortion (full quieting) less than 1%; stereo separation 40 db at 50 cycles, 25 db at 15 kc. AM specs: sensitivity 5 µv for 10-db signal-to-noise at 1,000 kc; image rejection 50 db or better; 10-kc suppression 40 db; harmonic distortion less than 1%; hum and noise 35 db below 30% mod. Built-in antenna. Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

CONTROL HEAD and transmitter/receiver chassis or separate control head, cable and chassis. Halliburton, 5th and Kostner Aves., Chicago 24, Ill.

PORTABLE TWO-WAY RADIOS, fully transistorized. 5- and 14-watt models for 25-54-mc range. 3- and 14-watt units for 144-174-mc band. 6 lb. ea. Motorola Inc., Communications Div., 4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, Ill.

NOISELESS WIRELESS INTERCOM, Vocatroon CC-100. Patented squelch circuit. Each unit can be controlled independently. "Talk lock" position on function switch for monitoring. Vocaline Co. of America Inc., Old Saybrook, Conn.

INDUSTRIAL INTERCOM CONTROL CENTER, model 7300. All-transistor, 12-watt power, no warmup. Acoustic noise suppression; overload protection. 16 station-select keys. Rauland-Borg Corp., 3535 W. Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill.

FLYBACKS. Exact replacements for Magnavox, Silvertone. Philco TV's. HO-179 and HO-179A.


AC OIL CAPACITORS reduced 35% in size from 3/3/16 to 3/2/16 in and 80% in leakage currents. Terminals rest on cone-shaped phenolic bushings. Special-purpose capacitors for motor air conditioning, refrigeration, air handling. Capacitance: 1 to 55 µf; voltage rating 165-660 ac; standard tolerance ±10%. Cornell-Dubilier Electronics Div., 50 Paris St., Newark, N. J.


All specifications from manufacturer's data.
ELECTRONICS

Engineering-Technicians
Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months
Save Two Years' Time

- Radio Television Plus Color Technician (12 Months)
- Electronics Engineering Technology (15 Months)
- Electronics Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree)
- Architecture (B.S. Degree)

Approved for Veterans
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
Write for Catalog and Registration Application. New Term Starting Soon.

Your Name
Address
City
State

The Nation's increased demand for Engineers, Electronic Technicians, Radio TV Technicians is at an all time high. Heald Graduates are in demand for Preferred High Paying Salaries. Train now for a lucrative satisfying lifetime career.

HEALD'S
ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Est. 1863—100 Years
Van Ness at Post, RE
San Francisco, Calif.

BUY from Radio-Electronics Classified Ads
SELL through Radio-Electronics Classified Ads

NEW! LAFAYETTE
12-TRANSISTOR 2-WAY
"WALKIE TALKIE" WITH SQUELCH

only 39.95 2 for 78.88

More fun... better performance... greater value than ever. Superb for fishing, hunting or business use. No age restrictions or license requirements when used as per Part 15 FCC regulations. Features: separate microphone and speaker for better sending and receiving; excellent noise squelch; crystal controlled receiver and transmit; positive action push-to-talk switch and 45" telescoping antenna. As a bonus feature, the HE-100 may be operated in the home with an AC power pack. (Optional see below) Saves batteries too! Includes crystals, earphone, leather carrying case and batteries. 5lb pkg., 22 oz imported HE-100L Walkie Talkie

Net 39.95
Pair for 78.88

NEW! AC POWER PACK
Converts 117VAC to 9V DC
Plugs into HE-100.
HE-97
Net 7.45

ORDER A PAIR TODAY!

LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
Dept. JA-4, P.O. Box 10
Syosset, L.I., N.Y.

Send me: Walkie Talkie... (HE-100L)
AC Power Pack... (HE-97).
Shipping charges collect. $... enclosed.

Name Address City Zone State

SEE YOUR COSTS SHRINK WITH KEY DISCOUNTS

Prove it for yourself! Rush us your list of stereo & components for an immediate price-busting quotation.

Enjoy these advantages:
- LOWEST PRICES
- SPEEDY DELIVERY
- FACTORY WARRANTY
- EASY PAYMENT PLAN

For a real eye-opener, send for our valuable money-saving audio discount catalog A-17, featuring the latest in stereo equipment.

KEY ELECTRONICS CO.
518 East 95th St., Bklyn, 12 N.Y.

High Output Earpiece
PATENT No. 3,066,200
Walter A. Pavlok, Newark, N. J. (Assignor to William Ward Jackson, Short Hills, N. J.)

Efficiency in an acoustic transducer may be increased through the use of many small magnets. The diagram shows seven rows of U-shaped magnets, four in each row. They are staggered to form long, narrow magnetic gaps. For example, the first row has three south poles, the next has seven north poles in line, then seven south poles, and so on.

An insulated diaphragm carries an aluminum ribbon bent to form eight straight arms with short connecting links. When the diaphragm is in place, each arm is directly over one of the magnetic gaps. Audio power is fed to the ribbon. At any instant, the mechanical force on each arm is in the same direction (either toward or away from the magnet assembly), resulting in high efficiency.

Stereo Balance
PATENT No. 3,066,741
Donald E. Johnson, Conneaut, Ohio (Assignor to Atlantic Corp., Conneaut, Ohio)
The two channels of a stereo unit make equal angles with the vertical. The stylus should ride the grooves vertically, so that neither channel is favored. This pickup is equipped with two knobs that can adjust the stylus over a narrow range, if cor-
Which connect the VTVM to measure EA, Bruce
springs also end. Angles A show spring, pushes against
rection
 accomplishment.

Transconductor Tester
PATENT No. 3,050,677
Bruce A. Birnie, Danvers, Mass. (Assigno to
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.,
Danvers, Mass.)
This measures transconductance directly over a
wide range. The ganged switch S has 3 taps
which connect the VTVM to measure EA, ECA, and
EA, in that order (diagram). EA is set as required
for the tube. EA is measured, and R1 is adjusted
to make ECA = EA. Then Is = ECA. Now Gm =
R1 + R2

Correction
There is an error in the dimensions of the vertical divider board in the bookshelf speaker enclosure on page 70 of the September issue. Its actual size is
5 x 9 inches instead of 7 x 9 inches as shown.

Our thanks to constructor J. S. Cruden of Toronto, Ont., for calling this to our attention.
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We provide the know-how
(you put it to good use)

Choose from this selection of famous Gernsback Library books and become knowledgeable in any, or all, of these electronic subjects. Whether your interest in electronics is for
profit or pleasure—we can promise that these books will give you the know-how for the
smallest investment on your part. (A tax-deductible investment, if the books are purchased
for professional purposes.) Buy now from your electronic parts distributor or
mail in the coupon above.

Gernsback Library, Inc.
154 West 14th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011

Please send me postpaid the books indicated. My remittance of $________
is enclosed.
Circle book numbers you wish to order.

Name:__________________________
Street:__________________________
City:___________________________
Zip Code:_______________________

Please send me free catalog.

TV—IT'S A CINCH!, By E. Alts-
berg—A delightful explanation of TV
principles written lightheartedly in
dramatic dialogue. Practical approach
to TV theory. Paperback $2.95. Cloth-
bound $4.60.

PRINTED CIRCUITS, By Morris
Moses—Build-yourself circuits for
miniature amplifiers, receivers and
many more transistor devices. Mate-
rial, components and component de-
velopment. Covers printed circuits from
all angles. Paperback $2.95.

MARINE RADIO FOR PLEAS-
TURE CRAFT, By Harold McKay—
Includes marine radar, depth and
direction finding equipment. Covers
type, operation, maintenance. Appen-
dices list marine radio stations, short
regulations, FCC regulations, etc.
Paperback $2.95.

BUILD TINY ELECTRON-
ics, By M. G. Sengbusch—
expands the entire field of semi-
conductor devices—transistors, recti-
fers, photoelectric devices, thermo-
sistors, varistors, etc. Paperback $2.95.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SEMI-
CONDUCTORS, By M. G. Sengbusch—
Includes marine radar, depth and
direction finding equipment. Covers
type, operation, maintenance. Appen-
dices list marine radio stations, short
regulations, FCC regulations, etc.
Paperback $2.95.

BUILD TINY ELECTRON-
ics, By M. G. Sengbusch—
expands the entire field of semi-
conductor devices—transistors, recti-
fers, photoelectric devices, thermo-
sistors, varistors, etc. Paperback $2.95.

111 HOW TO BUILD TINY ELECT-
RONIC CIRCUITS, By Morris
Moses—Lists all the pros—explains
"miniaturized" electronics to the
hobbyist, experimenter and service
technician. Takes the mystery out
of "makeshift" projects. Paperback $4.10.

THE WAY OF ELECTRON PHYSICS,
By Norman H. Crowhurst—
Explains in simple understandable
language, the how and why of elec-
tronics. Covers beginning of electron-
ics, electron theory, solid-state semi-
conductors, tubes for electronic
electronics. Paperback $3.95.

Gernsback Library, Inc.
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For CLEANSER SOUNDING TAPE RECORDINGS FROM YOUR PRESENT RECORDER—

Erase the professional way—
with the Keystone MAGNERASER

ONLY $18.95.

- Saves Its Cost Many Times Over
  (Restores used tape to better than new condition—regardless of how overloaded tape may be.)
- Improves New Tape Performance
  (Erasers background noise to lowest level.)
- Erases Full Reel in Seconds—
  Without Rewinding
  (Any size reel: 1/4", 1/2"; also 16 and 35 MM magnetic sound film.)
- Small, Portable: And yet the Magneraser has twice the erase power of large bench models costing $33.00 or more.

Even the most expensive professional recorders have erase heads which leave noise on the tape in much the same way as the eraser on a pencil leaves smudges. As recorders wear, erase quality degrades rapidly. This results in recordings with high, very disturbing background noise. If it were possible, recorders would be equipped with large erase heads like the MAGNERASER. But this is not practical because their strong magnetic field would interfere with the record and playback heads.

With the impending advent of superior quality tapes with their much higher magnetic retentivity, the MAGNERASER becomes an absolute essential because erase heads on recorders will not erase these tapes. The MAGNERASER is guaranteed to be completely effective with all magnetic tape, and will actually lower background noise level 3 to 6 db below that of virgin, unused tape. It is also ideal for de-magnetizing record-playback and erase heads, thereby reducing distortion and background noise induced by these components.

To operate, simply plug the MAGNERASER into the A.C. and move it around the reel. Within seconds, the complete reel is ready for use.

Brooks Radio & TV Corp. 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y.

S. enclosed. (No postage required in continental U.S.A.) Please ship Magneraser(s) Model No. 150A to:

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________


New Semiconductors and Tubes

2AV2

Here is a new filament-type 9-pin miniature half-wave rectifier for focus rectifier service in color TV sets, and for other high-voltage, low-current applications.

The filament of the RCA 2AV2 is designed to operate directly across a filament winding of the flyback transformer, eliminating the need for a dropping resistor.

Except for filament rating (1.8 volts, 0.3 amp), and plate-to-filament capacitance, the 2AV2 is just like the 1V2.

Sonobuoy nuvistors

RCA has announced four interesting nuvistors for marine sonobuoy applications. Two of them, the 8380 and the 8382, are fairly conventional; the 8380 is a power tetrode with a maximum plate dissipation of 1.6 watts, for rf amplifier use to 80 mc, and the 8382 is a power triode, for oscillator, amplifier or doubler service to 175 mc.

The 8441 is a high-impedance (9,400-µmho) high-µ triode designed for low-noise amplification in circuits requiring a high input impedance.

Possibly most interesting of the batch is medium-µ triode 8456, designed for a plate voltage of 24, to operate directly from a salt-water battery. Despite the low plate voltage, the transconductance is high—7,500 µmhos.

HOTTEST VALUE EVER OFFERED!

$200 HEARING AID (as shown)—Your Price... $2

We scooped the Market on 15000 of these HEARING AIDS from one of the Leading Manufacturers (name withheld) who switched to the Transistor Type. Each HEARING AID INSTRUMENT is a Complete AUDIO AMPLIFIER and includes—a CRYSTAL MICROPHONE, 3 SUB-MINIATURE TUBES and a Super Bingle Phenolic CABINET.

Indeed a TOP ITEM for the Experimenter—can be modified and converted to: RADIOS—INTERCOMS—TRANSMITTERS—SECRET LISTENING DEVICES—MICROPHONE for Tape Recorders—PRE-AMP & MICROPHONE COMBINATION for Public Address Systems—ETC.

5" x 2½" x 1"—Shipping Weight 1 lb.

Complete as illustrated—Including a detailed informative SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM (less Earphone and Battery)...

$2

8" PM SPEAKER 6.9-oz. mag. dual-cone $13.59
12" KM SPEAKER 6.9-oz. mag. dual-cone $17.97
8" OUTDOOR SPEAKER metal case $15.99
15" JENSEN SPEAKER 10-oz. mag. 7.84

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y.
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sistance to nuclear radiation, shock and vibration.

Philco discontinues transistors
Late in 1963, Philco Corp.'s Lansdale Div. announced that it was dropping manufacture of all germanium and silicon transistors. The management gave as a reason the desire to concentrate on more profitable lines such as microelectronics and test instruments.

A large part of Philco's transistor line is licensed to Sprague and General Instruments, which are expected to take up some of the "slack" created by Philco's decision.

2N2857
Claimed by the manufacturer to have the lowest noise figure among available uhf transistors, this has a maximum figure of 4.5 db at 450 mc. Units with noise figures as low as 2.7 db at 450 mc have been made.

This is claimed by RCA to be at least 2 db below the best of previous silicon transistors.

The new double-diffused epitaxial planar transistor is being used in communications receivers to 1,000 mc. It is expected to find application in radar, telemetry and navigational aids. It has a maximum operating temperature of 200°C; gives 14 db gain at 450 mc, neutralized, over a 20-mc bandwidth; puts out up to 40 mw as an oscillator at 500 mc, and will oscillate to 2,000 mc.

The 2N2857 comes in a four-lead TO-18 case. The transistor structure is electrically isolated from the case, which can be grounded.

8457, 8458
Here are two twin-tetrodes designed for use as class-C amplifiers, oscillators and multipliers in mobile radio transmitters up to 200 mc.

The 8457, a 9-pin miniature tube, is designed as driver for the 8458, which driving the 8458 as a straight-through final at 160 mc. This approach will be useful also for 2-meter mobile ham equipment.

Both tubes use a 13.5-volt center-tapped heater, which can be adapted to 6- and 12-volt mobile systems. Both are internally neutralized.
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noteworthy

Circuits

Voltage Calibrator

An accurate, stable dc voltage source is a useful accessory for calibrating meters and oscilloscopes and for supplying the standardizing voltage for potentiometers. In the past, Zener diodes and mercury batteries have been used as substitutes for much more expensive dc standard cells.

By combining the two components in a simple voltage regulator-reference circuit, the long-term voltage stability of the mercury battery and the automatic regulating ability of the Zener diode are obtained. The result is greatly increased stability and reliability.

The diagram shows the circuit. To adjust it, connect a dc milliammeter temporarily across the switch (which must be open), and adjust potentiometer R for a deflection of 20 ma. This arrangement may be assembled into a small case with a pair of output binding posts and requires no attention for long periods of time.—Rufus P. Turner

Adding Tone Controls

Many modern radios, TV combinations and record players either do not have tone controls or have only a simple high-cut type—a capacitor and pot in series between ground and the plate of one of the stages in the audio system. You can often improve the performance of the audio system and give it a fuller and more solid sound by adding the dual tone control shown in the diagram. I added it to the radio-phonograph audio system in my Olympic TV combination.

To connect the controls, locate the coupling capacitor between the voltage and power amplifiers and remove it. (If the plate and grid resistors and coupling capacitor are parts of a printed-circuit component, disconnect the leads from the grid and ground or B-minus and tape them.) Connect the arms of the pots to the power output grid, and C1 and C2 to the plate of the preceding stage. Leads from C3 and R3 go to ground or to the B-minus bus in ac-de equipment.

If there is no room on the chassis for the controls, mount them wherever convenient on the control panel. Shield the connecting leads and ground the shields to the chassis.—John J. Ragone

This type of control greatly attenuates the signal at the turnover frequency. Some equipment may not have enough reserve gain. In this case, you can use half of a 12AX7 or the triode section of a 6AV6 as a compensating amplifier. Take resistor values from the response.
Incidentally, there is no equivalent replacement for the 5MK9. You can substitute a 6X4 by rewiring the socket with the plates connected in parallel and the cathode connected to one side of the heater. The reduced heater voltage on the 6X4 increases warmup time a few seconds.—H. O. Maxwell

Broadcast-Studio Kink
In broadcast studios, it is taboo to have the monitor speaker and mike on at the same time. Feedback from speaker to mike cannot be tolerated. To talk along with a record, the disc jockey must

wear phones. Earphones are notorious for their tangled cords and the frayed tempos that result when the DJ attempts to move away from the console.

To solve this problem and eliminate phones, I decided to "bleed" the line monitor speaker interlock as shown in the diagram. The 250-ohm pot allows the speaker level to be turned to a whisper level when "on mike." The normal monitor listening level is restored when the mike is turned off. The whisper level prevents feedback of sound between speaker and mike.—Steve P. Dow

**Unusual Circuit**
In the conventional tube type half-wave rectifier circuit, one end of the power transformer secondary goes to the rectifier plate and the other end to ground. B-plus comes off the rectifier cathode. The power supply in the Arken CR-101 tape recorder (imported by Arken Enterprises, Vancouver, B.C.) is designed with the rectifier plate grounded as shown in the diagram. This connection can be quite a puzzler if you are not on your toes or don't have a base diagram of the 5MK9.

**Immediate Delivery**
... SCIENTIFIC LIGHT PACKING for safe delivery at minimum cost, HANDY WAY TO ORDER — Pencil mark items & enclose with check or money order, add extra for shipping, excess refunded with advantage to customer. Tissue sheet returned with order, as your packing slip.

**Market Scoop Columns**

- **Transistor Radio Kit** complete set of parts (less transistors, assaying offer)
- **Deluxe AM-FM Radio Kits** with box values and schematics
- **8" Portable TV set** complete for style & performance, tandem in new factory cartoon, $925 value
- **$15.00 Television Parts** "JACKPOT" best buy ever...
- **6-7 Alignment Tools**
- **Hansky CLAW HAMMER** 12" minutes chrome Hatule, aluminump handle
- **30-Good-All Condensors** 10-2000v (total 25-16000v)
- **50-RCO Phono Plugs** standard for phonograph, used
- **20-Electric Line Cords** $20-25 plug vs. plug
- **10-O A J. CONTROLS** 5-10-10 meg. long shaft, 101 uses
- **10-Toggle Switches SPST** deluxe U.L. approved, 101 uses
- **10-Rotary Switches SPDT**
- **1-Hearing Aid Amplifier** 12 pairs, 5 tubes, 104, etc., 104.95
- **99 Trim Headphones 825**
- **Telephone Jack Plug & 100-250 extension wire & connectors.
- **Top Brand 15" PM Speaker**
- **Complete 41 mc TV Tuner**
- **Monarch U-A-14 Stereo Record Changer**

**BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., Dept. A, New York 7, N.Y.**

**Telephone** (Cronard) 7-2559

**Www.americanradiohistory.com**
ELECTRONIC TEST INSTRUMENTS, indexed in 26-page Short Form Catalog. More than 600 oscilloscopes, voltmeters, signal generators, counters, power supplies, etc., Illustrations, specs.-Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.

THERMOELECTRIC COOLING MODULES detailed in data sheet. Cooling capacities, configuration and specifications on manufacturer Ltd., 5770 Andover Ave., Montreal 9, Que., Canada.

TEST ACCESSORIES (safety cords, etc.) described in form JEA 765. Full specs, prices.-Industrial Devices Inc., Edgewater, N.J.

NEON INDICTOR LIGHTS catalog No. NL-63 offers illustrations, specs, etc. of round Sneapettes, rectangular indicator lights, miniature pilot lights. Descriptions of lampholders, sockets, etc.-R. S. Nelson, Learcft Mfg. Co., Inc., 2106 44th Rd., Long Island City, N.Y.


SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS described in 8-page illustrated catalog. Includes silicon integrated TTL circuits and integrated Darling tone power amplifiers, silicon power transistors, etc. Full specs.-Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., 2747 Fourth Ave. So., Minneapolis 8, Minn.

MICROPHONE CATALOG describes over 75 makes and models of microphones and accessories. Includes stereo condenser, small diaphragm and subminiature tubes, etc.-K-T Industries Inc., Mamaroneck, N.Y.

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS described in 28-page booklet, range from preamps, Geiger-Müller counters to CB transmitters and receivers and electronic musical instruments.-Henry Francis Parks Laboratory, Box 1665, Seattle, Wash. 98125.

ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICES in 6 publications covering injection-laser and optical-sensor principles and manufacturers’ developmental line.-Commercial Engineering, RCA Electronic Components & Devices, Harrison, N.J.


POLAR MICROMINIATURE RELAYS described in 4-page Bulletin GEA-7656. Specs, coil data table, connection diagrams and outline drawings of popular mounting forms.-General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y.


ELECTRONIC CATALOG, No. FR-85, presents manufacturer’s full line from ceramics, chemicals to CB transceivers, test equipment, antennas, etc. 338 pages, specs, illustrations.-GC Electronics Co., Div. of Textron Electronics, Inc., Los Angeles 18, Calif.

ELECTRICAL WIRING DEVICES, lamps, specialties, products displayed in 10-page illustrated catalog. Features approved specification grade electrical wiring devices, switches, receptacles, transformers, etc.-Eagle Electric Mfg. Co., 23-10 Bridge Plaza So., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

INDICATING FUSES, MOUNTINGS for cartridge type silicon rectifiers, subminiature micro fuse holders, circuit breakers, silicon太太 module in page illustrated catalog. Basic fuse principles and operation explained.—Littelfuse, Literature Dept., 1865 Miner St., Des Plaines, Ill.


INSTRUMENT NEWSLETTER describes company’s new recording hamezometer, microknife, 12-page illustrated booklet.-Gardner Laboratory Inc., 5221 Landy Lane, Bethesda, Md. 20014.

PUBLIC-ADDRESS EQUIPMENT described in 6-page illustrated folder. Specs on 5-channel mixer preamplifier; 10-, 20-, 40-, 75-watt amplifiers; portable and permanent systems, etc.—Newcomb Audio Products Co., 6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

COMPONENT SELECTOR covers manufacturer’s line of capacitors, filters, delay lines, etc. More than 25 pages of charts, comparative data on capacitors, diodes, transistors, complete index to guide to availability of components.—Cornell-Dubilier Electronics Div., 50 Paris St., Newark 1, N.J.

CB SIGNAL GENERATORS, crystal-controlled series 24, described in technical bulletins. Illustration, specs. Request on company letterhead.—Ferris Instrument Co., 110 Cornelita St., Boonton, N.J.

CRT HANDBOOK outlines design considerations important to optimum results in display part of TV & cine & military systems. How cathode-ray tube performance is affected by system factors; tube application notes. 100 pages.-Cathode-Ray Tube Products Inc., 730 Third Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

CIRCUIT DESIGN with neon glow lamps explained in 12-page application newsletter. Glow lamps vs semiconductors for dc suppression, har-

ness testing, antenna overloads, bias regulation, etc.—Signalite Inc., Neptune, N.J.

HEATHKIT CHRISTMAS CATALOG—Mid-winter supplement 80-41 presents line of kits and gifts. 300 pages, illustrated. Includes price for more than 250 items including an electronic organ, color TV, tape recorder.—Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

NARROW- AND OCTAVE-BAND ANALY- ZERS, models 2107 and 2112, respectively, described in 2 booklets. Complete description, typical performance curves, application notes, etc. Popular analyzer models, accessories, complete specs.—B&K Instruments Inc., 3044 W. 106th St., Cleve- land 11, Ohio.


ELECTRONIC CATALOG, No. 75. Latest industrial electronic components and equipment from 500 manufacturers described. 626-page cata- log features over 7,000 semiconductors listed by manufacturer, type and numerical categories. Complete specs, prices.—Newark Electronics Corp., 223 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill.

$9.50 (foreign $10.50) Order from your favorite electronic parts distributor. If he cannot supply, send us his name and your mailing address, and we will supply.
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Old Pliers Make Tube-Pin Crimping

Here's a useful job for old, worn long-nose pliers without cutters. The drawing shows the details.

Cut the jaws to about 3/4-inch length. Drill a 1/6-inch hole through the top jaw and 1/2-inch into the lower jaw. Drill a 1/8-inch hole lengthwise into the jaw from the sawed-off end to at least 1/4-inch depth, leaving about 1/4-inch "web" between the side of the hole and the inner surface of the lower jaw.

Now drive a steel pin through the top jaw so that it extends 1/8 inch below the inside surface of the top jaw. File or grind the pin to a 1/6-inch dull wedge. To use the tool, slip the drilled lower jaw over a tube pin (say, a CRT heater pin) and crimp to lock the wire in the pin. It's faster and neater than soldering.—William Porter

Speaker Phase-Reversing Switch

With two speakers in a stereo setup, both speakers must work in phase (move in the same direction at the same time). Likewise, whenever two speakers are connected in parallel or in series, both speakers should work in phase for the best tone quality and efficiency.

To reverse the phase of a speaker, reverse the connections to its voice coil, either at the speaker or at the amplifier. To do this quickly and easily, mount a dpdt toggle switch on the speaker cabinet, as shown in the photo, and wire the switch as shown in the diagram. Now you can quickly reverse the phase of the speaker by flipping the switch.

You can tell by the sound when the

MAKE MORE MONEY

Join the Technician's Book Club.
Read helpful electronics books by leading authors—at tremendous savings.
Books sent on approval. Write for free bulletin.

GERSBACK LIBRARY, Inc.
Dept. 123C, 154 West 14th Street, New York, New York 10011

make money

www.americanradiohistory.com
NEW SAMS BOOKS

BRAND-NEW Updated 7th Edition of the famous Howard W. Sams

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK

Still the Leading Reference

Lists Over 10,000 Substitutions!

Absolutely indispensable to anyone in electronics—the complete guide to tube substitution. Contains 7 BIG Sections: Cross-Reference of American Substituting Tubes; Cross-Reference of Substitutes for Receivers; Tubes; Communications and Special Purpose Tubes; Foreign Substitutes for American Types; American Substitutes for Foreign Types; Picture Tube Substitution. Tells when and how to make proper substitutions, and how to cross-reference between sections for additional substitutions. Lists direct replacement or nearest similar type. No noodle rewiring. A "must" for tube caddy, lunch, or reference desk.

$195

Also order companion volume "Transistor Substitution Handbook" $5.95

CITIZENS BAND RADIO HANDBOOK

Revised and completely updated, this popular guide to CB radio now includes the latest operating techniques. Describes how to choose CB equipment, plus Citizens Band Regulations, CB equipment and circuits, antenna systems, fixed stations, mobile installations, maintenance, modifications, and troubleshooting. Includes glossary, complete Part 9 of the FCC Rules and Regulations, CB technical terms, and national call area map. Invaluable to anyone who owns, plans to own, or who installs and services CB gear.

295 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

$3.95

SMALL ENGINES SERVICE MANUAL

New 7th Edition of this popular service manual contains all the know-how you need to repair and service any small engine in operation today. Total coverage is now over 1,000 models, in 29 popular domestic and foreign brands, including all '62 and '63 models. Enables you to service all engines on lawn mowers, garden tractors, karts, scooters, cycles, tillers, etc. Contains over 40,000 maintenance and repair instructions. Special "Fundamentals Section" explains basics of 2-cycle and 4-cycle engine operation, engine horsepower, torque and efficiency. Instructions are complete, and should be followed carefully. The revised 7th Edition has been completely rewritten. A "must" for all small engine mechanics.

295 pages; 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

$3.95

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Learn at Home • $3 to $5 an Hour

SPARE TIME, FULL TIME • Be Your Own Boss!

FREE BOOK tells about profitable business you can run right at home. Learn ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES using simple tools. Pays $2-$5 an hour.

$1.95

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Order from your Sams Distributor today, or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. RE-1, 4300 W. 82nd Street, Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Send me the following books:

$1.95 enclosed. Send FREE Booklet.

Name

Address

City

Zone

State

My Distributor is:

IN CANADA: A. E. Simmonds & Sons Ltd., Toronto 7

102

RADIO & ELECTRONICS
pages, as against the 480 pages of RC-21. In the RC-22 400 pages are devoted to technical tube data. The useful introductory and theoretical material has been increased and revised, as has the circuit section in the back.


A practical book, devoted to setup and service procedures for specific makes and models. Hints and tips on purity and convergence, test equipment you will need. First two chapters deal with basic color TV principles, as a reference or brief introduction. Very graphic—no math.

**SCHOOL DIRECTORY**

**GET INTO ELECTRONICS**

V.T.E. training leads to success as technicians, field engineers, specialist in communications. Radiod, micro, radar, broadcast, intercom & advanced course in theory & practical application of communications, as developed by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 5½ x 8½ in., 192 pp. Paper, $2.95.

**B.S. Degree in 36 months**


**TRI-CITY COLLEGE**

2414 College Avenue • Angola, Indiana

**EARN A.E.E. DEGREE**

You can earn a A.E.E. degree at home. College level HOME STUDY courses taught so you can understand them. Continue your education, earn more in your field and receive credit for course work. Pay for each course after you receive your grade. Complete your A.E.E. degree and be a successful engineer. (Complete your A.E.E. degree at home as part of your career training program.)

American Institute of Engineering & Technology 1139 West Fullerton Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill.

**RSI**

**Engineering Technician**

A.S. Degree—2 Years
Electronics Engineer B.S. Degree

Evening Courses Available

**ELECTRONIC TECHNICAL INSTITUTE**

970 W. Manchester Ave., Inglewood, Calif. 4863 El Cajon Blvd., San Diego, Calif.

**COLUMN FOR THE SPACE AGE**

**NORTHROP INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY**


**VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE**

181 W. Arthur Vilas Street, Ingleside, Illinois

**C. L. Foster, President, Central Technical Institute, says:**

"Why be satisfied with home study electronics training that goes only half way?"

Get facts about new, modern training in PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS plus ... bonus training in APPLIANCE REPAIR and ELECTRICAL WIRING

**MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING**

Dept. RE-164, 1025 N. Milwaukee St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Tell me about an engineering career through residence study inc: □ Electrical fields □ Mechanical fields

Name ________________________________ Age ________________________________

Address ..................................................  City ____________________________ State ________________________________

City, State ..................................................

**FREE BOOK—MAIL COUPON**

Central Technical Institute, Dept. O3041
2608 Wyanotte St., Kansas City, Mo.

Rush latest edition "Practical Electronics" telling about careers in Electronics for trained men—FREE!

Name ........................................................

Address ..................................................

City .................................................. Zone ...........................
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**RADIO RESEARCH 1962**


The British Department of Scientific & Industrial Research reports on studies in space science, cosmic wave exploration, very low frequency waves, cosmic rays and other factors affecting radio.


This rather seriously written little book, after covering the theories of shortwave propagation, tells the reader how to find out about engineering at MSOE

Planning your education correctly now will enhance your career later! That's why you should obtain all the facts about MSOE programs in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and Technology. Learn about courses leading to 4-year Bachelor of Science and 2-year Associate in Applied Science degrees. Find out about MSOE scholarships, financial aids, job placement opportunities, and other services.

Assure yourself of a bright future in the exciting field of space age engineering and technology. Write for your free "Career" booklet which will tell you about educational advantages at MSOE.
Audio Specialty. Kits wired.

**Audio—Hi-fi**

**EDUCATION/ INSTRUCTION**

NOTICE, INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, 1024 Dupont Circle Building, Washington, D.C., 20036, U.S.A.

MATHMATICS ELECTRONICS. Pay as you learn. Free brochure. INDIANA HOME STUDY INSTITUTE, Box 228, Saxonville, Mass.

HOW COMPUTERS WORK. Send $2.00 for this easy-to-read Bulletin. ELECTRONICS RESEARCH LABORATORY, Box 154, Colonial Park, New York, N.Y. 10039.


FCC LICENSE in 6 weeks. First Class Radio Telephone, Results Guaranteed. ELKING RADIO SCHOOL, 2603C Inwood, Dallas, Tex.

COMPUTERS, ELECTRICITY, appliance repairs—how to understand them. Instituto, Dept. 104, 2555 Shelby, Indiana, Pa.

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING, New Home Study courses covering all makes electronic organ includes transistors, Experimental kits—schematics—troubleshooting. Accredited NHSC-GI. Mail in 5 for free booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton Blvd., Dept. F. Sacramento 20, Calif.

**Electronics**

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS—7 AMP—70 V $1.50; 140 V $2.00; 200 V $2.50; 300 V $3.00; 400 V $4.00; 500 V $4.50. Also other PRV's in stock. All tested. ADVANCE ELECTRONICS, 79A Cortlandt St., New York 17.

CONVERT any television to sensitive, big-screen oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans $2. RELCO, Box 10563, Houston 18, Tex.

BRAND NEW TUBES, World's lowest prices on Radio, TV—industrial special purpose tubes. Write for free parts catalog. UNITED RADIO CO., Newark, N.J.

****DIAGRAMS FOR REPAIRING RADIOS $1.00. Tel. 939-9955, Give make model. DIAMON SERVICE, Box 1151 RE, Manchester, Conn.****

**Electronic MANUFACTURER, Tax Exempt, offers engineering and/or production at 60% MILLES ENGINEERING, Las Marias, Puerto Rico.


**WANTED**

G.R. H.P., L.N., etc. Tubes, manuals, military electronics. ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, 434 Patterson Road, Dayton 19, Ohio.

QUIK CASH—for Electronic EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS, unused TUBES. Send list now! BRYOK 512 Broadway, New York N.Y. 10012. 212 WALKER 5-7000.
Handbook for the novice would-be ham and anyone interested in amateur radio. Covers all basic radio subjects in a frer and less concise style than the ARRL Handbook and omits SSB and other advanced techniques that can well be bypassed until the basic fundamentals and operating techniques have been mastered.


Practical information on use, calibration. Shows how these instruments can measure current, resistance and capacitance.

END
### BRAND NEW TUBES
**UNITED'S FIRST QUALITY TUBES**
**DISCOUNTS up to 80% OFF**
GUARANTEED ONE FULL YEAR! NOT USED! NO REFUNDS!
WHY PAY MORE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0A2</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>0A4</td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>0A6</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>0A8</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>0A10</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>0A12</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0A7</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
<td>0A9</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>0B2</td>
<td>$1.30</td>
<td>0B4</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>0B6</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>0B8</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0B10</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>0B12</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>0B14</td>
<td>$2.90</td>
<td>0B16</td>
<td>$3.30</td>
<td>0B18</td>
<td>$3.70</td>
<td>0B20</td>
<td>$4.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEND FOR COMPLETE PARTS CATALOG WITHOUT COST**
**USE THIS AD AS ORDER BLANK**

**UNITED RADIO CO.**
BOX 1000 A, NEWARK, N. J.

TERMS: remit full price plus postage with order. No COD.
Mail to Dept. EE. Excess postage will be refunded.

Subject to Prior Sale
$5 MINIMUM ORDER

---
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- **Allied Radio Corp.** 11
- **Amperex Electronics Corp.** Second Cover
- **B & K Manufacturing Co.** 7
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- **British Schools** 85
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- **Carston**
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- **Edison Scientific Co.**
- **Fair Radio Sales**
- **GM Photo Electronics**
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- **Palmer Electronics**
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- **Warren Electronics Components**
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- **American Institute of Technology & Engineering**
- **Central Technical Institute**
- **Electronic Technical Institute**
- **Northrop Institute of Technology**
- **Tri-State College**
- **Valparaiso Technical Institute**

**RADIO-ELECTRONICS**

---

**ZIP**

stands for the Post Office Department's new Zoning Improvement Plan. When renewing your RADIO-ELECTRONICS subscription, or sending us a change of address, please let us know what your ZIP Code is. We'll add it to your address mailing plate, and you'll get spedier delivery service from the Post Office. By the way, when writing to us, address RADIO-ELECTRONICS, 151 West 4th St., New York, N. Y. 10011.
NEW SIGMA SERIES

By JENSEN

7 SUPERB HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS

The brilliant new Jensen SIGMA Series incorporates the newest advances in electro-acoustic design, plus performance and reliability that set new standards for high fidelity unitary loudspeakers. Note these outstanding features:

- FLEXAIR® suspensions permit improved bass response even in compact enclosures.
- High-energy SYNTOX® magnetic structures for high power capacity and low distortion.
- Exclusive design low-crossover tweeters (2,000-cycle) provide excellent m-f and h-f response.
- Separate HF control with all coaxials permits custom-balancing of frequency response.
- Carefully formulated cones retain strength and shape even after long service.
- Heavy-duty die-cast frames give rigidity, permanently accurate alignment of moving system.

Jensen's full-time research and development program has consistently produced significant advances in loudspeaker design. Recent developments have dictated numerous changes in the construction of loudspeakers to take advantage of new performance possibilities. The 7 speakers in the new SIGMA Series incorporate all of those refinements and changes which have been proven effective. The SIGMA Series represents the first completely new loudspeaker group redesign in the industry in a number of years. It makes available a comprehensive range of types most often requested for unitary requirements at reasonable prices.

SG-223 REFLEX HORN COAXIAL 12" SPEAKER. Jensen's finest unitary. A true 2-way speaker with our unique horn-loaded reflex tweeter and high-compliance low-resonance FLEXAIR® woofer. Net .................. $69.50

SG-10 DUAL CONE 8-INCH FLEXAIR® SPEAKER. Net .......... $11.50

SG-22 DUAL CONE 12-INCH FLEXAIR® COAXIAL. Net .......... $24.50

SG-38 COMPRESSOR-HORN 8-INCH FLEXAIR® COAXIAL. Net .......... $36.50

SG-219 COMPRESSOR-HORN 12-INCH FLEXAIR® COAXIAL. Net .......... $40.50

SG-224 MULTICELL HORN 12-INCH COAXIAL. Net .......... $59.50

For complete information on SIGMA Series speakers write for Catalog D-165.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY / DIVISION OF THE MUTER COMPANY / 6601 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS

RCA Guards Against Callbacks 26 Ways

Under the watchful eyes of trained inspectors, RCA Silverama® Picture Tubes are carefully scrutinized for screen quality and focus.

All Silverama replacement picture tubes as well as those destined for original equipment undergo a battery of 26 automated tests. These include: warm-up, emission, gas, leakage, electron-gun performance, and other critical factors that can spell the difference between long-term performance or costly callback. Tubes failing a single test are automatically tagged and rejected. In addition to automatic testing, every tube lot leaving the RCA plant has been sampled by Quality Control.

Nothing is left to chance; part by part, inside and out, from base to faceplate the quality of each tube has been carefully controlled and assured prior to assembly. Even the Silverama envelope is carefully inspected prior to re-use, and is internally scrubbed, buffed, and restored to the peak of its optical capabilities. Result: a superior picture tube, an RCA Silverama. Make it your next installation choice.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics